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Hai Hu

SYMBOLIC AND NEURAL APPROACHES TO NATURAL LANGUAGE INFERENCE

Natural Language Inference (NLI) is the task of predicting whether a hypothesis text is

entailed (or can be inferred) from a given premise. For example, given the premise that two

dogs are chasing a cat, it follows that some animals are moving, but it does not follow that

every animal is sleeping. Previous studies have proposed logic-based, symbolic models and

neural network models to perform inference. However, in the symbolic tradition, relatively

few systems are designed based on monotonicity and natural logic rules; in the neural network

tradition, most work is focused exclusively on English.

Thus, the first part of the dissertation asks how far a symbolic inference system can go

relying only on monotonicity and natural logic. I first designed and implemented a system that

automatically annotates monotonicity information on input sentences. I then built a system

that utilizes the monotonicity annotation, in combination with hand-crafted natural logic rules,

to perform inference. Experimental results on two NLI datasets show that my system performs

competitively to other logic-based models, with the unique feature of generating inferences as

augmented data for neural-network models.

The second part of the dissertation asks how to collect NLI data that are challenging for

neural models, and examines the cross-lingual transfer ability of state-of-the-art multilingual

neural models, focusing on Chinese. I collected the first large-scale NLI corpus for Chinese,

using a procedure that is superior to what has been done with English, along with four types of

linguistically oriented probing datasets in Chinese. Results show the surprising transfer ability
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of multilingual models, but overall, even the best neural models still struggle on Chinese NLI,

exposing the weaknesses of these models.

Lawrence S. Moss, PhD

Sandra Kübler, PhD

Chien-Jer Charles Lin, PhD

Donald Williamson, PhD
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Natural language inference (NLI) is a fundamental task of natural language understanding

(NLU) and an important goal of recent natural language processing (NLP) systems.

In an NLI problem, a text is given as the premise P for inference (sometimes also re-

ferred to as the “context”), and the goal of a human or a computer system is to decide

whether a hypothesisH can be inferred from the premise, as shown in the following exam-

ples.

P : Every Asian linguistics student speaks at least 3 languages.(1.1)

H : Every Chinese linguistics student speaks more than 2 languages.

P : Some Asian linguistics student speaks at least 3 languages.(1.2)

H : Some Chinese linguistics student speaks more than 2 languages.

Examples like (1.1) and (1.2), are usually discussed within the field of logic and formal

semantics, where “P entails H” is typically defined as, in all possible worlds where P is

true, H is also true. In example (1.1), to correctly conclude that P entails H, a computer

system needs to determine that at least 3 entails more than 2, and that every Asian lin-

guistics student contains every Chinese linguistics student. That is, in all possible worlds

where every Asian linguistics student is capable of speaking 3 or more languages, so do

every Chinese linguistics student because of the containment relation between Asian and

Chinese. However, for another quantifier some in the same structure, shown in (1.2), the

relation is non-entailment. That is, in a world where we believe P to be true, we cannot
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commit ourselves to the truth condition ofH, simply because the Asian student mentioned

in the P may not be Chinese. These two examples with different quantifiers are central to

the natural logic tradition in the study of logic and formal semantics, which proposes and

builds logical systems that resemble natural language for the task of inference (van Ben-

them, 1986; Icard and Moss, 2013; MacCartney, 2009; Sánchez-Valencia, 1991; Yanaka

et al., 2019a).

NLI is also (if not more) interested in examples requiring some common sense and

world knowledge that go beyond pure logical and semantic reasoning, as shown in exam-

ple (1.3). For this entailment relation, a system has to understand that forgetting to do

something usually means not doing it, a case of factive verbs well studied in the literature

(De Marneffe et al., 2019; Nairn et al., 2006) and that leaving something in the car trunk

entails not bringing it to the house, according to some general world knowledge about

grocery shopping.

P : John forgot to take the milk out of his car trunk last night and(1.3)

he only discovered this today.

H : The milk was not brought into the house yesterday.

Example (1.3) also illustrates the “informal” nature of many of the NLI problems. Un-

der this “informal” assumption, “entailment” can be defined as whether an ordinary person

is likely to inferH from P (Dagan et al., 2005; Christopher D Manning, 2006; Pavlick and

Kwiatkowski, 2019), considering not only logical entailment, but also speaker intention,

pragmatic implicature, world knowledge, etc. For instance, strictly speaking, it is possi-

ble that in (1.3) someone other than John brought the milk into the house yesterday, thus

renderingH a non-entailment (although highly unlikely because John only discovered this

today). However, as an ordinary person is unlikely to make such a judgment based on the
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given P as well as our general knowledge about the situation, (1.3) is still considered a

valid entailment in NLI.

Thus the term natural language inference can be said to cover two somewhat diverging

definitions. One is the more strict logical and semantic entailment, while the other is the

more loose and less formal inference that ordinary people make everyday. In fact, the task

of NLI was named Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) at it inception (Dagan et al.,

2005), but gradually researchers have adopted the term “inference” to encompass a wider

range of phenomena. Therefore throughout the history of NLI research, there have been

systems and datasets that target either the more strict definition of logical entailment, or the

informal definition of inference.

In the logical and semantic tradition, many symbolic systems have been proposed. Typ-

ically, they translate the natural language input to some logical representation (for instance

first-order logic or higher-order logic) and then call on theorem provers to find proofs that

connect P and H (Abzianidze, 2016a; Bjerva et al., 2014; Martı́nez-Gómez et al., 2017;

Yanaka et al., 2018). These symbolic systems can achieve very high precision, but the

error-prone and challenging automatic translation of natural language into logical forms

has caused problems (MacCartney and Christopher D Manning, 2008). The first half of

the dissertation, chapters 3 and 4, therefore takes the natural logic approach, where the

syntax of the logical system is based on natural language thus requiring no translation to

any specific logical form. Building on the idea of monotonicity calculus, we have designed

and implemented a symbolic inference engine that performs competitively with previous

systems, while being more light-weight.

On the other hand, with the advent of neural network models, there has been growing

interest from the machine learning community in NLI, mostly working under its “informal”

definition. Models based on different neural architectures and configurations have been

proposed (Q. Chen et al., 2017; Nie and Bansal, 2017). More recently, neural models

such as the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT, Devlin et al.
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(2019)) and XLNet (Z. Yang et al., 2019) have been introduced, which achieved impressive

results on several NLI datasets.

This leads us to another key component in NLI research: the NLI datasets/corpora on

which researchers train and evaluate their systems (the datasets are sometimes referred to

as “benchmarks” in more recent literature). In this respect, one development over the past

decade or so is the use of crowd-workers as annotators. Before 2010, most if not all the NLI

datasets that the researchers have been working on are created by experts (for instance, the

FraCas dataset, Cooper et al. (1996)). However, at the moment, most of the influential NLI

datasets, just like other fields in artificial intelligence (AI), involve annotation from crowd

workers (for instance, the Multi-genre NLI corpus, Williams et al. (2018)). Annotations

from crowd-workers are assumed to represent the decisions of an ordinary person without

formal training in linguistics and logic. Using crowd workers also means that it is easy

to collect extremely large datasets. For instance, the Multi-genre NLI corpus collected a

total of 443k problems (P-H pairs), compared with a mere 346 problems in expert-created

FraCaS.

The need for large datasets is driven in large part by the development of large neural net-

work systems, which are especially data-hungry. Models like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019),

with billions or more parameters, require huge amounts of raw text data, as well as human

labeled data for training and fine-tuning. Because of the key role the training and evaluation

datasets play in current NLU research, the question of how to create high-quality, bias-free

training data and wide-coverage evaluation data has become a lively research field (Samuel

R. Bowman and Dahl, 2021). Unfortunately, so far, most of the NLI research is focused

on English, and there are no NLI datasets in Chinese. Thus in order to jump-start research

on Chinese NLI, chapter 5 of this dissertation provides the first large-scale, high-quality

NLI dataset in Chinese, with enhanced annotation procedure than previously proposed for

English. This corpus also allows us to perform many interesting experiments with a variety

of neural models.
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Furthermore, there has been growing interest in training multilingual neural models (Con-

neau et al., 2020; Devlin et al., 2019; Lample and Conneau, 2019; Xue et al., 2020),

which are single models capable of solving NLI problems in multiple languages. Despite

their current success, there are still many unanswered questions as to when and how such

cross-lingual transfer will work (training on English but evaluate on Chinese, for instance).

Chapter 6 of the dissertation presents our first step to understanding these models, by con-

structing four types of challenging NLI datasets in Chinese which target specific reasoning

skills, and evaluating and analyzing the models’ performance on these datasets.

At a high level, inference plays a central role in human intelligence. Any truly intel-

ligent computers should be able to make correct inferences given natural language input.

At a lower level of different NLP tasks, researchers have argued that a system capable of

natural language inference can serve as a generic module for other NLP tasks that involve

elements of semantic inference (Dagan et al., 2005; Potts, 2021). Empirically, NLI data

and models have been shown to be useful to various degrees in question answering (Angeli

et al., 2016; J. Chen et al., 2021; Harabagiu and Hickl, 2006), information retrieval (Angeli

et al., 2015), paraphrasing, summarization (Falke et al., 2019; H. Li et al., 2018; Pasunuru

et al., 2017), and few-shot learning (S. Wang et al., 2021). We discuss the connection

between NLI and other NLP tasks in chapter 1.2.1.

1.1 Overview of Natural Language Inference

In this section, we will present an overview of: 1) four formulations of NLI tasks, especially

on the definition of the inference relations in chapter 1.1.1; 2) the common approaches and

datasets that are used in the NLI literature in chapter 1.1.2.

1.1.1 Inference/Entailment Relations

There are several ways of defining entailment relations in the literature. Most tasks and

datasets formulate NLI as an n-way classification task, with the binary and three-way clas-
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sification being the most common. However, there is also a continuous and non-discrete

view of entailment in more recent literature (T. Chen et al., 2020; Pavlick and Kwiatkowski,

2019). We will discuss each of them below.

Binary classification. The simplest classification is to classify sentence pairs into either

entailment or non-entailment. This is used in the first three Recognizing Textual (RTE) En-

tailment Challenges (Dagan et al., 2005; Giampiccolo et al., 2007; Haim et al., 2006), the

HELP and MED datasets which are investigating monotonicity-related inferences specif-

ically (Yanaka et al., 2019a,b), the HANS dataset that studies the biases in existing NLI

datasets (McCoy et al., 2019), among others.1 This is the coarsest classification. The ad-

vantage of binary classification is that it avoids the sometimes difficult distinction between

neutral and contradiction, as we will see below.

Three-way classification. This classification scheme has three labels: entailment, neutral

and contradiction, and is used in many of the most widely used NLI resources: SICK (M.

Marelli et al., 2014), SNLI (Samuel R Bowman et al., 2015), MNLI (Williams et al., 2018),

ANLI (Nie et al., 2020a), among others. In the instructions for the crowd source annotation

for SNLI, the three classes are interpreted as: given a premise, the hypothesis “is definitely

true” (entailment), “might be true” (neutral), or “is definitely false” (contradiction), respec-

tively. This allows the crowd workers to have a working definition of an entailment, which

is also in the spirit of the informal nature of the NLI task. To be more specific, given that

a premise P is true, an entailment label states that the hypothesis H can be automatically

inferred (i.e., always true), whereas contradiction means that H is always false; finally,

neutral means that there are situations where P and H are both true, and also situations

where P is true whileH is false.

It is the last point that sometimes causes problems in the real world. For instance, when

1See chapter 2.1 for details of the datasets.
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we have

P : John is riding a bike H : John is playing the piano(1.4)

it is difficult to say definitively whether this is a contradictory pair or a neutral pair. Nor-

mally, it is extremely unlikely that someone is riding a bike and playing the piano at the

same time; however, one can still construct a strange situation where John is doing both

things at the same time.2

In a binary classification scenario, this will not cause any problems, because we can

easily give the pair a non-entailment relation (which is essentially a meta-class for neutral

and contradiction). In three-way classification, the current solution in most NLI datasets

such as SNLI/MNLI/ANLI is to leave it for the annotators to decide, after which a majority

vote is taken. For instance, if 3 out of 5 annotators label the pair as contradiction, it will then

receive that label. However, taking the majority votes does not solve such boarderline cases.

Rather, it ignores the annotations for the minority label(s). One solution, as experimented

in Pavlick and Kwiatkowski (2019) is to keep all the labels from the annotators and ask

the model to predict the distribution of the labels. They computed the correlation between

the distribution of the labels and the confidence scores for the labels given by the model,

showing that the two are in fact not correlated, leaving much room for improvement.

In this dissertation, all the datasets we used/created follow the three-way classification

scheme unless stated otherwise.

MacCartney’s 7 basic relations. Perhaps the most complex (discrete) inference relations

are the 7 basic relations defined in MacCartney (2009). Chapter 5 of MacCartney (2009)

first extends the entailment relations defined in Sánchez-Valencia, 1991 to 16 set relations.

He then focused on 7 of the 16 relations, ignoring the other 9, which are commonplace

2See an image at https://inhabitat.com/pedaling-pianist-strikes-a-chord-wit
h-his-homemade-piano-bike/.
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symbol name example set theoretic definition

x ” y equivalence couch ” sofa x “ y
x Ă y forward entailment crow Ă bird x Ă y
x Ą y reverse entailment Asian Ą Thai x Ą y
x ^ y negation able ^ unable xX y “ H^ xY y “ U
x | y alternation cat | dog xX y “ H^ xY y ‰ U
x ` y cover animal ` non-ape xX y ‰ H^ xY y “ U
x # y independence hungry # hippo all other cases

Table 1.1: 7 basic entailment relations in MacCartney (2009)

in logic but rare in natural language (cases where one set is empty or the entire universe).

For instance, it is odd to discuss the entailment relation between the set of all dogs and the

empty set. These 7 relations are summarized in Table 1.1, which is taken from MacCartney

(2009, pp. 79).

In the 7 basic relations, equivalence and negation are self-explanatory from the exam-

ples in Table 1.1. The forward entailment relation (Ă) and backward entailment relation

(Ą) denote the opposite entailment relations, where the former states that x (strictly) entails

y and the latter states that y (strictly) entails x. The alternation (|) and cover (`) relations

are probably less common in NLI literature. Alternation is analogous to the “coordinating”

terms or sister terms in knowledge bases such as WordNet (Miller, 1995), where the two

terms share a common hypernym (feline and canine have the same hypernym: carnivore).3

Note that the union of the two terms in an alternation relation will not cover the entire

universe, as indicated in its set-theoretic definition in Table 1.1 (for instance, apart from

cats and dogs, there are other entities in the universe), while the two terms in a cover rela-

tion does cover the universe U (animal ` non-ape: every entity in the universe is either an

animal or a non-ape or both).

Non-discrete/Probabilistic view. Although not adopted in any major NLI benchmark so

far, there have been attempts to frame the NLI task in a probabilistic setting (e.g., Pavlick

3https://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/ is a good tool for computing the relations between two
words in WordNet.
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and Kwiatkowski, 2019). In Pavlick and Kwiatkowski (2019), they use a -50 to 50 slide

bar and ask the annotator to rate “how likely it is thatH is true given that P is true”. Their

instructions are as follows:

... assume that the first sentence (S1) is true, describes a real scenario, or

expresses an opinion. Using your best judgment, indicate how likely it is

that the second sentence (S2) is also true, describes the same scenario, or

expresses the same opinion ...

After collecting the “entailment likelihood” annotation from 50 annotators, they show

that some pairs from the existing NLI datasets are intrinsically ambiguous: P: Paula swat-

ted the fly, H: The swatting happened in a forceful manner. For such a pair, some anno-

tators gave ratings around 0, which implies that they believe swatting does not necessarily

need to be forceful. However, another group of annotators gave very positive ratings, in-

dicating that swatting does entail a forceful manner. Clearly, having one discrete label

(either neutral or entailment) does not reflect the entirety of human judgment. Pavlick and

Kwiatkowski (2019) do not provide any measure for annotator agreement, but they show

that when fitting a k-component Gaussian Mixture Model to the distribution of annota-

tions, 20% of the sentence pairs have a nontrivial second component (weight ą 0.2). This

can also be corroborated from the annotation results of MNLI, where only about 58% of

the pairs receive a unanimous decision (the same label from 5 annotators), suggesting that

disagreement is common in NLI annotation.

ChaosNLI (Nie et al., 2020b) and UncertainNLI (UNLI, T. Chen et al. (2020)) adopt a

similar approach. T. Chen et al. (2020) also collected continuous “entailment likelihood”

annotations and formulated NLI as a regression task. That is, instead of predicting a label,

the model is trained to return a likelihood of entailment and the evaluation metrics include

Pearson correlation and mean square error (MSE). Their results show that in terms of MSE,

a BERT model can achieve near-human performance in a regression-formulated NLI task,

similar to results on the same dataset with 3-way discrete labels.
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two-way three-way MacCartney non-discrete

entailment entailment
equivalence

likelihood

(strict) forward entailment

non-entailment
neutral

(strict) backward entailment
cover

independence

contradiction
alternation
negation

Table 1.2: Comparison of 4 schemes for entailment relations

Comparison of schemes In Table 1.2, we compare all four schemes of entailment rela-

tions. The two-way and three-way schemes are most commonly used in NLI/RTE datasets.

Nevertheless, MacCartney’s seven basic relations still provide us with a more fine-grained

classification to consider. His equivalence relation can be roughly understood as para-

phrase. The backward entailment, cover, and independence relations are all considered to

be neutral in the three-way classification scheme. Finally, negation is unambiguously a

contradiction, but alternation can be somewhat difficult. As mentioned before, are “riding

a bike” and “playing the piano” in a strict alternation relation, as defined in Table 1.1? If

they are, then the pairs in (1.4) is contradictory; if one assumes both can happen at the same

time, then they are either in the cover or independence relation.

It is worth noting that there are several other schemes for entailment relations in the

literature: Sánchez-Valencia (1991) uses a four-way classification (equivalence, entailment,

reverse entailment, no-containment). Zhang et al. (2017) uses a 5-point Likert Scale for

common sense inference with the prompt: The following statement is to be true during

or shortly after the context of the initial sentence (very likely, likely, plausible, technically

possible, or impossible).

1.1.2 Common approaches and datasets

In this section, we will very briefly review the common approaches and datasets for NLI,

and and also point out the issues in previous research that motivate this dissertation. We
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will provide a more thorough literature review in chapter 2.

The task of natural language inference was first introduced as Recognizing Textual En-

tailment (RTE) (Dagan et al., 2005). As mentioned before, in formal semantics, strict “en-

tailment” usually means that in all possible worlds, when the premise P is true, it follows

that the hypothesis H is also true. For the NLP community, identifying strict logical en-

tailment is generally not the main goal; rather, researchers are looking for judgments from

non-experts (or, persons on the street), based on the P , as well as the person’s common

sense and world knowledge. Thus, in the description of the first RTE shared-task (Dagan

et al., 2005), the authors wrote:

We say that T entails H if, typically, a human reading T would infer that H is most

likely true. This somewhat informal definition is based on (and assumes) common

human understanding of language as well as common background knowledge. (note:

T is the premise P)

The informal nature of the task has—to a certain degree—led to the adoption of a

more general term of “inference”, which is also the foundation of more recent large-scale,

crowd-sourced datasets such as Stanford NLI corpus (Samuel R Bowman et al., 2015) and

MultiNLI (Williams et al., 2018). The various versions of the RTE datasets are based

on news text, where the premises are sentences in news articles, and the hypotheses are

hand-written by experts. In the MultiNLI corpus (Williams et al., 2018), the premises are

extracted from texts in 10 different genres.

However, this is not to say that logical reasoning is not important for NLI/RTE. In fact,

logic/prover-based systems were a major type of system in the RTE shared-tasks, as well as

as for the larger SICK dataset (M. Marelli et al., 2014). Such systems usually first translate

the natural language input into some logical representation, and then call a theorem prover

to find formal proofs from the premise to the hypothesis (Abzianidze, 2017; Yanaka et

al., 2018). While they have achieved satisfactory performance on certain NLI datasets, the

translation from natural language to logical forms is a bottleneck for the systems (MacCart-
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ney and Christopher D Manning, 2008). Furthermore, although many logic-based systems

acknowledge the critical role natural logic plays in the NLI tasks, only the NatLog system

explicitly annotates the monotonicity information for each sentence (MacCartney, 2009).

As we mentioned before, natural logic is concerned with logical systems whose syntax

closely mimics the syntax of natural language. A major phenomenon in natural logic is

monotonicity, which is concerned with upward and downward entailment (indicated by the

arrows) in sentences like S: every dogÓ swimsÒ. Upward entailment (Ò) states that substi-

tuting swim with a more general expression (i.e., one with a larger extension) such as move

produces an entailment: S entails every dog moves; for the word dog in a downward entail-

ment environment (Ó), we need to perform the opposite to obtain an entailment: S entails

every beagle swims. The key in this type of entailment is the monotonicity arrow (also

referred to as polarity): Ó and Ó. However, the automatic annotation of monotonicity in

NatLog is based on heuristics, rather than solid theories in monotonicity calculus, or (rel-

atively) well studied algorithms in the monotonicity literature. The above points motivate

the first research question of the dissertation. That is, can we build a more reliable auto-

matic monotonicity annotator, based on sound theories in semantics and logic? A natural

follow-up question is whether one can build an inference engine using only monotonicity

and/or natural logic related inference rules, and how far such a system can go. These two

questions are to be addressed in the first half of the dissertation.

Neural network based models—especially pre-trained Transformer encoder models—

have gained momentum in recent years (Devlin et al., 2019; Lan et al., 2019; Liu et al.,

2019). In these models, words are represented by contexualized word embeddings, and

attention mechanisms (Bahdanau et al., 2014; Vaswani et al., 2017) are employed so that

during training, the model will learn which words to “pay attention to” in order to solve

the inference problem. Various pre-training techniques and objectives have been proposed

in the literature, but in general, the models are trained on some general language modeling

task (for instance, the Masked-Language-Modelling (MLM) task where the objective is to
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predict randomly masked words) on (extremely) large text corpora. After pre-training, the

model is expected to have learned some general semantic representation. It will then be

fine-tuned to become an expert on specific down-stream tasks such as NLI. This learning

scheme for the Transformer models has produced a remarkable boost in the performance

on standard NLU benchmarks, which are evaluation platforms that combine multiple NLU

tasks under one evaluation scheme, such as the English GLUE (A. Wang et al., 2018) and

SuperGLUE benchmarks (A. Wang et al., 2019), as well as the Chinese CLUE bench-

mark (Xu et al., 2020), all of which are collections of different NLU tasks and include

several NLI tasks.

However, a major issue in this line of work using neural-network models is that model

fine-tuning requires a large annotated NLI dataset, which is only available in English. Fur-

thermore, while the neural models often achieve very high accuracy on standard NLU tasks,

they are still very easy to be fooled by humans under an adversarial setting (Nie et al.,

2020a). There is thus a large gap between their high performance on the benchmarks and

their actual language understanding ability when they are put to use “in the wild” or when

tested on out-of-domain evaluation data (Ribeiro et al., 2020). For this reason, it is crucial

to understand whether the high accuracy of the neural models is due to their strong language

understanding ability, or their ability to exploit artifacts and biases in the dataset (McCoy

et al., 2019). One way to answer this question is to carefully design NLI datasets that target

specific language understanding abilities, and evaluate a fine-tuned model on them.

Additionally, several recent multilingual neural models have been shown to be success-

ful in cross-lingual transfer (Conneau et al., 2020; Devlin et al., 2019; Goyal et al., 2021;

Lample and Conneau, 2019; Xue et al., 2020). That is, these models are first pre-trained

on a large multilingual corpus with a language modeling objective, and then fine-tuned in a

supervised manner on an English downstream task (for instance sentiment analysis). After

this, the models will be able to solve the same downstream task in other languages, for

which they have not seen any human-labeled data. Such models have been demonstrated to
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perform surprisingly well for various tasks and languages (Artetxe et al., 2020; Choi et al.,

2021; Khashabi et al., 2020). However, we are still not fully aware of the strengths and

limitations of these models, nor do we know much about their transfer ability from English

to a typologically very different language—Chinese.

Against the backdrop of neural modeling, the second half of the dissertation first creates

the first large-scale Chinese NLI dataset, along with four probing NLI corpora in Chinese,

targeting various reasoning skills that are needed for NLI and language understanding in

general. It then comprehensively examines a series of neural models, especially the pre-

trained Transformer encoders, under both the classic supervised learning setting and the

cross-lingual transfer learning setting, to understand their NLI ability and expose their po-

tential weaknesses.

1.2 Natural Language Inference and Natural Language Understanding

Natural language inference is not only an essential task in natural language understanding,

but is also closely connected to other tasks in NLU. Furthermore, because of its central role

in language understanding, NLI has also been used for learning general meaning represen-

tations and probing the quality of the learned representations in neural network models. We

will briefly discuss these points in the section, demonstrating how research on NLI can be

helpful for building models that are capable of real language understanding.

1.2.1 Connection to other NLU tasks

NLI and other NLU tasks The ability to make reliable inferences plays an important

role in several NLP tasks such as Question Answering (for instance Angeli et al., 2016;

J. Chen et al., 2021; P. Clark et al., 2020; Harabagiu and Hickl, 2006; Trivedi et al., 2019)

and Information Retrieval (for instance Angeli et al., 2015; Christopher D Manning, 2006).

For example, to answer the multiple choice question (example taken from P. Clark et al.,

2020):
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Which form of energy is produced when a rubber band vibrates?

(1) chemical (2) light (3) electrical (4) sound

it is unlikely that in a knowledge base we have in store the exact sentence that contains

the answer: “sound energy is produced when a rubber band vibrates”. However, as long as

the computer can infer this key sentence from some other similar sentences that are likely

to appear in the knowledge base, for example, “sound is caused by vibrations”, “vibrations

produce sound energy”, etc., then it can help the system make the right prediction. In

real-world applications where usually no choices are present, NLI could still be useful if

the question can be first transformed into a declarative sentence S (some form of energy

is produced when a rubber band vibrates) and then the task of finding an answer can be

formulated as finding the sentence that entails S (for instance, sound is caused by vibrations

of rubber bands). Thus if a robust NLI system is available, it could serve as the foundation

of a question answering system.

NLI is also related to other real-world applications. For instance, in the field of educa-

tion the task of student answer scoring has been formulated as NLI/RTE and a shared-task

has been held jointly on answer scoring and RTE in 2013 (Dzikovska et al., 2013). The goal

of student answer scoring is to classify a student answer into one of several classes (correct,

incorrect and contradictory, for instance), based on a given reference answer. Treating the

reference answer as the premise and the student answer as the hypothesis and applying a

RTE model to the answer pairs have produced good results on the task (Sung et al., 2019).

NLI for learning sentence representations Because of the fundamental role of NLI in

language understanding, it has been used as a learning objective to “cram” some basic se-

mantic information into a neural model. That is, since solving NLI requires multi-faceted

reasoning ability, then a model pre-trained on an NLI objective should acquire some basic
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reasoning ability which may serve as a general meaning representation for other meaning-

related downstream tasks. For instance, Conneau et al. (2017) show that training a neural

network model in a supervised fashion on the Stanford NLI corpus (Samuel R Bowman

et al., 2015) will result in a high performing sentence embeddings model, evaluated on

a suite of NLU tasks such as sentiment analysis, product review classification, subjectiv-

ity classification, among others. Specifically, they show that training a sentence encoder

model in a supervised manner on natural language inference data results in better sentence

representations than training an encoder in an unsupervised manner on much more data for

much longer time (for instance the SkipThought model, Kiros et al. (2015)). Their sentence

encoder, dubbed as “InferSent”, received much attention from the community and has been

used as a baseline sentence meaning representation for much subsequent work (Poliak et

al., 2018; Williams et al., 2018). Other methods for learning sentence representation also

found the usefulness of using NLI as a learning objective in a supervised setting for training

the sentence representations, for example as demonstrated in Subramanian et al. (2018).

NLI for transfer learning Another use case for NLI is as an intermediate training task in

multi-task learning scenario. The idea is that for a pre-trained language model like BERT,

one can perform intermediate (supervised) training on NLI first, before finally fine-tuning

the model on the target task (Phang et al., 2020, 2018; Pruksachatkun et al., 2020). This is

referred to as Supplementary Training on Intermediate Labeled data Tasks (STILTs) (Phang

et al., 2018). Through extensive experimentation, Pruksachatkun et al. (2020) found that

tasks requiring higher level reasoning such as NLI and question answering yield the best

results for transfer learning for other NLU task, for instance sentiment classification. The

difference between STILTs and the methods described in the previous paragraph is that

STILTs trains the model with NLI after it has been pretrained on other tasks (for instance

masked-language modeling), while methods in the previous paragraph essentially use NLI

as a pretraining objective.
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1.2.2 Using NLI to probe neural models

With the advent of pre-trained Transformer encoder models such as BERT and its fam-

ily members (Devlin et al., 2019; Lan et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019), model performance

on NLU benchmarks has dramatically increased and even surpassed estimates of human

scores (Nangia and S. Bowman, 2019). However, for out-of-domain data and other real

world applications, Transformer models still struggle, and numerous studies have shown

that it is still relatively easy to construct examples where the models make wrong predic-

tions (McCoy et al., 2019; Nie et al., 2020a). Now the major challenge is to understand

how Transformer models work. More specifically, do the neural models really understand

human language, or are they simply finding shortcuts or biases in the datasets to achieve

high scores? In other words, how do we interpret the high performance of the models? Are

they performing the kind of linguistic, logic, world-knowledge reasoning that humans are

assumed to do when solving NLU problems, or are they simply good at finding a mapping

from input strings to output labels that exploits the biases in the dataset to maximize its

performance? A fruitful line of work has been done to answer this question (McCoy et al.,

2019; Richardson et al., 2020; Tenney et al., 2019a,b; Yanaka et al., 2019a), where NLI is

used as the task for probing the models.

The NLI task is ideal for exploring models’ understanding ability for several reasons.

First, there exists large-scale NLI datasets such as SNLI and MNLI that can be used to

train a neural model to have some general language understanding ability. Second, it is

easy to construct examples that target reasoning skills of a specific linguistic phenomenon

in the NLI format. Third, the annotation procedure can be easily explained to non-experts,

making it easier to collect data in large quantities using crowd-source platforms.

Therefore, the main theme of chapter 5 and chapter 6 is on the one hand to examine

whether neural models that worked remarkably well on English NLI are able to achieve

similar success on Chinese, but on the other to probe the neural models on various linguistic

and logic reasoning skills in Chinese, as well as their cross-lingual transfer ability.
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1.3 Main Research Questions

Based on the issues in current NLI research with the symbolic and neural approaches that

are briefly reviewed in section 1.1.2, as well the importance of NLI in NLU research dis-

cussed in section 1.2, we ask the following major research questions in this dissertation:

1. How can we build a symbolic system that automatically annotates monotonicity in-

formation of input sentences? How does our system compare with a previous system,

on the evaluation data we constructed? We extend the van Benthem algorithm (van

Benthem, 1986) to cover a wider range of compositional rules in the Combinatory

Categorial Grammar formalism for this task. We also add other rules needed for

processing natural language input. (chapter 3)

2. Can we build a light-weight, symbolic inference engine that relies solely on mono-

tonicity and natural logic? How can natural logic rules be incorporated in such a

system? We build on the system from the previous chapter, and add a simple re-

placement operation for generating inferences, based on existing knowledge bases

such the WordNet (Miller, 1995) and relations extracted from input text. (chapter 4)

3. How do we create a challenging NLI dataset in Chinese? Can our enhanced annota-

tion procedure result in a dataset with higher-quality and more difficult NLI data for

the neural models? We experiment with multiple neural models and compare their

performance on the newly created NLI dataset. (chapter 5)

4. Can the multilingual Transformer models perform well under a zero-shot, cross-

lingual transfer scenario on several Chinese NLI datasets? Specifically, can they be

fine-tuned on English NLI data only and then achieve good performance on NLI in-

volving uniquely Chinese linguistic phenomena? We also compare the performance

of the models fine-tuned on machine-translated dataset and our high-quality NLI

dataset created in the previous chapter, aiming to examine the effectiveness of high-
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quality training data in an era where machine-translated datasets are easy to obtain

and commonly used for training. (chapter 6)

1.4 Overview of the Dissertation

In chapter 2, we will review the relevant NLI datasets, as well as the symbolic and neural

approaches from previous literature.

Then the dissertation is structured such that chapter 3 and chapter 4 are on symbolic

models, whereas chapter 5 and chapter 6 examine the neural approach.

Specifically, in chapter 3 and chapter 4, we propose a new symbolic model for NLI that

is based on monotonicity and natural logic. Chapter 3 describes the ccg2mono system that

automatically annotates monotonicity information on input sentences. ccg2mono extends

the algorithm in van Benthem (1986) to cover more composition rules in the CCG formal-

ism, and then relying on the CCG parse tree, it tags every constituent with monotonicity

information which will be used to make inferences. We evaluate ccg2mono on a small

expert-crafted evaluation dataset and show that it outperforms the NatLog system. Chap-

ter 4 builds on chapter 3 and proposes an inference engine called MonaLog that generates

inferences based on the monotonicity information provided by ccg2mono. We describe

how the inference engine works and the choice of the knowledge base for inference gen-

eration, and then evaluate it on two commonly used datasets for symbolic and logic-based

models. The results show that MonaLog performs on-par with previous models despite

being relatively light-weight. We then discuss the challenges for symbolic modeling.

Chapter 5 and chapter 6 examine the neural models for NLI using crowd-sourced, large-

scale NLI corpora. In particular, chapter 5 presents the first large-scale NLI corpus for

Chinese: Original Chinese NLI (OCNLI) corpus, with a total of 56,000 examples, anno-

tated by students with expertise in language. Experimental analyses show that the enhanced

procedures in OCNLI made it a challenging benchmark, with the best model lagging 12%

behind humans’ performance. Further experiments on different subsets of OCNLI show
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that while being more challenging than its English counterpart MNLI, OCNLI still contains

hypothesis-only biases, which shows the challenges in better data collection. In chapter 6,

we design four categories of adversarial and probing NLI datasets in Chinese, parallel to

established literature in English, and then examine the cross-lingual transfer ability of a

multilingual neural model—XLM-RoBERTa. Extensive experimentation suggests that the

multilingual neural model fine-tuned on English data alone can outperform monolingual

Chinese models when tested on several of our constructed Chinese evaluation data, even

in 3 out of 5 linguistic phenomena that are unique in Chinese: idioms, pro-drop and non-

core arguments. Mixing the expert-annotated OCNLI with existing English NLI data given

further increase in the performance. Finally, we discuss the implications of the results on

(cross-lingual) neural model probing and NLI dataset creation.

Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation by summarizing the main findings and contribu-

tions, and new research questions raised in the dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2

DATASETS FOR NLI AND PREVIOUS APPROACHES

In this chapter, we will review previous datasets and approaches for NLI. I will go into

details of the datasets used in this dissertation: FraCaS and SICK, and briefly introduce the

other ones. With respect to computational approaches to NLI, we will focus broadly on

logic-based and neural-network based methods that are related or used in this dissertation.

2.1 Natural Language Inference Datasets

Having high-quality training and evaluation datasets is key for any NLP task. Datasets

in NLI/RTE have grown considerably in the past few decades, both in terms of dataset

size as well as diversity. The first generation of datasets such as FraCaS (Cooper et al.,

1996) and RTE (Dagan et al., 2005) are relatively small, with a few hundred or at most

1,000+ examples, which are suitable for symbolic and rule-based systems, but unsuitable

for machine-learning and deep-learning models as they usually require more training ex-

amples. The SICK dataset (M. Marelli et al., 2014), with roughly 10,000 examples is the

first resource that machine learning and deep learning models have been widely tested on.

Since then, we have witnessed rapid creation of (large-scale) resources for general-purpose

NLI.

2.1.1 NLI Datasets: General-purpose, Probing, and Adversarial

There are many ways of classifying existing NLI resources. One way is to classify them

with respect to the purpose of the corpus, by which we will consider three classes. The first

is general-purpose NLI, which are aimed at training/testing models for general inferences,

rather than for specific reasoning abilities.
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General-purpose datasets In this class, we have resources such as the Stanford NLI

corpus (Samuel R Bowman et al., 2015) and Multi-genre NLI (Williams et al., 2018), both

of which are created by providing pre-defined premises to an annotator and asking him/her

to write hypotheses that conform to one of the three inference relations. We introduce them

in chapter 2.1.3.

Probing/diagnostic datasets With the rise of NLI resources for general inference pur-

poses, there is second class resources that examine specific reasoning abilities, which we

call probing or diagnostic NLI dataset, for instance, the HELP (Yanaka et al., 2019b) and

MED (Yanaka et al., 2019a) datasets for monotonicity reasoning, ConjNLI for conjunc-

tive sentences (Saha et al., 2020), AddOne for inference of simple Adj+N phrases (Pavlick

and Callison-Burch, 2016), Vashishtha et al. (2020) for temporal reasoning, semantic frag-

ments (Richardson et al., 2020) and the GLUE diagnostics (A. Wang et al., 2018) for a

collection of linguistic and logical reasoning abilities, among others.

We describe the semantic fragments (Richardson et al., 2020) in detail because they

are used as basis for data creation in chapter 6. The goal of Richardson et al. (2020) is

to examine whether neural models are capable of solving NLI problems targeting 7 lin-

guistic and logic phenomena: negation, boolean coordination, quantification, counting,

conditionals, comparatives, and monotonicity reasoning, which they named semantic frag-

ments. In order to do so, the authors generated synthesized NLI examples based using

context-free grammars and a vocabulary of countries, person names and animals, as shown

in Table 2.1. The first 6 fragments are modified from examples in Salvatore et al. (2019),

while the monotonicity examples are generated using the MonaLog system (which will

be introduced in chapter 4). Experimental results with several neural models show that if

only trained on general-purpose NLI corpora (SNLI/MNLI), the models have low perfor-

mance on the semantic fragments (42–62% in accuracy). However, continued training on

a few hundred examples from the in-domain data in the semantic fragments, the models
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Fragments Example (premise,label,hypothesis) Genre Vocab. Size # Pairs Avg. Sen. Len.

Negation Laurie has only visited Nephi, Marion has only visited Calistoga.
CONTRADICTION Laurie didn’t visit Calistoga

Countries/Travel 3,581 5,000 20.8

Boolean Travis, Arthur, Henry and Dan have only visited Georgia
ENTAILMENT Dan didn’t visit Rwanda

Countries/Travel 4,172 5,000 10.9

Quantifier Everyone has visited every place
NEUTRAL Virgil didn’t visit Barry

Countries/Travel 3,414 5,000 9.6

Counting Nellie has visited Carrie, Billie, John, Mike, Thomas, Mark, .., and Arthur.
ENTAILMENT Nellie has visited more than 10 people.

Countries/Travel 3,879 5,000 14.0

Conditionals Francisco has visited Potsdam and if Francisco has visited Potsdam
then Tyrone has visited Pampa ENTAILMENT Tyrone has visited Pampa.

Countries/Travel 4,123 5,000 15.6

Comparatives John is taller than Gordon and Erik..., and Mitchell is as tall as John
NEUTRAL Erik is taller than Gordon.

People/Height 1,315 5,000 19.9

Monotonicity All black mammals saw exactly 5 stallions who danced ENTAILMENT
A brown or black poodle saw exactly 5 stallions who danced

Animals 119 10,000 9.38

Table 2.1: 7 semantic fragments proposed in Richardson et al. (2020), where the top four
fragments test basic logic (Logic Fragments) and the last fragment covers monotonic-
ity reasoning (Monotonicity Fragment). Examples taken from the original paper.

can quickly master the fragments, reaching near perfect performance on most fragments,

except the comparative fragment.

Adversarial/stress-testing datasets Third, there is a series of adversarial or stress-

testing datasets, created with the intention to test the limits of the models. That is, they try

to construct difficult examples or examples that take advantage of the weaknesses of the

models, in order to “break” these models, and also study how they perform when tested

with data outside their domain. These include: the BreakingNLI corpus (Glockner et al.,

2018), the English NLI stress-test (Naik et al., 2018), unnatural NLI (Sinha et al., 2020),

position-related NLI (Y.-C. Lin and Su, 2021), and also the Adversarial NLI (Nie et al.,

2020a), among others. This leads to re-examination of not only the limits of the model

architecture and the procedure of NLI data creation, but also the sometimes over-stated

claims about the understanding ability of state-of-the-art neural models.

We further detail the stress tests in Naik et al. (2018)1 since some of our newly con-

structed datasets in chapter 6 are inspired by them. Specifically, based on an error analysis

of the neural models on the MNLI dataset, they devised several stress tests to test the lim-

its of the best neural models back then (Q. Chen et al., 2017; Nie and Bansal, 2017), as

illustrated in Table 2.2. The categories of Antonyms, Word Overlap, Negation, Length Mis-

1https://abhilasharavichander.github.io/NLIStressTest/
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match and Spelling Errors used premise-hypothesis pairs from the MNLI corpus and either

alter or add words to the hypothesis. The Antonyms condition randomly swap a word in the

premise with its antonym to form a contradiction. In Word Overlap, Negation and Length

Mismatch, one or more tautology (true is true or false is not true) are added to distract

the model (but the inference label should not change). In Spelling Errors, they randomly

switch two letters in a word. For numerical reasoning, they sampled sentences from math

problems as premises and the generated the hypothesis by finding another expression for

the number (e.g., 350 entails less than 750). Their results show that the best model back

then (Nie and Bansal, 2017) trained on MNLI has a large discrepancy in performance on

the in-domain MNLI dev set and the stress tests they constructed, which can be around

50 percentage points. That is, a well-performing model on the in-domain evaluation can

fail catastrophically on the stress tests, suggesting the need for more building robust neu-

ral models. However, it is worth pointing out that the neural models they tested are much

smaller and less powerful than the more recent transformer encoders such as BERT (De-

vlin et al., 2019); thus their results may not hold for the neural models we are testing in this

dissertation.2 In chapter 6, we build a Chinese stress tests following Naik et al. (2018) with

several modifications, which we detail in chapter 6.3.1.

Another way of viewing the plethora of datasets is grouping them according to how

they are created, i.e., whether they are annotated by experts, or crowd-sourced. I will

review several datasets in detail under this classification because chapter 5 and chapter 6

are concerned with the procedure of data collection. We will only review the datasets that

are used in this dissertation or have inspired the work reported in the dissertation.

2.1.2 Expert-created Datasets: FraCaS and GLUE/CLUE Diagnostics

Expert-created datasets usually require careful selection of the linguistic and logical phe-

nomena to be included and also considerable amount of investment in time from the ex-
2See chapter C.4 for results of the more recent models.
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Category Premise Hypothesis Label

Antonyms I love the Cinderella story. I hate the Cinderella story. C

Numerical
Reasoning

Tim has 350 pounds of cement in 100, 50,
and 25 pound bags

Tim has less than 750 pounds of ce-
ment in 100, 50, and 25 pound bags

E

Word
Overlap

Possibly no other country has had such a tur-
bulent history.

The country’s history has been tur-
bulent and true is true

E

Negation Possibly no other country has had such a tur-
bulent history.

The country’s history has been tur-
bulent and false is not true

E

Length
Mismatch

Possibly no other country has had such a tur-
bulent history and true is true and true is true
and true is true and true is true and true is
true

The country’s history has been tur-
bulent.

E

Spelling
Errors

As he emerged, Boris remarked, glancing up
at teh clock: ”You are early

Boris had just arrived at the ren-
dezvous when he appeared

N

Table 2.2: Examples from the stress tests in Naik et al. (2018), taken from the original
paper.

perts. Thus they are usually much smaller than the crowd-sourced corpora, which are easy

to collect on crowd-sourcing platforms.

FraCaS The FraCaS corpus3 (Cooper et al., 1996) consists of 346 NLI questions, cov-

ering 9 broad logic and semantic phenomena: generalized quantifiers; plurals; (nominal)

anaphora; ellipsis; adjectives; comparatives; temporal reference; verbs; attitudes. The prob-

lems in FraCaS are designed to have one to five premises. See examples in Table 2.3. As

this dataset is extremely small, it is mostly used to evaluate symbolic systems (Abzianidze,

2016b; Angeli and C. Manning, 2014; Dong et al., 2014; M. Lewis and Steedman, 2013;

MacCartney and Christopher D Manning, 2008; Mineshima et al., 2015; Tian et al., 2014).

The categorization of 9 reasoning types lays out the kinds of semantic and logical phenom-

ena a capable system needs to handle. In chapter 4.4, we propose a symbolic inference

system based on theories of monotoncicity, and report an experimental evaluation on the

first section (monotonicity) of FraCaS.

3https://nlp.stanford.edu/˜wcmac/downloads/fracas.xml
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Example 19
Premise 1 All Europeans have the right to live in Europe.
Premise 2 Every European is a person.
Premise 3 Every person who has the right to live in Europe can travel freely

within Europe.
Question Can all Europeans travel freely within Europe?
Hypothesis All Europeans can travel freely within Europe.
Answer yes

Example 337
Premise 1 ITEL tried to win the contract in 1992.
Question Did ITEL win the contract in 1992?
Hypothesis ITEL won the contract in 1992.
Answer unknown

Table 2.3: Example 19 (monotonicity) and example 337 (intentional attitudes) from FraCaS

GLUE/CLUE diagnostics The General Language Understanding Evaluation benchmark

is a collection of 9 NLU tasks (including acceptability judgment, sentiment analysis, natural

language inference, etc.) where models can be evaluated and compared (A. Wang et al.,

2018).4 The GLUE diagnostics are designed to provide qualitative analysis of specific

linguistic/logic phenomena for the submitted models, in addition to the average score of the

models on the 9 tasks in GLUE. It includes roughly 1000 NLI examples that are designed to

analyze the performance of a system on “a broad range of linguistic phenomena”.5 Unlike

the FraCaS, which categorizes each problem into one of the 9 reasoning types, examples

in GLUE diagnostics may fit into one or more pre-defined linguistic phenomena. The

linguistic phenomena are defined at two levels, one coarse and one fine-grained. The coarse

level has four categories: (1) Lexical Semantics; (2) Predicate-Argument Structure; (3)

Logic; (4) Knowledge and Common Sense.

Each of the coarse level category has subcategories. For instance, under Lexical Se-

mantics, there are a total of 7 subcategories: Lexical Entailmlent, Morphological Negation,

Factivity, etc. There are another 8 subcategories for Predicate-Argument Structure, 4 for

4https://gluebenchmark.com/
5https://gluebenchmark.com/diagnostics
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Logic and 2 for Knowledge and Common Sense. The GLUE diagnostics is used to perform

a qualitative analysis of the models submitted to the GLUE benchmark.

Similarly, the Chinese Language Understanding Evaluation (CLUE) benchmark also

includes a diagnostic dataset in the form of NLI (Xu et al., 2020). The CLUE diag-

nostics feature examples on 9 linguistic categories including anaphora, double negation,

monotonicity, etc., with a total of 514 NLI pairs (see Table 2.4). In chapter 5, we com-

pare models trained on our newly collected Chinese NLI dataset with those trained on the

machine-translated XNLI dataset on the CLUE diagnostics. In chapter 6, we further ex-

pand the CLUE diagnostics by adding examples from 5 new linguistic categories (pro-drop,

idioms, non-core argument, etc.) and doubling the examples in the 9 original categories.

The expanded CLUE diagnostics, with a total of 2,121 NLI pairs, will be explained in

chapter 6.3.2, and will be used to evaluate the cross-lingual transfer ability of the neural

models.

2.1.3 Crowd-sourced Datasets: SICK and MNLI

Sentences Involving Compositional Knowledge (SICK) SICK is the first large-scale

NLI dataset, with roughly 10k NLI pairs that can be used to train a neural model (M.

Marelli et al., 2014). The premises are taken from image captions and the hypotheses are

transformed from these captions via hand-crafted templates. Then each premise-hypothesis

pair is labeled either “entailment”, “neutral” or “contradictory” by five crowd-workers,

where the majority vote is used as the gold label. Example NLI pairs from SICK are pre-

sented in Table 2.5. One issue of the SICK dataset is the unreliability (or the inconsistency)

of its labels, as noted in Kalouli et al. (2017a, 2018), and also illustrated in Table 2.5. For

instance, in problem 294, the two girls cannot be lying the sitting on the ground at the same

time, and thus the label should be contradiction. For problem 1645, the premise seems

nonsensical because it is hard to tell what “a jumping car” is.

Kalouli and her colleagues have been correcting the SICK annotations and have pro-
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# Premise Hypothesis Label

Anaphora 48 马丽和她的母亲李琴一起住在这
里。
Ma Li and her mother Li Qin live here
together.

马丽是李琴的母亲。
Ma Li is Li Qin’s mother.

C

Argument structure 50 小白看见小红在打游戏。
Xiao Bai saw Xiao Hong playing video
games.

小红在打太极拳。
Xiao Hong is doing Tai Chi.

C

Common sense 50 小明没有工作。
Xiaoming doesn’t have a job.

小明没有住房。
Xiaoming doesn’t have a place to live.

N

Comparative 50 这筐桔子比那筐多。
This basket has more oranges than that
one.

这筐桔子比那筐多了不少。
This basket has much more oranges
than that one.

N

Double negation 24 你别不把小病小痛当一回事。
Don’t take minor illness as nothing.

你应该重视小病小痛。
You should pay attention to minor ill-
ness.

E

Lexical semantics 100 小红很难过。
Xiaohong is sad.

小红很难看。
Xiaohong is ugly.

N

Monotonicity 60 有些学生喜欢在公共澡堂里唱歌。
Some students like to sing in the
shower room.

有些女生喜欢在公共澡堂里唱歌。
Some female students like to sing in the
shower room.

N

Negation 78 女生宿舍，男生勿入。
Girls dormitory, no entering for boys.

女生宿舍只能女生进出。
Only girls can go in and out of the girls
dormitory.

E

Time of event 54 记者去年采访企业家了。
The reporter interviewed the en-
trepreneur last year.

记者经常采访企业家。
The reporter interviews the en-
trepreneur very often.

N

Table 2.4: Examples from the original CLUE diagnostics in Xu et al. (2020), with a total
of 514 NLI pairs in 9 linguistic categories.

duced a partially corrected SICK (Kalouli et al., 2017b, 2018). They first manually checked

1,513 NLI pairs tagged as “A entails B but B is neutral to A” (AeBBnA) in the original

SICK6, correcting 178 pairs that they considered to be wrong (Kalouli et al., 2017b). Later,

Kalouli et al. (2018) extracted pairs from SICK whose premise and hypothesis differ in only

one word, and created a simple rule-based system that used WordNet information to solve

the problem. Their WordNet-based method was able to solve 1,651 problems, whose origi-

nal labels in SICK were then manually checked and corrected against their system’s output.

They concluded that 336 problems are wrongly labeled in the original SICK. Combining

the above two corrected subsets of SICK, minus the overlap, results in their corrected SICK

6Note that in SICK the entailment relations are annotated both ways. That is, sentence 1 Ñ sentence 2
and sentence 2Ñ sentence 1.
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orig. corr.
id premise hypothesis label label

219 There is no girl in white dancing A girl in white is dancing C C
294 Two girls are lying on the ground Two girls are sitting on the ground N C
743 A couple who have just got married

are walking down the isle
The bride and the groom are leav-
ing after the wedding

E N

1645 A girl is on a jumping car One girl is jumping on the car E N
1981 A truck is quickly going down a

hill
A truck is quickly going up a hill N C

8399 A man is playing guitar next to a
drummer

A guitar is being played by a man
next to a drummer

E n.a.

Table 2.5: Examples from SICK (M. Marelli et al., 2014) and corrected SICK (Kalouli
et al., 2017b, 2018). n.a.: example not checked by Kalouli and her colleagues. C: contra-
diction; E: entailment; N: neutral.

total NÑ E EÑ C NÑ C EÑ N

409 14 7 190 198

Table 2.6: Changes from SICK to corrected SICK (Kalouli et al., 2017b, 2018).

dataset7, which has 3,016 problems (3/10 of the full SICK), with 409 labels different from

the original SICK (see breakdown in Table 2.6). 16 of the corrections are in the trial set,

197 of them in the training set and 196 in the test set. This suggests that more than one out

of ten problems in SICK are potentially problematic.

At the moment no fully checked SICK is available and thus in chapter 4 we evaluate on

the original and partially checked SICK.

SICK was used in the SemEval-2014 shared-task (Marco Marelli et al., 2014), and has

received continuous attention from the community. It also inspired the much larger Stan-

ford NLI (SNLI) corpus (Samuel R Bowman et al., 2015) which also uses image captions

as premises. One difference is that SNLI hired annotators to produce hypotheses based on

a given premise, rather than transforming the premises via templates into hypotheses, as

has been done in SICK. At 570k, SNLI is more than 50 times larger than SICK, inspiring a

long line of work in neural modeling of NLI.

7https://github.com/kkalouli/SICK-processing
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Multi-genre Natural Language Inference (MNLI) The release of SNLI has sparked

continuous interests in NLI, and by 2019 the performance on the test set has saturated and

stayed around 90%.8 Furthermore, using image captions as the sole source of premises ex-

cludes inferences on important phenomena such as temporal reasoning, belief and modal-

ity (Williams et al., 2018).

Thus to create a more diverse, challenging and balanced NLI corpus, Williams et al.

(2018) sampled premises from 10 genres of text and followed the same two-step anno-

tation procedure in SNLI to create the Multi-genre NLI (MNLI) corpus. Specifically, in

step one, crowd workers were instructed to write three hypotheses (entailment, neutral and

contradiction) according to a given premise; in step two, another four crowd workers were

asked to verify the pair by giving it one of the three labels. Note that not all 433k pairs in

the MNLI corpus have been verified, but all the pairs in the development and test sets are.

See Table 2.7 for examples from MNLI.

With the more diverse premises and linguistic phenomena, the MNLI corpus turns out

to be more difficult than SNLI and is included in the GLUE benchmark as one of its 9 NLU

tasks (A. Wang et al., 2018).

2.1.4 Issues and Biases in NLI Resources

While resources such as SNLI and MNLI have allowed researchers to build and test differ-

ent kinds of neural models and greatly accelerated the research on NLI, there is a line of

work that identified biases and problems in these datasets.

Apart from the disagreement in annotation mentioned above (for SICK), there are two

other very pronounced issues in widely used NLI datasets (such as SNLI and MNLI), which

have received much attention in the literature.

First, the datasets are not reflecting the genuine and diverse challenges in NLU. In

other words, they are too easy for the neural models and do not provide satisfactory evalu-

8See the progression of performance on the leaderboard: https://nlp.stanford.edu/project
s/snli/.
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premise GENRE
label

hypothesis

Met my first girlfriend that way. FACE-TO-FACE
contradiction
C C N C

we didn’t meet my first girlfriend
until later.

8 million in relief in the form of emergency
housing.

GOVERNMENT
neutral
N N N N

The 8 million dollars for emergency
housing was still not enough to
solve the problem.

Now, as children tend their gardens, they
have a new appreciation of their relation-
ship to the land, their cultural heritage, and
their community.

LETTERS
neutral
N N N N

All of the children love working in
their gardens.

At 8:34, the Boston Center controller re-
ceived a third transmission from American
11

9/11
entailment
E E E E

The Boston Center controller got a
third transmission from American
11.

I am a lacto-vegetarian. SLATE
neutral
N N E N

I enjoy eating cheese too much to
abstain from dairy.

someone else noticed it and i said well
i guess that’s true and it was somewhat
melodious in other words it wasn’t just you
know it was really funny

TELEPHONE
contradiction
C C C C

No one noticed and it wasn’t funny
at all.

Table 2.7: Examples of MNLI, copied from Williams et al. (2018), shown with their genre
labels (FACE-TO-FACE, GOVERNMENT, etc.), their selected gold labels, and the validation
labels (abbreviated E, N, C) assigned by individual annotators.

ation of these models. This is a problem for recent NLU datasets and benchmarks in gen-

eral (Samuel R. Bowman and Dahl, 2021; Kiela et al., 2021). As probably the single most

important way to measure progress in NLP, the evaluation data in these datasets are used to

run different models on and then their results are compared. Improvements on the evalua-

tion data, regardless of the metric being used (accuracy, F1, error rate, etc.), are generally

acknowledged as improvements in the modelling. The issue in current NLP especially NLU

research is that models that achieve high performance or even “super-human” performance

(however that is defined) still struggle in real-world applications, and the general consensus

among NLP practitioners is that these models are still far from having human-like language

understanding abilities despite their high performance on the benchmarks (Samuel R. Bow-

man and Dahl, 2021; Kiela et al., 2021; Ribeiro et al., 2020). Thus we are in dire need of
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better benchmarks (evaluation datasets or methods) that truly reflect the capabilities of the

models and provide more realistic estimates of models’ performance in real-world applica-

tions. The first step for fixing this problem would be to create datasets that include more

difficult examples for current state-of-the-art models.

One recent attempt at fixing this issue is the Adversarial NLI (ANLI), Nie et al. (2020a)

corpus, which uses the Human-And-Model-in-the-Loop Enabled Training method for data

collection. Specifically, they first fine-tune a neural model on a combination of existing

English NLI datasets, and then ask annotators to write examples to fool the model; that is,

they are explicitly instructed to write NLI examples for which the model will make wrong

predictions for at most 10 tries, a strategy commonly referred to as adversarial attack (Et-

tinger et al., 2017; Jia and Liang, 2017; Zellers et al., 2018). They show that this annotation

strategy produces much harder NLI examples, with the state-of-the-art neural models per-

forming at only about 50% accuracy. However, their annotation method requires an existing

NLI corpus to train the model during annotation, which is not possible for Chinese at the

moment, as there exists no high-quality Chinese data.

In chapter 5, we take another approach to make our Chinese NLI corpus more challeng-

ing, without using a HAMLET annotation method. Our method is detailed in chapter 5.3.2.

The second issue for SNLI and MNLI is that they contain biases that the models can

exploit to achieve high scores without really learning to perform NLI (Geva et al., 2019;

Gururangan et al., 2018; McCoy et al., 2019; Poliak et al., 2018; Tsuchiya, 2018).

Concretely, Gururangan et al. (2018), Poliak et al. (2018) and Tsuchiya (2018) dis-

covered that a model can achieve high accuracy by only looking at the hypothesis and

ignoring the premise completely (see also Feng et al. (2019)), which is usually referred to

as hypothesis-only bias in the literature. These biases have been mainly associated with the

annotators (crowd workers in MNLI’s case) who use certain strategies to form hypotheses

of a specific label, for instance, adding a negator for contradictions. That is, when asked

to write a contradictory statement against a premise, the annotators often opt to a simple
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pattern: negate the premise. Therefore, if the model predicts “contradiction” whenever

there is a negator in the hypothesis, it will likely achieve a much-higher-than-chance per-

formance, without actually learning the more complex reasoning skills for NLI. This is

indeed the case for several NLI corpora, where the chance-performance is around 33%, but

the hypothesis-only baseline is around 60% (Samuel R. Bowman et al., 2020; Poliak et al.,

2018).

Another influential study (McCoy et al., 2019) discovered other types of biases, which

they named as three heuristics: lexical overlap, sub-sequence overlap, and constituent over-

lap. The authors constructed NLI examples targeting these three heuristics and named their

dataset the HANS corpus (Heuristic Analysis for NLI Systems). Their first heuristic of

“lexical overlap” states that if the premise and hypothesis have high lexical overlap (a dog

chases the cat; the dog chases a cat), then this is likely to be an entailment pair. Since most

NLI pairs with such a heuristic in SNLI/MNLI are indeed entailment examples, a neural

model trained on SNLI/MNLI will adhere to such a heuristic just to achieve higher perfor-

mance. But this heuristic is clearly problematic, as one can easily think of examples it fails:

a dog chases a cat CONTRADICTS a cat chases a dog. Thus training neural models on such

datasets will result in models that take advantage of the heuristics, but incapable of real lan-

guage understanding. The other two heuristics are “sub-sequence” and “constituent” over-

lap, which are special cases of the “lexical overlap” heuristic. Sub-sequence/constituent

overlap are defined as the cases where the hypothesis is a sub-sequence/constituent of the

premise. Based on these definitions, we can see a containment relation: constituent Ă

sub-sequence Ă lexical overlap. Examples from the English HANS corpus are shown in

Table 2.8. In chapter 6.3, we follow this work to create a Chinese HANS corpus that targets

two of these heuristics in the OCNLI dataset, introduced in chapter 5.

Attempts to Resolve the Two Issues To reduce the biases and create datasets with a more

difficult evaluation set and/or a better training data, there have been several recent attempts
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Heuristic Definition Example

Lexical overlap Assume that a premise entails all hy-
potheses constructed from words in the
premise

The doctor was paid by the actor.
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
WRONG

The doctor paid the actor.

Subsequence Assume that a premise entails all of its
contiguous subsequences.

The doctor near the actor danced.
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
WRONG

The actor danced.

Constituent Assume that a premise entails all com-
plete subtrees in its parse tree.

If the artist slept, the actor ran.
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
WRONG

The artist slept.

Table 2.8: The three heuristics summarized in the English HANS dataset (McCoy et al.,
2019), along with examples of incorrect entailment predictions that these heuristics would
lead to. Definitions and examples taken from the HANS paper. See Table 6.3 for examples
in our Chinese HANS corpus.

in data collection in NLI and also other tasks of NLU, either by improving the instructions

given to the annotators (Samuel R. Bowman et al., 2020; Parrish et al., 2021; Vania et al.,

2020), filtering out the examples containing biases after data collection (Gururangan et al.,

2018; Le Bras et al., 2020; Sakaguchi et al., 2020), or collecting the data in an adversarial

setting (Nie et al., 2020a; Potts et al., 2020).

We review two studies for NLI data collection that were conducted concurrently as

the work reported in chapter 5. Samuel R. Bowman et al. (2020) experimented with four

variants of the vanilla MNLI-style data collection procedure (where an annotator is pre-

sented with a premise and asked to write three premises, one for each inference relation),

which they call the BASE method: PARAGRAPH, where the premise shown to the anno-

tator is a long paragraph instead of a sentence, EDITPREMISE and EDITOTHER, where

the annotator either edits the premise or another sentence that is similar to the premise

to make a hypothesis, and CONTRAST, where the annotator writes hypotheses that “show

some specified relationship (entailment or contradiction) to a given premise, but do not

show that relationship to a second similar distractor premise.” (Samuel R. Bowman et al.,

2020). Their results show that the conditions they experimented with can greatly reduce

the hypothesis-only bias by at least 10 percentage points. However, the results on transfer

learning, i.e., training a transformer model on the NLI data first before training it further on
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other NLU tasks (including machine-reading task and other NLI tasks) in the SuperGLUE

benchmark (A. Wang et al., 2019), do not show any advantage of their proposed meth-

ods. That is, all their intervention conditions (PARAGRAPH, EDITPREMISE, EDITOTHER

and CONTRAST) yielded worse transfer performance than the BASE method, by about 2

percentage points on the SuperGLUE tasks.

In a similar vein, Vania et al. (2020) experimented with methods for hypotheses collec-

tion that do not involve crowdworkers writing the sentences. Specifically, they used two

automatic methods to pair up sentences as the premise-hypothesis pair: (1) a similarity

based method where sentences from a large corpus with the most similar vector representa-

tion are paired up (SIM condition), and (2) machine-translate non-English sentences from

an aligned corpus to English and pair the them with their corresponding English sentence

(TRANSLATE condition). These pairs are then presented to crowdworkers for inference

labelling, i.e., to receive one of the entailment, neutral and contradiction labels. They col-

lected an equal amount of data under the SIM, TRANSLATE and BASE (which is the vanilla

MNLI-style data collection) conditions, and compare models trained on them in out-of-

domain datasets: MNLI and ANLI, as well as their transfer learning ability on several

related tasks such as RTE (Dagan et al., 2005). Just like Samuel R. Bowman et al. (2020),

they found no advantage of the models trained on the SIM and TRANSLATE data. In fact,

BASE-trained models outperforms them by 2 and 6 points respectively when evaluated on

the MNLI and ANLI eval set, and also 3-5 points in the transfer-learning experiments. They

did not evaluate on the GLUE diagnostics or other probing datasets, however.

The above work that address the two annotation issues are carefully considered in chap-

ter 5 and chapter 6. Specifically, in chapter 5, we collect the first NLI corpus for Chinese

while trying to avoid the two issues mentioned above. However, our priority is to increase

the difficulty of the data (fixing issue one), and we monitor the biases mentioned above

closely (issue two).

On the other hand, our work has also inspired other work in the field. In a more
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recent study, Parrish et al. (2021)—building on the work reported in chapter 5 of this

dissertation—carefully compared conditions where linguists actively intervene in the hy-

potheses-writing process in different forms, either by banning the use of specific words,

or using Slack channels to discuss the annotations with the annotators. Their results show

that having linguists in the data collection loop to guide the annotators generally reduces

the biases and creates more difficult evaluation data. However, using the collected data as

training data does not improve neural models’ performance on out-of-domain NLI bench-

marks.

2.1.5 NLI Datasets in Other Languages

While abundant NLI resources exist in English, only very few have been created for other

languages, a common situation in NLP research.

XNLI: The Cross-Lingual NLI Corpus The first NLI dataset in non-English languages

is XNLI (Conneau et al., 2018b), which first collected another 7,500 NLI examples in

English using crowd-sourcing, following the MNLI procedure, and then hired translators

(from a crowd-source platform) to translate the 7,500 examples into 15 languages. The

parallel corpus of 7,500 ˆ 15 examples then becomes the development and test sets of

XNLI. For the training data, the authors used an in-house machine translation (MT) sys-

tem at Facebook to translate the training set of MNLI into 15 languages. Such a setup

allows the authors and other researchers to conduct interesting experiments under several

situations: 1) zero-shot or few-shot cross-lingual evaluation (train a model on the English

data, and optionally a few training examples in language X, and evaluate on language X),

2) TRANSLATE-TRAIN (train with the machine-translated training data in language X,

and test on the evaluation data in X, which is human translated), 3) TRANSLATE-TEST

(translated the examples during test time to the language the model is trained on, for in-

stance English, using an MT system). At the time of the release of XNLI, the second and
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Premise Hypothesis

1 Louisa May Alcott和Nathaniel Hawthorne 住在Pinckney街
道 ， 而 那 个 被Oliver Wendell Holmes称 为“晴 天 街 道
的Beacon Street街道住着有些喜欢自吹自擂的历史学家
William Prescott
Eng.: Louisa May Alcott and Nathaniel Hawthorne lived on
Pinckney street, but on Beacon Street street, which is named
“Sunny Street by Oliver Wendell Holmes, lived the bragging his-
torian William Prescott. [sic]

Hawthorne住在Main Street上
Eng.: Hawthorne lived on Main
Street.

2 看看东方的Passeig de Gracia，特别是Diputacie，Consell de
Cent，Mallorca和Valancia，直到Mercat de la Concepcie市场
Eng.: Look at the Passeig de Gracia from the East, especially
Diputacie, Consell de Cent, Mallorca and Valancia, up to Mer-
cat de la Concepcie market.

市场出售大量的水果和蔬菜
Eng.: The market sells a lot of fruit
and vegetables.

3 运行Slient，运行Deep，运行答案
Eng.: run Slient, run Deep, run answer. [sic]

悄悄的逃走
Eng.: secretly escape.

4 下一阶段，中情局基地组织的负责人当时回忆说，他不认
为他的职责是指导应该做什么或不应该做什么
Eng.: In the next phase, the CIA director on Al Qaeda recol-
lected that ...

导演认为这完全取决于他
Eng.: The (movie) director thought
...

5 因此，平均上，Webster的新编大学词典还有常用词典
比Webster的新世界词典和美国遗产词典多至少百分之50的
词条和信息量
Eng: Thus, on average, the Webster New Collegiate Dictionary
...

学校使用韦伯斯特学院，因为它
是最好的
Eng: The school uses the Webster
College, because it is the best

Table 2.9: Examples sampled from 200 NLI pairs we manually checked in the crowd-
translated XNLI development set (in Chinese) (Conneau et al., 2018b). Translations are
provided by us. 1 and 2: problems of translationese, too many untranslated proper names.
3: incomprehensible example. 4 and 5: poor translation quality. In 4, the CIA director is
translated as “movie director” (导演) in the hypothesis. In 5, the Webster New Collegiate
Dictionary is translated as “Webster college” (韦伯斯特学院) in the hypothesis.

third methods have better performance. However, more recently, there has been enormous

progress in cross-lingual transfer of multilingual models (Conneau et al., 2020), which will

be explained in chapter 2.2.2.

While automatically translated data have proven to be useful in many contexts, such

as cross-lingual representation learning (Siddhant et al., 2020), there are well-known is-

sues, especially when used in place of human annotated, quality controlled data. One issue

concerns limitations in the quality of automatic translations, resulting in incorrect or unin-

telligible sentences (see examples from the crowd-translated XNLI dataset in Table 2.9).

Specifically, in example 4 in Table 2.9, the CIA director is translated as “movie director”
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(导演) in the hypothesis. In in example 5 in Table 2.9, the Webster dictionary is translated

as “Webster college” (韦伯斯特学院) in the hypothesis.

But even if the translations are correct, they suffer from “translationese”, resulting in

unnatural language, since lexical and syntactic choices are copied from the source language

even though they are untypical for the target language (H. Hu and Kübler, 2020; H. Hu et

al., 2018; Koppel and Ordan, 2011). A related issue is that a translation approach also

copies the cultural context of the source language, such as an overemphasis on Western

themes or cultural situations, exemplified in the first two examples in Table 2.9, where

many English names are directly carried over into the Chinese translation. Other aspects of

English syntax, such as long relative clauses, which are common in English but dispreferred

in Chinese (C.-J. C. Lin, 2011) may also be carried over in a translated dataset.

Monolingual NLI datasets in Chinese and other languages In fact, there has been

relatively little work on developing large-scale human-annotated resources for languages

other than English, as reviewed in chapter 2.1.

For Chinese, the only available corpora are XNLI (Conneau et al., 2018b), which con-

sists of training data machine-translated from the English MNLI and dev sets that are

crowd-translated from English, and CMNLI, which is also machine-translated (MT) from

MNLI but using a different MT system, published in the first version of the CLUE bench-

mark (Xu et al., 2020).9 To the best of our knowledge, the resource reported in chapter 5

and chapter 6 are the only non-translated Chinese NLI resources created so far.10

For other languages, there exist only a few NLI datasets, for instance Fonseca et al.

(2016) and Real et al. (2020) for Portuguese, Hayashibe (2020) for Japanese, Wijnholds and

Moortgat (2021) for Dutch, and Amirkhani et al. (2020) for Persian, but none of them have

human elicited sentence pairs. Hayashibe (2020), Fonseca et al. (2016) and Amirkhani et

al. (2020) used automatic methods to pair sentences into hypothesis-premise pairs and then

9The CMNLI corpus can be downloaded from https://github.com/CLUEbenchmark/CLUE.
10There are other unpublished machine-translated Chinese NLI resources on Github such as https:

//github.com/blcunlp/CNLI, which is also machine-translated from subsets of SNLI and MNLI.
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asked human annotators to label them. Other efforts have focused on automatic translation

of existing English resources (Mehdad et al., 2011), sometimes coupled with smaller-scale

hand annotation by native speakers (Agić and Schluter, 2017; Negri et al., 2011). For

instance, Real et al. (2020) and Wijnholds and Moortgat (2021) are both based on (machine-

)translated versions of the English SICK dataset. This is also true for some of the datasets

included in the first version Chinese NLU benchmark CLUE (Xu et al., 2020) and for

XNLI (Conneau et al., 2018b), a multilingual NLI dataset covering 15 languages including

Chinese.

We summarize the current non-English NLI datasets in Table 2.10. We can see that

many of the resources are created using either machine or human translation, rather than

built from scratch.

2.1.6 Cross-lingual Benchmarks in NLU

As we will introduce in chapter 2.2.2, a recent trend of neural modeling is multilingual

models where a single model is trained to perform NLP tasks in many languages. In order

to measure the effectiveness of these models, we need multilingual or cross-lingual bench-

marks that can simultaneously evaluate a model on many languages, for example the XNLI

corpus, which has a parallel dev set for 15 languages where all the NLI pairs are trans-

lated from the English pairs. The parallel setting in XNLI allows the results on different

languages to be comparable.

Apart from XNLI, there has also been many other efforts building multilingual datasets

and benchmarks. For example, PAWS-X for cross-lingual paraphrase identification (Y.

Yang et al., 2019), EXAMS for cross-lingual question answering of high school exams

(Hardalov et al., 2020), MKQA for open domain question answering (Longpre et al., 2020),

XCOPA for multilingual causal commonsense reasoning (Ponti et al., 2020), XQuAD for

question answering (Artetxe et al., 2020), and XTREME which gathers multiple datasets

into a benchmark (J. Hu et al., 2020).
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Most if not all the benchmarks mentioned above are created for specific NLP tasks such

as question answering. There are very few resources for cross-lingual probing. That is, they

focus on the transfer ability of a model on a task, rather than probing whether transfer learn-

ing is possible for some targeted reasoning skills, or a linguistic/logical phenomenon. We

believe that it is also important to know whether the transfer ability is connected with the

specific capabilities needed for a task, and thus address the issue of cross-lingual probing

in chapter 6.11

2.2 Previous Approaches

To enable computers to make inferences, researchers have proposed various ideas and ap-

proaches, which we turn to now. For the purpose of this dissertation, we will focus on intro-

ducing previous literature on logic-based, symbolic models, and the recent neural models,

in particular the pre-trained transformer models.

2.2.1 Symbolic Approaches

Entailment has been studied in logic and semantics for a long time. Thus it is natural to

build symbolic systems based on research and tools in the logic tradition.

Here we categorize systems into logic-based and natural-logic-based, depending on

whether the systems represent natural language input in logical forms (for instance, first-

order logic or high-order logic) or in natural logic (which closely mimics the surface forms

in natural language).

Logic-based Systems Systems in the logic-based approach generally translate input nat-

ural language into logical forms and then call theorem provers to find proofs (Bjerva et al.,

2014; Kalouli et al., 2020; Martı́nez-Gómez et al., 2017; Yanaka et al., 2018). For example,

Bjerva et al., 2014 used a system that first produces a “formal semantic representation” of

11See a review of probing studies in chapter 2.2.2.
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sentences, then translates the representation to first-order logic, and finally calls “off-the

shelf theorem provers and model builders” to determine the relation between a premise and

a hypothesis.

Yanaka et al., 2018 adopts Neo-Davidsonian event semantics as their meaning repre-

sentation, which is then represented as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). They use a theorem

prover to perform unification of subgraphs, and then the proof is based on basic formulas

and inferences rules of natural deduction. Because of the graph representation of sentences

and the unification operation, their system can handle some syntactic variation. At the mo-

ment, their system achieves the state-of-the-art results on SICK (M. Marelli et al., 2014)

for logic-based models (84.3% in accuracy).

Logic-based models commonly have high precision for entailment and contradiction,

because to return an entailment or contradiction prediction, the models need to find a formal

proof in the system. These models can thus make good use of the theorem provers that

have been studied and researched for a long time. However, one major bottleneck is the

translation of natural language into logical forms. For example, while it is easy to translate

every dog walks to @xpdogpxq Ñ walkpxqq, many sentences in natural language are very

difficult to be translated into logical forms. MacCartney and Christopher D Manning (2008)

gives an example where there is probably no satisfactory translation of Every firm saw costs

grow more than expected, even after adjusting for inflation into first-order logic.

Natural logic, on the other hand, has a syntax that resembles the syntax of natural lan-

guage, and thus does not need the error-prone translation from sentences to logical forms.

We turn to natural logic now.

Natural Logic Rooted in Aristotelian syllogism, natural logic is a logic system that mim-

ics the surface forms of human language (van Benthem, 2008). Thus there is no need to

translate sentences into any logical forms.

For instance, in the natural logic fragment on the quantifier all (A) and relative clauses
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(RC), ApRCq, we have the following axioms/rules (Moss, 2018).

All x x
AXIOM

All x y All y z

All x z
BARBARA

All x (r all y) All z y

All x (r all z)
DOWN

In the above logical system, x and y are nouns, and r are relations (or transitive verbs).

Therefore, the syntax “All x y” in this logic has the same meaning as it has in natural

language. For instance, “All beagles dogs” simply means: all beagles are dogs. The same

is true for “All x (r all y)”, an example of which could be “All dogs (love all cats), meaning:

all dogs love all cats.12 The AXIOM then states the obvious fact that all entities are a subset

of themselves (all dogs are dogs), while BARBARA is the classic Aristotelian syllogism,

for instance, if all beagles are dogs and all dogs are animals, then we know that all beagles

are animals. Finally DOWN states that if all x has a relation r with all y, and z is a subset

of y, then we know that all x has the same relation r with all z. This is also easy to see,

because z is a subset of y.

Of course, these three rules should be proved based on the semantics of the “All x y”

and “r all x”, defined in model-theoretic terms. However, the beauty of natural logic is that

its syntax is so close to the syntax of natural language that one can perform the reasoning

using natural language alone, once a set of rules like the above have been obtained and

proved.

Central to the natural logic tradition is the phenomenon of monotonicity. Concretely,

each quantifier has a monotonicity profile. For example, “all” is antitone (or downward en-

tailing, denoted by Ó) in its first argument and monotone (or upward entailing, denoted by

Ò) in its second argument. That means, for “all dogsÓ are walkingÒ”, we can replace the first

argument with words of a smaller extension: “all dogs are walking” entails “all beagles are

walking”. Conversely, we can replace the second argument with words of a larger exten-

sion: “all dogs are walking” entails “all dogs are moving”. In fact, AXIOM, BARBARA

12To simply things, we define x and y as nouns, but they can be defined recursively as terms involving
relations, as in “r all y”, e.g., see all dogs, denoting all the entities that see all dogs.
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and DOWN can be uniformly interpreted under monotonicity and explained/implemented

by a single replacement operation based on monotonicity. For BARBARA, from the sec-

ond premise “All y z”, we know that z has a larger extension (or formally y ď z). Then

from the first premise “All xÓ yÒ”, which is now augmented with monotonicity information,

we can straightforwardly replace y with z, and obtain the entailed statement: “All x z”. We

can obtain the result in DOWN in a similar manner. Note that the monotonicity property

when two “all” in the first premise in DOWN should be: “All xÓ (rÒ all yÓ)”. Thus we can

replace y with z which has a smaller extension. See chapter 3.2.2 and chapter 4.2 for more

details on monotonicity.

Natural logic and monotoncity reasoning have received much attention in recent years

in the field of NLI/RTE (MacCartney, 2009; MacCartney and Christopher D Manning,

2008, 2007; Yanaka et al., 2019a,b) as well as logic and linguistics (Deng et al., 2020;

Icard, 2012; Icard and Moss, 2013, 2014).

For symbolic systems in NLI, the appeal of natural logic is that it bypasses the trans-

lation from natural language into logical forms, and that the resemblance between natural

logic axioms/rules and natural language will allow the system to rely on surface forms.

Finally, the natural logic proof will also be easier to interpret, as it does not involve com-

plicated logical forms.

Now, we review two systems (NatLog and LangPro) that are most relevant to the

symbolic system proposed in this dissertation. Both rely on natural logic and monotonicity

but in different ways.

The NatLog System The NatLog system in MacCartney, 2009; MacCartney and Christo-

pher D Manning, 2008, 2007, 2009 starts with a polarized premise, i.e., a premise tagged

with monotonicity arrows (Ó, Ò). To determine the relation between a premise and a hypoth-

esis, NatLog 1) finds the atomic edits from the premise to the hypothesis, 2) computes the

polarity of each edit and 3) uses a “join” operator that returns the final relation aggregated
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from all the edits.

Specifically, NatLog defines three atomic edits INS (insertion), DEL (deletion) and

SUB (substitution). It also defines seven entailment relations between sets (MacCartney,

2009, pp. 79), including equivalence (couch ” sofa), forward entailment (dog Ă animal),

backward entailment (furniture Ą chair), negation (kind ^ unkind), alternation (cat | dog),

cover (animal ! non-ape)13 and independence (hungry # chair).14 Each atomic edit will

result in a lexical relation and then based on the context a projected relation can be obtained.

Combining the relations according the sequence of atomic edits via a “join” operation will

produce the final entailment relation between the premise and the hypothesis.

For example, if we have a P : every dogÓ dances and a H: every poodle dances, to go

from P to H involves only one edit, SUB(dog, poodle), i.e., substituting dog with poodle.

Then since the lexical relation between dog and poodle is backward entailment (Ą), and

crucially every assigns a downward monotonicity to its first argument dog, the lexical rela-

tion is flipped to forward entailment (Ă). This is the correct result since P indeed entails

H in this example.

Because of the computation of atomic edits which basically aligns the premise and the

hypothesis, NatLog is able to handle syntactic variation to a certain extent. Empirically,

NatLog is the first system to be tested on the FraCaS (Cooper et al., 1996) dataset and has

been shown to have very high precision. It also improves accuracy on the RTE dataset (Da-

gan et al., 2005) when hybridized with a machine-learning inference engine (MacCartney

and Christopher D Manning, 2008).

While NatLog is the first system to perform the polarization task, there are several

problems with it. One is that since their polarization algorithm is based on heuristics, it can

lead to errors if the heuristics do not cover a monotonicity phenomenon. We tested their

system as part of Stanford CoreNLP v3.9.1. For downward entailment operators such as

refuse and without, the system seems to incorrectly polarize all the words as upward entail-

13In set-theoretic terms, pxX y “ Hq ^ pxY y “ Uq.
14Also see chapter 1.1.1.
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ment: EdÒ refusedÒ toÒ danceÒ; JohnÒ lovesÒ dancingÒ withoutÒ shoesÒ (walks and dance

should receive Ó). Another issue is that NatLog is unable to produce the “ polarity for

words that are neither upward or downward entailing, e.g., IÒ likeÒ mostÒ dogs“. A more

systematic evaluation of NatLog and our proposed system ccg2mono will be conducted

in chapter 3 of the dissertation. Another problem with NatLog is that different edit se-

quences might lead to different results (see section 6.5.5 of MacCartney, 2009). This is

potentially a more serious issue, as NatLog might give different predictions for the same

premise-hypothesis pair15.

NatLog operates on surface forms of the premise and thus differs from the above

mentioned logic-based approaches (Bjerva et al., 2014; Yanaka et al., 2018).

The LangPro System The LangPro system (Abzianidze, 2014, 2015, 2016a, 2017)

on the other hand, does translate the input text into λ terms commonly used in formal

semantics and then operates on them.

LangPro is composed of several parts: a Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG)

parser, a LLFgen (Lambda Logical Forms generator), a LLF-aligner, a prover and a Knowl-

edge Base. The CCG parser first produces a CCG parse tree, which is then translated to λ

logical forms by the LLFgen. A LLF-aligner is optionally used to align identical chunks of

LLFs in the premise and hypothesis and thus these chunks will be considered as a whole

without any internal structures. Finally, a theorem prover based on a first-order logic prover

(Fitting, 1990) makes the final decision. The rule inventory of the prover contains “about

50 rules”, which are manually coded (see Abzianidze, 2014, for details of the rules). 16

LangPro has achieved state-of-the-art precision (97.95%) and competitive accuracy

(81.35%) on the SICK dataset (Abzianidze, 2015).

While NatLog and LangPro have been successfully applied to NLI/RTE datasets,

15Although in section 6.5.5 of MacCartney, 2009, he reported to have found no unsound predictions, only
undetermined predictions. That is, in one sequence, NatLog returns the correct relation; in another, it returns
unknown.

16See Abzianidze, 2015 Sections 2, 3, 4 for details.
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one issue is that they are rather complex. Can we build an inference system based on

natural logic, but is much more light-weight? If the answer is yes, how far can this system

go? That is, how much of natural logic related inference can it cover, given that it is

light-weight and more straightforward than the above two systems? These question will be

addressed in chapter 3 and chapter 4.

2.2.2 Neural Approaches

In this section, we present a brief overview of the neural models used in NLI. However, as

the field is so large that many dissertations and books have been written about it, we will

not be able to cover everything. The focus will be on the pre-trained transformer encoders

such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). For a more detailed

review, interested readers can refer to Goldberg (2016) and Rogers et al. (2020).

Word Embeddings The neural approach first became popular in NLP with the introduc-

tion of word embeddings such as word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and GloVe (Pennington

et al., 2014). The idea is to represent words as vectors, rather than strings in a symbolic

system. This idea goes back to the Latent Semantic Analysis in information retrieval where

each document is represented by a low-dimension vector and document similarity is com-

puted from the cosine similarity of their corresponding vectors (Deerwester et al., 1990). To

obtain a latent, vector representation of the words, different methods have been proposed:

learning from PMI matrices, where each cell of the matrix denotes the point-wise mutual

information between any two words in the vocabulary (Church and Hanks, 1990; Turney

and Pantel, 2010), the Skip-gram with negative sample (SGNS) variant of the word2vec

model, where the weights of a classifier learning to predict whether wordi is in the con-

text of wordj are used as word representations (Mikolov et al., 2013), the Global Vector

(GloVe) which is based on matrix factorization techniques performed on word-context co-

occurreence matrix obtained from a large corpus (Pennington et al., 2014), among oth-
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ers. While the particular algorithms used for these algorithms are different, the theoretical

foundation for them is the same hypothesis in distributional semantics: you shall know the

word by the company it keeps (Firth, 1957). That is, based on co-occurrence information

of words in a raw corpus, we can already extract useful information about the semantics of

the words.

The above ideas on word embeddings are all first proposed on English. For Chinese,

the idea of word embeddings has been widely used in Chinese NLP applications as well.

Several word embedding models have been proposed, by treating different linguistic units

as the tokens to learn embeddings for, for instance, Chinese characters, n-grams, or even

phrases (S. Li et al., 2018; Song et al., 2018).

Sentence Embeddings While word embeddings are about the representation of word

meaning, neural network architectures such as recurrent neural network (RNN) are com-

monly used to obtain the compositional meaning of a sentence from the tokens that form

the sentence. In other words, we are interested in obtaining a good vector representation

of a sentence/text, based on the vectors of the words in that sentence/text. Common ways

obtaining the sentence representation include: averaging, summing, pooling, using tree

structures, etc., or some combinations thereof. For instance, averaging means that we first

perform element-wise addition of the vectors of the nwords in the sentence, and then divide

the resulting vector by n, which will give us the sentential representation. These methods

have served as the baselines for more complicated sentence embeddings.17

In chapter 5.4, we experiment with several such neural architectures on our collected

Chinese NLI corpus, following the baselines experimented for MNLI.18 The first model is

a continuous bag-of-words model (CBOW) where the premise and the hypothesis are both

represented as the sum of the embeddings of their individual words, which we denote as

17See the baselines of MNLI at https://github.com/nyu-mll/multiNLI.
18https://github.com/nyu-mll/multiNLI
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Vprem and Vhypo. The sentence pairs are then represented as

rVprem;Vhypo;Vprem ´ Vhypo;Vprem ˝ Vhypos

where the colon denotes vector concatenation, Vprem ´ Vhypo denotes element-wise differ-

ence and Vprem ˝ Vhypo denotes element-wise multiplication. The latter two operations are

assumed to capture the similarity of the premise and the hypothesis, and have been shown

to be empirically effective in previous modeling work on natural language inference (Mou

et al., 2016). This is passed on to a 3-layer neural network. The second model is a biLSTM,

where the mean of the hidden states of a bidirectional LSTM is used for sentence represen-

tation. The sentence-pair is also represented as the concatenation of 4 vectors above, which

is then passed on to an MLP for classification.

Next we introduce the BERT model, which has been shown to outperform the neural

models using static word embeddings and various forms of RNNs.

BERT Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) is a neural

model introduced in Devlin et al. (2019).19 When introduced, it produced new state-of-the-

art results on many NLI tasks. Since then, it has inspired a large body of work improving

on the model architecture, applying it to different downstream tasks, and exploring the in-

ner workings of the model itself, forming almost a new field of study that some referred to

as BERTology (Rogers et al., 2020). The BERT model builds on several ideas in the neural

tradition of NLP: contextualized embeddings (McCann et al., 2017; Peters et al., 2018),

transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017), bidirectional language models, sub-word

tokenization, among others. In the paragraphs below, we will introduce the main ideas

behind BERT. BERT and its variants are the main neural models we experiment with in

chapter 5 and chapter 6.

At the highest level, BERT is a neural model pre-trained with a masked language mod-

19https://github.com/google-research/bert
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Figure 2.1: Two training steps of BERT: pre-training on raw text corpora and fine-tuning
on target tasks, image taken from Devlin et al. (2019).

eling objective (predict the words in the blanks of sentences) and a next sentence prediction

object (whether sentence1 precedes sentence2), and is then fine-tuned on downstream tasks

(see Figure 2.1 for the two training steps). BERT can perform sentence(-pair) classification

task, as well as sequence labeling task. Next, we go into details of the critical components

of BERT.

The first important feature of BERT is “contextual embeddings” where a word will

be encoded with different embeddings in different context, an idea pioneered in the CoVe

(Contextualized Word Vectors) (McCann et al., 2017) and ELMo (Embeddings from Lan-

guage Models) embeddings (Peters et al., 2018). As a reminder, the classic word2vec and

GloVe embeddings are known as static word embeddings in that each token in the vocabu-

lary has only one representation. The obvious issue is that many words in natural language

are polysemous, and it would not be ideal to use the same vector to represent the different

meanings of the same word. For instance, “bank” as a financial institution and “bank” as

the river bank should ideally have two different representations (which should also be far

away in the embedding space since the two meanings have little relation to each other). In

BERT, the embedding of a word depends on the context it is in. That is, every instance of

a word will have a different embedding that is determined in relation to the embeddings of
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other words in the context. The idea of contextualized embeddings has played a crucial role

in all the subsequent variants of BERT, such as RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), ALBERT (Lan

et al., 2019), etc.

The second important component of BERT is the self-attention mechanism. BERT uses

the encoder from the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017). The idea is that there

are weights in the neural network about how much attention each token should pay to all

the tokens in the same input text. This is intended to allow the model to better handle

long distance dependency (than an RNN architecture), since in a transformer model, there

are designated weights for every (token, token) pair of the input text, forcing the model to

explicitly learn the dependency between even the first token and the last token of the input.

The third component of BERT is the pre-training task. Unlike word2vec models which

are trained with the objective of predicting whether word1 is in the context word2, or a regu-

lar language model whose objective is to predict the next word, BERT’s training objectives

are: 1) masked language modeling, also called Cloze-test (Taylor, 1953) and 2) next sen-

tence prediction. Both are self-supervised training methods in that they can be performed

on large quantities of raw text without needing any human annotation. In the masked lan-

guage modeling, the model’s objective is to predict some randomly masked words (i.e.,

blanks) in the sentence, based on the context: John was running very since he doesn’t

want to miss the bus. This task allows the model to attend to both the left and right context.

In next sentence prediction, the model is presented with two sentences and asked to predict

whether the second one is a continuation of the first one. This allows the model to learn the

relation between sentence pairs, which is assumed to help sentence-pair classification tasks

such as NLI.20 Now that the model has been pre-trained, it will then be further trained,

or fine-tuned, on the target task. The fine-tuning step will follow the common supervised

training procedure in machine learning. In all our experiments, we are fine-tuning BERT

20In other variants of BERT such as RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and ALBERT (Lan et al., 2019), the
masked language modeling training is kept, but the next sentence prediction is either removed or replaced
with other training objectives.
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on the NLI datasets, rather than pre-training it. The first figure in Figure 2.1 depicts the

pre-training stage of BERT.

In terms of the pre-training data, BERT is pre-trained on the BooksCorpus (Zhu et al.,

2015) and Wikipedia, which has a total of 3,300 million words (Devlin et al., 2019). Thus,

at a high-level, BERT can be said to have “read” a gigantic amount of raw text (with blanks),

and is trained to 1) fill the blanks and 2) predict whether a randomly sampled pair of text

from the corpus is originally next to each other in the corpus. Then for each downstream

task, for instance NLI, BERT will be further fine-tuned in a supervised manner, as indicated

in the second figure in Figure 2.1.

With respect to performance, at the time of release, BERT achieves new state-of-the-art

results on 11 tasks, many with large margin over the previous best results. It has inspired

a long line of work on pre-training transformer models, with notable examples such as the

RoBERTa (Robustly Optimized BERT) (Liu et al., 2019), ALBERT (A Lite BERT) (Lan et

al., 2019), DistilBERT (distilled version of BERT) (Sanh et al., 2019), BioBERT (biological

language BERT) (J. Lee et al., 2020), XLNet (Z. Yang et al., 2019), among many others.

Given the success of the BERT-family models, in chapter 5 of this dissertation, BERT

and its variants are the major neural architectures we experiment with. Devlin et al. (2019)

also released a Chinese BERT and a multilingual BERT, along with the English BERT.21

The experiments in chapter 5 and 6 are run with the Chinese BERT and the enhanced

Chinese RoBERTa published in Cui et al. (2019).

XLM-RoBERTa One claimed advantage of the neural approaches in NLP is the uni-

versality of vector representation across languages. That is, if text in every language is

represented as vectors, then we can perform any computation in the “universal” language

of vectors, without the need to worry about the differences among different human lan-

guages, which is a major obstacle in symbolic approaches. Specifically, if we can obtain

some multilingual word embeddings such that the vectors representing the English word

21https://github.com/google-research/bert
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cat and the Chinese word 猫 are close in the semantic space, then we have found an ab-

stract representation of the concept of a cat, independent of the specific language in which

the concept is encoded in.

To achieve such a goal, a common strategy is to expand the pre-training data (signifi-

cantly) to include many more languages. At the same time, one also needs to expand the

vocabulary of the model to include the tokens of all the languages in the pre-training data.

For instance, the recent XLM-RoBERTa model, which is based on RoBERTa, is pre-trained

with 2.5TB of text from 100 languages including Chinese, using the masked language mod-

eling objective (Conneau et al., 2020). The pre-training data are from a CommonCrawl

Corpus (crawled from the web) prepared by the authors of the same paper. In order to

handle the orthography of all 100 languages, XLM-RoBERTa (XLM-R henceforth) uses

a large vocabulary of size 250k, compared to the typical vocabulary size of 20-30k for a

monolingual model (Devlin et al., 2019).22

Once the model is pre-trained on 100 languages, in the second fine-tuning step, it only

needs to be fine-tuned on human labeled data in one language, and then can (theoretically)

be tested on test sets in all the 100 languages it is pre-trained on. To give an example,

which will be discussed in chapter 6, if we fine-tune XLM-R on English NLI data alone

(such as MNLI), we should expect it to perform reasonably well on Chinese NLI, even

though it has not seen a single NLI pair in Chinese! This is referred to as zero-shot, cross-

lingual transfer learning. XLM-R is the first model to have competitive performance in

both scenarios above. In particular, it gains more than 10% increase in performance on

cross-lingual tasks such as XNLI (Conneau et al., 2018b) and MLQP (P. Lewis et al.,

2020) over the multilingual BERT, and for the first achieves such high performance without

22Note that, in all the transformer models, specifically-designed algorithms are used to perform vocabulary
construction and tokenization, e.g., byte-pair encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016), WordPiece (Devlin et al.,
2019; Y. Wu et al., 2016), and unigram language model tokenization (Kudo, 2018). For these algorithms, the
smallest linguistic unit is not a word, but usually some “sub-word” unit (which may resemble a morpheme),
determined by the algorithm. For instance, in the WordPiece tokenizer for BERT, the word “embeddings” is
tokenized into four sub-words: em, ##bed, ##ding, ##s, where “##” indicates that it is part of the previous
token.
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sacrificing its performance on English NLU benchmarks, having competitive results to

strong monolingual English models on the GLUE benchmark (Conneau et al., 2020).

Several other studies have also shown the surprisingly good performance of XLM-R in

zero-shot transfer conditions, for a number of languages, Khashabi et al. (2020) for Persian,

Choi et al. (2021) for Korean, S. Wu and Dredze (2019) for 39 languages on 5 NLP tasks,

among others. In addition to studies cited above, positive results of cross-lingual transfer

across a wide range of languages are reported in Nozza et al. (2020) and S. Wu and Dredze

(2020), with a focus on transfer across specific tasks such as POS tagging, NER.

There is also a series of work trying to understand how and why cross-lingual transfer

works. For example, S. Wu and Dredze (2019) and Pires et al. (2019) probes the multilin-

gual BERT model (mBERT, Devlin et al. (2019)) by either examining the representation

of different layers in the transformer architecture, or the lexical overlap of different lan-

guages in mBERT’s vocabulary. S. Wu and Dredze (2019) show that: all layers of mBERT

preserves language-specific information, in that the weights from the layers can be used to

perform language identification with high accuracy. They also found “a strong correlation

is observed between the percentage of overlapping subwords and transfer performance”,

namely better performance when there is larger vocabulary overlap. Pires et al. (2019)

examines the cross-lingual transfer learning ability of mBERT for language pairs based

on typological features of the languages. Their most surprising result is that an mBERT

model can perform zero-shot transfer between pairs of languages that have no lexical over-

lap at all: an mBERT fine-tuned using only POS labeled Urdu (written in Arabic script),

achieves 91% accuracy on Hindi (written in Devanagari script) under zero-shot condition,

evaluated on data from (Zeman et al., 2018). They argue that “this provides clear evidence

of mBERT’s multilingual representation ability, mapping structures onto new vocabularies

based on a shared representation”. While mBERT is learning a shared representation, it

performs best on typologically similar languages. For instance, transferring from English

to Japanese does is less effective than transferring from English to Bulgarian, potentially
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due to the fact that English and Bulgarian are both SVO languages while Japanese is SOV.

Karthikeyan et al. (2019) investigates model properties such as the network depth and num-

ber of attention heads, as well as the effect of language similarity (in terms of word-order

and structure) on the cross-lingual transfer performance. Specifically, instead of multilin-

gual BERT, Karthikeyan et al. (2019) pre-trained Bilingual-BERT (B-BERT) for three lan-

guage pairs, and experimented with cross-lingual transfer learning of B-BERT on NLI and

NER. Their results show that vocabulary overlap plays a “negligible” role in cross-lingual

success, while structural similarity (such as word order) and model depth play significant

role in cross-lingual transfer learning.

While these studies have shed light on some linguistic properties of multilingual mod-

els, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have investigated whether cross-lingual transfer

can be successful on specific linguistic phenomena which are unique in the target language.

Chapter 6 of this dissertation studies this issue by testing the transfer learning performance

of XLM-R in the task of Chinese NLI. Specifically, we design various probing datasets to

explore the linguistic ability of XLM-R for different linguistic phenomena, following the

long line of work on probing the neural models, which the above studies on mBERT belong

to. we will review the probing studies in greater detail next.

Probing studies for the neural models Given the success of the neural models and the

the relative difficulty in interpreting what the models are learning (compared with symbolic

models), much effort has been devoted to probe the neural models. The term probe in this

context generally refers to understanding what the neural models are doing, for instance

what kind of knowledge is learned after the (pre-)training phase, where and how the dif-

ferent aspects of human language are represented in the neural network, to name just a

few.

Therefore, in the broadest sense, any study that is aimed at investigating the represen-

tations in neural models can be said to be a probing study. However, in the narrow sense,
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there are mainly two types of probing studies in the literature (Tenney et al., 2019a). The

first is to perform behavioral studies—reminiscent to what has been done in psychology

and psycholinguistics to the human subject except that the subject of study is now an artifi-

cial neural network—where probing datasets are designed in a controlled manner, targeting

the linguistic/logical/world knowledge that one plans to probe, for instance, subject-verb

agreement (Marvin and Linzen, 2018), monotonicity (Richardson et al., 2020; Yanaka et

al., 2019a), function words (Kim et al., 2019), etc. Then the researchers analyze the errors

of the models to reverse-engineer what the model has or has not learned. The probing stud-

ies mentioned in chapter 2.1.4 and 2.1.1 mostly fall into this category, where the task of NLI

is used as the task to probe the representations of the neural models. However, it should

be noted that NLI is not the only task adopted/appropriate for probing. In earlier probing

studies, other tasks have been designed as well, some with the goal of probing linguistic

abilities outside semantics and language meaning, e.g., syntactic information. For instance,

Conneau et al. (2018a) constructed “10 probing tasks designed to capture simple linguistic

features of sentences” including number of words, constituent tree depth, tense, subject

number, etc. to test different models for sentence embeddings. Marvin and Linzen (2018)

designed minimal pairs for several syntactic phenomena (subject-verb agreement, reflex-

ive anaphora and negative polarity items) and use the probabilities assigned by an LSTM

language model to the sentences in the minimal pair to study whether LSTM models are

capturing syntax.

The second method is to directly analyze the representations in the neural architecture

“to assess whether there exist localizable regions associated with distinct types of linguis-

tic decisions.” (Tenney et al., 2019a). One technique for doing so is the probing classi-

fiers (Tenney et al., 2019a,b). Specifically, the neural representations of from a model are

first extracted, and are then fed to a probing classifiers as features to perform some of the

core NLP tasks, such as part-of-speech tagging, constituent labeling, dependency labeling,

semantic role labeling, coreference, etc. The performance of these classifiers on task t is
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interpreted as the the amount of information in an embedding for t. Tenney et al. (2019b)

then compared the contextualized embeddings and their non-contextualized counterparts

using the probing classifiers and concluded that the improvement of contextualized em-

beddings is largely on syntactic tasks. Tenney et al. (2019a) performed a similar study

comparing the embeddings from different layers of the BERT model and concluded that

the lower layers are associated more with lower-level processing such as part-of-speech

tagging and parsing, while the higher layers are associated with semantic processing such

as semantic role labeling and coreference.

For XLM-R specifically, there has been work that fall into the second category, which

has focused on either examining the representation of different layers in the transformer ar-

chitecture or the lexical overlap between languages (Pires et al., 2019; S. Wu and Dredze,

2019). Karthikeyan et al. (2019) investigate the role of network depth and number of atten-

tion heads, as well as syntactic/word-order similarity on the cross-lingual transfer perfor-

mance.

Our work in chapter 6 falls into the first category, where we will examine closely the

zero-shot transfer ability of XLM-R in Chinese, using four types of probing and adversarial

NLI datasets that we constructed. In particular, we are interested in whether XLM-R can

successfully transfer on NLI problems involving uniquely Chinese linguistic phenomena,

for instance, pro-drop, four-character idioms (chengyu), etc.

2.3 Summary

In this chapter, we reviewed several influential NLI datasets, either expert-annotated or

crowd-sourced, and pointed out the issues in dataset creation. We also discussed the sym-

bolic and neural models that have been proposed for solving NLI. As one can see, there

is a surge in research on NLI, manifest in the large number of new corpora, as well as

the introduction of new logic-based models and neural network models. In fact, several

recent studies experimented with hybrid systems which have both a symbolic and a neu-
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ral component, for instance Hy-NLI (Kalouli et al., 2020) and NeuralLog (E. Chen et al.,

2021).

However, there are still many unresolved problems. For instance, the current NLI

datasets are not challenging enough for transformer models, and often exhibit annotation

biases. Relatively few logic-based models have been proposed that exclusively focus on

monotonicity. With neural models, too few resources exist for languages other than En-

glish, and claims on their cross-lingual abilities have not been thoroughly scrutinized. The

next four chapters are in a way written against the backdrop of these issues reviewed above.
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language(s) source translated? size name: short description

15 lan-
guages

Conneau et al.
(2018b)

MT+HT 7.5k
each
lang.

XNLI: dev + test sets are translated by humans; train-
ing sets are machine-translated (using Facebook’s in-
house MT system).

Chinese chapter 5;
H. Hu et al.
(2020b)

no 56k OCNLI: collected from scratch using enhanced
MNLI-procedures.

Chinese chapter 6;
H. Hu et al.
(2021)

no 34k consists of four categories of adversarial and probing
datasets

Portuguese Fonseca et al.
(2016)

no 10k ASSIN: sentences were retrieved from online news
platforms and automatically matched based on a sim-
ilarity measure to form NLI pairs.

Portuguese Real et al.
(2018)

MT 10k SICK-BR: machine translated SICK to Brazilian Por-
tuguese; pairs were then manually checked by ex-
perts.

Portuguese Real et al.
(2020)

MT + syn-
thesized

10k ASSIN2: based on SICK-BR, but included more en-
tailment examples generated from SICK-BR.

Persian Amirkhani et
al. (2020)

no 10k FarsTail: created using multiple choice questions
where correct answers are used for entailed hypothe-
sis and incorrect answers are used for contradictions,
similar to SciTail (Khot et al., 2018).

Japanese Hayashibe
(2020)

no 48k sentences from hotel reviews are extracted and auto-
matically paired based on similarity or lexical over-
lap.

Turkish Budur et al.
(2020)

MT 1,003k SNLI-TR, MultiNLI-TR: machine-translated SNLI
and MNLI into Turkish and asked humans to rate the
translation quality (using Amazon’s MT system).

Dutch Wijnholds
and Moortgat
(2021)

MT 10k SICKNL: machine-translated SICK to Dutch (MT
system not reported).

Hindi Uppal et al.
(2020)

no 20.7k recasting product reviews (and other existing
datasets) to NLI: e.g., has good streaming quality
ENTAIL this product got positive reviews.

Italian Bos et al.
(2009)

no 800 constructed on the basis of sentences from Wikipedia
revision histories.

Arabic Alabbas
(2013)

no 600 sentences from new text were automatically extracted
and paired, and then annotated by humans.

German Eichler et al.
(2014)

no 24k constructed from customer emails to the support cen-
ter of a company and the category descriptions of the
emails

Table 2.10: Summary of NLI resources in languages other than English; MT: machine-
translated, HT: human-translated.
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CHAPTER 3

AUTOMATIC MONOTONICITY ANNOTATION

In this chapter, we discuss an algorithm and a tool that automatically annotate monotonicity

arrows (also referred to as polarities) in a given input sentence.1 This is the first step for

making inferences with our proposed symbolic system; chapter 4 describes the second step.

Concretely, we want to determine the polarity (Ò, Ó or “) of all the words and con-

stituents in a given sentence/text (as explained in chapter 2.2.1 and 3.2.2)

Once we have the polarities annotated, we can easily generate inferences using a re-

placement operation, and a knowledge base. For example, if we had a collection of back-

ground facts like cats ď animals, beagles ď dogs, scares ď startles, and one ď two, where

we use ď to denote the relation between the denotation of two words, then our Ò and Ó no-

tations on Every dogÓ scaresÒ at least twoÓ catsÒ would allow us to conclude Every beagle

startles at least one animal. More generally, Ò mandates that replacing the current word

(dog) with another one of smaller extension (beagle) will result in an entailment, while for

Ó, the word should be replaced with another one of larger extension. This is the general

recipe for obtaining monotonicity-related inferences.

The main goal of this chapter is to design and build a tool that performs this annotation

automatically, for any input sentence, for example, sentences like Every dogÓ scaresÒ at

least twoÓ catsÒ, Every dogÓ and no catÓ sleeps“, and Most rabbits“ hopÒ. Note that the “

notation means that we can replace the word with neither a more specific term or a more

general one. We call this task monotonicity annotation or polarization.

We achieve this by first expanding the van Benthem algorithm (van Benthem, 1986) to

cover more rules in the Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) formalism, and then per-

1This chapter is based on work presented in H. Hu and Moss (2018) and H. Hu and Moss (2020). The
algorithm is designed in collaboration between me and my advisor Dr. Moss. I implemented it in Python and
evaluated it on the evaluation set hand-crafted by me and Dr. Moss.
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forming automatic annotation on parse trees obtained from freely available CCG parsers,

for instance, C&C (S. Clark and Curran, 2007), EasyCCG (M. Lewis and Steedman, 2014)

and depCCG (Yoshikawa et al., 2017). Our system is named ccg2mono because it takes

in CCG parse trees and annotate monotonicity information on each node of the tree. It is

released at https://github.com/huhailinguist/ccg2mono.

Using our polarization tool, we are able to make a very easy first step on automatic

inference with only a syntactic tree representation, rather than logical forms that may be

difficult to translate natural language into. Next chapter will discuss how this tool can be

expanded to perform natural language inferences.

3.1 Research Questions

In this chapter, we aim to answer the following research questions:

1. How can the van Benthem algorithm (van Benthem, 1986) be extended to the full-

fledged CCG for monotonicity tagging? That is, previous methods such as the van

Benthem algorithm in polarization only consider the Ajdukiewicz/Bar-Hillel (AB)

flavor of Categorial Grammar, where the rules are restricted to application rules (>)

and (<), which are too restrictive to give wide-coverage grammars for natural lan-

guage. What rules are needed to extend it for handling composition (B) and type-

raising (T) rules in CCG?

2. How can we build and evaluate a monotonicity tagging system using available CCG

parsers? We discuss the challenges we encounter on implementing a system that

works on natural language input, notably the issues when using the CCG parse trees.

We build the first hand-crafted evaluation dataset of polarized sentences and compare

the performance of ccg2mono with the only existing tool NatLog.

3. What are the limitations of ccg2mono monotonicity tagging? We also discuss the

limitations of ccg2mono and challenges arising from this work.
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In the following, we will first introduce some preliminary knowledge, then describe and

evaluate our monotonicity tagging system, and finally discuss the limitations of our current

system.

3.2 Preliminaries

In order to automatically annotate monotonicity, we will first introduce preliminary con-

cepts and theories, and then give a definition for monotonicity and polarity.

3.2.1 Syntax-semantics Interface from Combinatory Categorial Grammar

We adopt the categorial grammar framework (Carpenter, 1998; Keenan and Faltz, 1984),

especially Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) (Steedman, 2000), because there is a

natural correspondence between syntax and semantics in CCG. In CCG, every word has

a syntactic category (also called a supertag), and each syntactic category corresponds to a

unique semantic type (a common noun N corresponds to the type pe, tq). For example we

have atomic categories such as NP and S which represent a noun phrase and a sentence

respectively. There are also complex syntactic categories, for instance, SzNP which means

it expects an NP to its left so that it will return a sentence. This is the category for a verb

phrase which expects a subject noun phrase.

We give below two syntactic trees in the CCG formalism of the same sentence cats

chased dogs. Note that in the first CCG tree we use the regular function applications, where

in the second tree, we are intentionally making it more complicated by first type-raising (T)

the subject cats and then use composition (B) in the next step. This is to demonstrate how

type-raising and composition work. Readers are encouraged to consult Steedman, 2000
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and other materials for a more detailed review of CCG.

(3.1)

cats : np

chased: psznpq{np dogs : np

chased dogs : sznp
>

cats chased dogs : s
<

(3.2)

cats : np

cats: s{psznpq
T

chased: psznpq{np

cats chased : s{np
B

dogs : np

cats chased dogs : s
>

(3.2) is a syntactic tree in the CCG formalism. We need to “translate” it into a tree with

semantic types, in order to apply the polarization algorithm, which is based on semantic

principles. Below we translate syntactic types in (3.2) into semantic types, as shown in

(3.3). We see the advantage of using CCG because we can easily obtain the semantics by

using simple mapping rules such as: S ÞÑ t (a sentence is of type t), N ÞÑ e, t (a common

noun is of type e, t), NP ÞÑ pe, tq, t (a noun phrase is of type pe, tq, t), etc.

(3.3)

cats: pe, tq, t

cats: pppe, tq, tq, tq, t
T

chased: ppe, tq, tq, pppe, tq, tq, tq

cats chased: ppe, tq, tq, t
B

Dogs: pe, tq, t

cats chased Dogs: t
>

For a complete mapping from syntactic categories to semantic types, see Table 3.1.
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atomic syntactic type semantic type semantic type abbreviated

n e, t N
np pe, tq, t NP
s t S

pp pp PP

Table 3.1: Mapping from syntactic types to semantic types

3.2.2 Monotonicity and polarity

Before defining monotonicity and polarity2, we will first introduce the idea of a preorder

(Icard and Moss, 2014; Moss, 2012).

A preorder P “ pP,ďq is a set P with a relation ď on P which is reflexive and

transitive. Reflexive means that for any x in the set P , we have x ď x. Transitive states that

for x, y and z in P , if x ď y and y ď z, then x ď z. A simple preorder in algebra would be

pR,ďq: the set of real numbers R and the usual “less-than-or-equal-to” (ď) relation on the

real numbers. The reason is that ď is both reflexive (5.4 ď 5.4) and transitive (if 5.4 ď 6.4

and 6.4 ď 7.4, then 5.4 ď 7.4) in R.

Moving on to natural language, we can define a preorder P “ prranimalsss,ďq, where

[[animals]] is the set of all animals andď is the hypernym/hyponym relation (poodle ď dog,

meaning that poodles are a type of dog). Since animals are of type e (entities), we can

further note P as Pe. We will also need a preorder for the truth values Pt. We or-

der this Boolean preorder Pt by F ă T. For the higher types x Ñ y, we take the set

pPx Ñ Pyq of all functions and endow it with the pointwise order. In this way every

one of our semantic types is naturally endowed with the structure of a preorder in every

model. For instance, even verbs which are interpreted as functions can be defined in a pre-

order: Q “ prrmovess,ďq, where [[move]] is a function from entity to truth values, which

is of the type e Ñ t (or written as e, t). We have ď relation which again is equivalent to

hypernym/hyponym relation for such intransitive verbs: sprint ď run.

2This polarity is not to be confused with the negative or positive polarity in sentiment analysis.
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Now we can give a definition of monotonicity. A function f : PÑ Q is monotone (or

order preserving) if p ď q in P implies fppq ď fpqq in Q. And f is antitone (or order

inverting) if p ď q in P implies fpqq ď fppq in Q. For instance, a function fpxq “ 5x` 3

is monotone because when x increases, fpxq also increases. A function can of course have

more than one arguments, and then monotonicity needs to be defined over each argument:

gpx, yq “ 5x´ 6y is monotone in x and antitone in y.

Another way of describing this would be using polarity on an argument. That is, if a

function is monotone in one argument (say x), then that argument is said to have upward

polarity, denoted by Ò. If a function is antitone in one argument (say y), then y will receive

a downward polarity, Ó. For this reason, monotonicity and polarity are sometimes used

interchangeably in this dissertation. It is also important to point out that a function can be

neither monotone nor antitone, for example, z2 on R. In this case, the polarity on z will be

“.

Our definitions above can be easily applied to natural language, since in CCG, inter-

preting a sentence is analogous in many cases to function application. To give an example

in natural language, rreveryss : (Pet, Qet) ÞÑ 2 is a function that takes two arguments: one

of type e, t in the preorder P (a noun, for example) and the other of type e, t in the pre-

orderQ (an intransitive verb, for example), and returns a Boolean (T or F). Since we know

that every is antitone on the first argument and monotone on the second, we can re-write

the interpretation of every as rreveryss : (PetÓ, Qet
Ò) ÞÑ 2. Now, if we have 1) a sentence

S: every dogÓ swimsÒ (note we have already assigned the polarity of the words), and 2) a

relation in Pet: poodle ď dog, then according to the definition of monotonicity, S: every

dog swims strictly entails S 1: every poodle swims. The reason is that since the function of

every is antitone on the first argument, and we have poodle ď dog in the domain of the first

argument, thus replacing dog with poodle in S when the evaluation of S is T, will result in

a true value that is ě T. And the only truth value that is ě T is T itself. Thus when S is T,

we know that S 1 must also be T. Hence S entails S 1.
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3.2.3 Order-enriched types using markings (`, ´, and ‚)

Monotonicity profiles of the quantifiers and other words have been discussed in the litera-

ture (Danescu et al., 2009; Dowty, 1994). That is, every is antitone on the first argument

but monotone on the second argument; no is antitone on both arguments; some is monotone

on both arugments; etc. Therefore, following Dowty (1994), we incorporate monotonic-

ity information into the syntactic/semantic types. Function types x Ñ y split into three

versions: the monotone version x `
Ñ y, the antitone version x ´

Ñ y, and the full version

x
‚
Ñ y. (What we wrote before as x Ñ y is now x

‚
Ñ y.) These are all preorders using

the pointwise order. We must replace all of the ordinary slash types by versions of them

which have markings on them, in order to give maximally informative annotations of the

polarities.

In our system, we have three markings (`, ´, and ‚). Markings are used to tell if

a function is interpreted (in every model) by a function which is always monotone (`),

always antitone (´), or neither in general (‚). For example, not is an antitone function,

which means it will flip the polarity; in other words, not is a downward entailing operator.

Thus it will have the antitone marking (´): pNP `
Ñ Sq ´

Ñ pNP `
Ñ Sq (see next section for

more examples).

3.2.4 Lexicon with order-enriched types

We use S for t, N or et for e ‚
Ñ t “ e

`
Ñ t, NP for N ‚

Ñ t, NP` for N `
Ñ t, and NP´

for N ´
Ñ t. Note that we have a different font than our syntactic types s, n, and np. Also

note that N can only be an argument to other functions, and cannot be a function itself.

Thus thus markings on N is always `, contrary to the markings on NP which can be any

of the three markings. We will see why we need to do so in the next few sections. Then

we use NP `
Ñ S for intransitive verbs, NP` or NP´ for noun phrases with determiners, e

for proper names. For the determiners, our lexicon then uses the order-enriched types in

different ways:
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word type word type

every N ´
Ñ NP` no N ´

Ñ NP´

some N `
Ñ NP` most N ‚

Ñ NP`

For other words, we also have order-enriched types. It is especially important to have

correct markings for words that flip the arrows, i.e., downward-entailing operators (DEOs),

because the´marking in their type is the only source for downward polarity in our system.

They should all have one ´ to be able to flip the polarity arrow. For example:

word type word type

few N ´
Ñ NP´ refuse pS `

Ñ NPq ´Ñ pS `
Ñ NPq

not pS `
Ñ NPq ´Ñ pS `

Ñ NPq if pS `
Ñ Sq ´Ñ S

without ppS `
Ñ NPq `Ñ pS `

Ñ NPqq ´Ñ NP rarely pS `
Ñ NPq ´Ñ pS `

Ñ NPq

Note that DEOs include not only quantifiers, and negators, but also prepositions, verbs,

conditionals and adverbs. Several studies have designed supervised or unsupervised meth-

ods to identify these DEOs from raw text (Cheung and Penn, 2012; Danescu and L. Lee,

2010; Danescu et al., 2009). We use the words in their findings as our list of DEOs.

To define the markings on all words is an interesting and challenging task for lexical

semantics, which is beyond the scope of this dissertation. In our current implementation,

we hand-coded the well-known facts of determiners, downward-entailing operators, nega-

tors, etc. in the lexicon (see Table A.1 for an example). Additionally, to increase coverage,

for all the words that do not receive a semantic type from the hand-coded lexicon, we

give ` on all the arrows in their type by default, except for the arrows inside an NP. For

instance, the “on” in the sentence “The man is carrying on” receives the semantic type:

pNP Ñ Sq Ñ pNP Ñ Sq from the parser, which is not covered in our hand-crafted lexicon.

We will therefore assign the following markings to it pNP `
Ñ Sq `

Ñ pNP `
Ñ Sq. Note here

that the markings on the two NPs are still unspecified (note that NP “ NP‚), but all Ñ are

now `
Ñ.
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To be more specific, only words in our hand-crafted lexicon, or nouns and pronouns

come with markings on NPs; the markings on all other NPs start out as under-specified,

and will be determined via propagation from NPs with markings (which happens in the

mark phase of our algorithm).3

3.2.5 A note on notation

The ď in this dissertation is used for words and phrases, which is equivalent to MacCart-

ney’s forward entail relation Ď and equivalence relation” (chapter 5 of MacCartney, 2009).

Sentence-level entailment is usually represented as Ď in this dissertation, while Ę repre-

sents non-entailment (neutral and contradiction). See Chapter 1.1.1 for a review of different

entailment relations proposed in the literature.

3.3 Polarizing a CCG Parse Tree

In this section, we describe the algorithm we developed to polarize a CCG parse tree. Our

algorithm has two steps: mark and polarize. Mark will assign one of the three markings on

all the semantic types so that they are enriched with the order information, from tree leaf to

tree root. Polarize will then assign monotonicity arrows to all the constituents in the tree,

from root to leaf.

Input A parse tree T in CCG as in (3.2), and a marked lexicon.

Output We aim to convert T to a different tree T ˚ satisfying the following properties:

(1) The semantic terms in T and T ˚ should denote the same function in each model. (2)

The lexical items in T ˚ must receive their types from the typed lexicon. (3) The polarity of

the root of T ˚ must be Ò. (4) At each node in T ˚, one of the rules in our system must be

matched.
3We are yet to formally prove the soundness of this implementation, but extensive experimentation on the

evaluation set in chapter 3.5 and other hand-crafted challenging sentences has shown that results from this
implementation are reliable.
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px
m
Ñ yqd xmd

yd
>

px
m
Ñ yqd py

n
Ñ zqmd

px
mn
ÝÑ zqd

B
xmd

ppx
m
Ñ yq

`
Ñ yqd

T

peÑ xq“

pNP `
Ñ xq“

I
peÑ xqd

pNP` `
Ñ xqd

J
peÑ xqflip d

pNP´ `
Ñ xqd

K
summarize pIq, pJq, pKq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ

peÑ xqmd

pNPm `
Ñ xqd

H

Figure 3.1: The top line contains core rules of marking and polarization. The letters m and
n stand for one of the markings`,´, or ‚; d stands for Ò or Ó (but not“). In (I), (J), (K) and
(H), xmust be a boolean category. See charts in the text for the operationsmˆd ÞÑ md and
mˆ n ÞÑ mn. In line with H. Hu and Moss, 2018, we present (I), (J), (K) rules separately,
but also show a summary in rule (H) which is important for computation of “, for instance,
when d “ Ò, m “ ‚, then dˆm ÞÑ “.

Example output For T in (3.2), T ˚ will be (3.4):

(3.4)
catsÒ : et `Ñ t

catsÒ : ppet `Ñ tq
`
Ñ tq

`
Ñ t

T
chasedÒ : pppet `Ñ tq

`
Ñ tq

`
Ñ tq

`
Ñ ppet

`
Ñ tq

`
Ñ tq

cats chasedÒ : pet `Ñ tq
`
Ñ t

B
dogsÒ : et `Ñ t

cats chased dogsÒ : t
>

The rules by which we assign markings and polarities on each node of a CCG parse

tree are presented in Figure 3.1. Note that each node in Figure 3.1 represents both the

mark rules and the polarize rules, where the blue color shows marking rules, and the red

color shows the polarization rules. Next, we will explain the mark rules and polarize rules

separately.

3.3.1 Step 1: Mark

In this step, we start with a parsed CCG tree, and a pre-compiled lexicon with order-

enriched types, i.e., with markings on all the words (leaf nodes) from the lexicon. The goal

of mark is to propagate the markings from the leaf nodes to all the intermediate nodes in

the parse tree, using the mark rules in Figure 3.1 that are summarized below in Figure 3.2:
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HH
HHH

HHm

n
` ´ ‚

` ` ´ ‚

´ ´ ` ‚

‚ ‚ ‚ ‚

Figure 3.2: mark rules

The rules state that when two markings m and n are to be joined, if m and n are either

` or ´, then the result will be ` when m = n, and it will be ´ when m ‰ n. Whenever

either m or n is ‚, the result will always be ‚. So far these rules are only effective in the

composition rule (B) presented in Figure 3.1.

In most cases, the markings will just be inherited. For example, for the function appli-

cation rule (>)

(3.5)
x
`
Ñ py

`
Ñ zq x

y Ñ z
>

will become

(3.6)

x
`
Ñ py

`
Ñ zq x

y
`
Ñ z

>

after the mark phase. Note that here we are populating the tree leaf-to-root (i.e., from top

to bottom).

3.3.2 Step 2: Polarize

In this step, we start with a marked CCG tree after the mark phase where all the leaf nodes

and intermediate nodes have now order-enriched types, and assign arrows on them, from

the root to the leaf, according to the polarizing rules.
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The polarizing rules in Figure 3.1 are summarized below in Figure 3.3:

H
HHH

HHHd

m
` ´ ‚

Ò Ò Ó “

Ó Ó Ò “

flip Ò “ Ó flip Ó “ Ò

Figure 3.3: polarize rules

In Figure 3.1, x, y and z are variables ranging over marked types.

The application rule (>) is essentially taken from van Benthem (1986) (see also Lavalle-

Martı́nez et al. (2017) for a survey of related algorithms).4 All the other rules are new.

To illustrate the polarization rule for (>), let us take m “ ´ and d “ Ò. We then start

with the (>) rule

(3.7)

px
´
Ñ yq x

yÒ
>

which will first become

(3.8)

px
´
Ñ yqÒ x

yÒ
>

That is, the functor will receive the same arrow from below, according to Figure 3.1.

Then, we compute the arrow on x, which will be: Ò ˆ ´ “ Ó, according to Figure 3.3,

4Other polarization algorithms may also be used, as reviewed in Lavalle-Martı́nez et al. (2017). For this
work, we experiment with van Benthem’s algorithm (van Benthem, 1986) for its compatibility with the CCG
formalism.
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resulting in

(3.9)

px
´
Ñ yqÒ xÓ

yÒ
>

Note that this polarization goes from root to leaf (bottom to top).

Recall that van Benthem (1986) only specified the rules for function application, but

in CCG we have other rules such as composition (B) and type-raising (T), which are also

important since our goal is to cover as much natural language as possible. We also need

more rules such as (I), (J) and (K) to correctly polarize NPs with no as the determiner. Thus

in the next paragraphs we specify how mark and polarization work for these rules.

Rules (I), (J), and (K) The rules (I), (J), and (K) are novel. In them, x must be Boolean.

That is, it must belong to the smallest collection B containing t and with the property that

if z P B, then py ‚
Ñ zq P B for all y. B is thus the collection of types whose interpretations

are naturally endowed with the structure of a complete atomic boolean algebra (Keenan and

Faltz, 1984). Indeed, the soundness of (J) and (K) follows from the proof of the Justification

Theorem (op. cit). Rule (H) is a summarization of (I), (J), and (K).

Figure 3.4 contains two applications of the (K) rules. First, the lexical entry for chased

is e Ñ et. The first application of (K) promotes this to NP´ `
Ñ et. The NP receives a

´ because its argument no cat is of type NP´. Note that the polarity flips when the (K)

rule is applied. If we had used (J), the promotion would be to NP` `
Ñ et, and there would

be no polarity flipping, which would give us the wrong polarity. This would be used in a

sentence where the object VP was some cat or every cat. The second application promoted

chased no cat from the type et to NP´ `
Ñ S, again with a polarity flip. If we had used (I),

we would have obtained NP `
Ñ S. However, this would have trivialized the polarity to “,

and this effect would have been propagated up the tree. Rule (I) would be needed for the
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no dogÓ

no dogÒ : NP´
>

chÒ : eÑ et

chÓ : NP´ `
Ñ et

K no catÒ

no catÓ : NP´
>

chased no catÓ : eÑ t
>

chased no catÒ : NP´ `
Ñ S

K

no dog chased no catÒ : S
<

Figure 3.4: Two applications of the (K) rules.

sentence most dogs chased no cat.

Backward rules “Backward” versions of (>), (B), and (T) are similar to those in Figure

3.1. The important point is to make sure which is the functor and which is the argument

for the function. For example, we show the forward function application (>) and its corre-

sponding backward version (<) below. In both rules, px m
Ñ yq is the functor while x is the

argument whose polarity is determined by m ˆ d.

px
m
Ñ yqd xmd

yd
>

xmd px
m
Ñ yqd

yd
<

Boolean connectives We take and and or to be polymorphic of the types B1
m
Ñ pB2

m
Ñ

B3q, when B is a Boolean category and m “ `,´, or ‚.

Note that the markings on B1 and B2 are inherited from the conjuncts, but the marking

of B3 needs to be computed from B1 and B2. In the mark phase, if B1 and B2 have the

same marking (for instance,`, thenB3 will also be marked the same. However, it becomes

challenging when the two conjuncts do not have the same marking, for instance, some menÒ

and no womenÓ ran“, where some men is NP` but no women is NP´, as shown in the tree

in Figure 3.5. For such cases, the type of B3 will be ‚, i.e., and : NP´ Ñ pNP` Ñ NP‚q.

Also note the use of rule (H) in this example, which gives us the correct polarity on ran.

This can be verified from the following non-entailment relations:

(1) a. Some men and no women ran? Ę Some men and no women move: Ò is wrong
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some menÒ

some menÒ : NP`
>

and : NP´ Ñ pNP` Ñ NP‚q

no womenÓ

no womenÒ : NP´
>

and no womenÒ : NP` Ñ NP‚
>

some men and no womenÒ : NP‚
CONNECTIVE

ran“

ranÒ : NP‚ `
Ñ S

H

some men and no women ranÒ : S
<

Figure 3.5: Tree involving a Boolean connective

for ran

b. Some men and no women ran? Ę Some men and no women ran fast: Ó is wrong

for ran

Consequently, a “ polarity should be assigned to ran.

Other combinators This chapter only discusses (T) and (B), but we also have rules for

the other combinators used in CG, such as (S) and (W). For example, the (S) combinator is

defined by Sfg “ λx.pfxqpgxq. In our system, the corresponding polarization rule is

px
m
Ñ py

n
Ñ zqqd px

mn
ÝÑ yqnd

px
m
Ñ zqd

S

This combinator is part of the standard presentation of CCG, but it is less important in this

chapter because the parsers do not use it.

3.3.3 An Example

Here we show an example for the sentence: John refused to dance without pants. Note that

our intuitions give us a downward arrow on danceÓ because the sentence entails that John

refused to waltz without pants, but an upward arrow on pantsÒ because it also entails that

John refused to dance without clothes.

First, we will need to obtain the CCG parse tree, and then the semantic types of the

words (from a pre-defined lexicon) in the tree, as shown in Figure 3.6.
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John

NP`

refused

pNP `
Ñ Sq ´Ñ pNP `

Ñ Sq

to

pNP `
Ñ Sq `Ñ pNP `

Ñ Sq

dance

NP `
Ñ S

without

NP ´
Ñ ppNP `

Ñ Sq `Ñ pNP `
Ñ Sqq

pants

NP`

w/o pants : pNP ‚
Ñ Sq ‚

Ñ pNP ‚
Ñ Sq

>

dance w/o pants : NP ‚
Ñ S

>

to dance w/o pants : NP ‚
Ñ S

<

refused to dance w/o pants : NP ‚
Ñ S

>

John refused to dance w/o pants : S
<

Figure 3.6: CCG tree after putting in the semantic types from our lexicon.

John

NP`

refused

pNP `
Ñ Sq ´Ñ pNP` `

Ñ Sq

to

pNP `
Ñ Sq `Ñ pNP `

Ñ Sq

dance

NP `
Ñ S

without

NP` ´
Ñ ppNP `

Ñ Sq `Ñ pNP `
Ñ Sqq

pants

NP`

w/o pants : pNP `
Ñ Sq `Ñ pNP `

Ñ Sq
>

dance w/o pants : NP `
Ñ S

>

to dance w/o pants : NP `
Ñ S

<

refused to dance w/o pants : NP` `
Ñ S

>

John refused to dance w/o pants : S
<

Figure 3.7: CCG tree after marking, NP` shows where NP` has been propagated.

There are several points to note in the tree in Figure 3.6. 1) Most of the NP in the types

of the trees are unspecified at the moment. The only ones that are certain to be of NP` are

person names such as John and nouns such as pants. The rest of the NPs will be specified

in the mark phase, based on John and pants. 2) For space reasons, we left out the LEX

rules which turns the N pants into an NP`. 3) Most of the types in the intermediate nodes

are unspecified too, indicated by the dot ‚.

Second, we show the tree after mark in Figure 3.7.

In the tree above, note that the NP` (John and pants) is populated to the orange NPs.

TheÑ in the intermediate nodes have also been marked. This is result of the mark phase.

It is worth pointing out that the other NPs in the tree are still unspecified, and they will not

affect the final results of the monotonicity arrows.

Finally, Figure 3.8 shows our tree after polarize, with monotonicity information tagged

for every word and constituent:

Importantly, the two ´
Ñ in refused and without serve to flip the monotonicity arrows,

which ensures that we obtain the correct predictions on dance and pants.
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John Ò

NP` Ò

refused Ò

pNP `
Ñ Sq ´Ñ pNP` `

Ñ Sq Ò

to Ó

pNP `
Ñ Sq `Ñ pNP `

Ñ Sq Ó

dance Ó

NP `
Ñ S Ó

without Ó

NP` ´
Ñ ppNP `

Ñ Sq `Ñ pNP `
Ñ Sqq Ó

pants Ò

NP` Ò

w/o pants : pNP `
Ñ Sq `Ñ pNP `

Ñ Sq Ó
>

dance w/o pants : NP `
Ñ S Ó

>

to dance w/o pants : NP `
Ñ S Ó

<

refused to dance w/o pants : NP` `
Ñ S Ò

>

John refused to dance w/o pants : S Ò
<

Figure 3.8: CCG tree after polarization.

3.4 Pre-processing and Post-processing Details

In pre-processing, we tokenize input sentences using the ccg2lambda system (Martı́nez-

Gómez et al., 2016). The tokenized sentences are then parsed using a CCG parser (for

instance the C&C parser (S. Clark and Curran, 2007) or the EasyCCG parser (M. Lewis

and Steedman, 2014), which is trained on the CCGbank (Hockenmaier and Steedman,

2007) or the rebanked CCGbank (Honnibal et al., 2010)). Then we run our algorithm to

mark and polarize the CCG tree.

Since our system relies on the CCG parses, it is essential to have correct CCG parse

trees as input. We now describe some of the post-processing we do to systematically “cor-

rect” the parse trees to conform to our semantic representation. Note that our system will

not be able to handle cases where the CCG parse trees contain too many errors.

It is also important to note that most of the post-processing has to do with training

data for the parsers, i.e., the CCGbank (Hockenmaier and Steedman, 2007), rather than

a particular parser alone. Some of the issues can be alleviated by using a model trained

on the rebanked CCGbank (Honnibal et al., 2010), as the relative clauses in the rebanked

CCGbank has the desired structure our system expects (see below). Both EasyCCG and

depCCG provide models trained with the rebanked CCGbank.

Correcting most First, the parser assigns the supertag N/N to most, but NP/N to other

quantifiers. Thus in order to handle most, we manually change the supertag of most and

adjust the part of the tree structure.
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Relative clauses Parsers trained on the original CCGbank parse relative clauses as (no

dog) (who chased a cat) died rather than (no (dog who chased a cat)) died. Our system

corrects the relative clauses into the latter structure.

Other errors Furthermore, the parsers sometimes behave differently on intransitive verbs

likes walks than on cries. At the moment, we do not have a good strategy for correcting

these errors. Our system has to accept the parse trees from the parser in this case.

Finally, we are working with the most probable parse tree returned by the parser, so

sentences with scope ambiguities will be interpreted as-is from the tree returned by the

parser, without any further processing such as type-raising and quantifier raising.

3.5 Evaluation of ccg2mono

In order to evaluate our system, we created a small evaluation dataset where sentences are

hand-annotated for the polarity arrows. To the best of our knowledge, though small, this is

the first evaluation dataset for monotonicity marking.

3.5.1 Creating an Evaluation Dataset

We hand-crafted 56 sentences containing a wide range of quantifiers, mixed with condi-

tionals and conjunctions (see below) to test the system’s polarization ability (see Table 3.2).

These sentences are chosen to cover a wide range of monotonicity related linguistic phe-

nomena, with some of them taken from examples sentences in Steinert-Threlkeld and Szy-

manik (2019). We manually annotated the polarity/monotonicity labels for each token. The

annotation was performed by myself, in consultation with my advisor Dr. Larry Moss who

is an expert in monotonicity in language and logic. We believe the monotonicity annotation

requires expert knowledge and is thus very difficult for crowd-workers to annotate.
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Sentence Linguistic phenomenon

SomeÒ ratÒ seesÒ everyÒ squirrelÓ some/every

MostÒ dogs“ chaseÒ someÒ catÒ most/some

ManyÒ people“ likeÒ dogsÒ asÒ petsÒ many

AtÒ leastÒ sevenÓ fishÒ diedÒ yesterdayÒ inÒ MoroccoÒ at least n

MyÒ parentsÒ saidÒ IÒ couldÒ haveÒ threeÓ candiesÓ numbers

Three“ outÓ ofÓ five“ dentists“ recommendÒ thatÒ theirÓ patientsÓ

brushÒ theirÓ teethÓ atÒ leastÒ fourÓ timesÒ aÒ dayÒ
numbers

IfÒ everyÓ catÒ runsÓ ,Ò thenÒ someÒ dogÒ runsÒ alsoÒ conditional

AÒ dogÒ whoÒ ateÒ twoÓ rottenÓ biscuitsÓ wasÒ sickÒ forÒ threeÓ daysÓ relative clause/numbers

UrsulaÒ refusedÒ toÒ singÓ orÓ danceÓ disjunction

Table 3.2: Example sentences in our evaluation dataset, with hand-annotated monotonicity
information.

3.5.2 Evaluation Setup

We tested our system, as well as the NatLog system in MacCartney, 20095 on the small

evaluation dataset and report results for several metrics.6 We chose NatLog because it is

the only system that performs polarization at the time of writing. As a reminder, NatLog

uses dependency parse trees and heuristics of the important operators for monotonicity

(negations, quantifiers) to perform polarization.

We group the words into two categories.

• Key words: content words (nouns, verbs, adverbs, adjectives), determiners, and num-

bers

• Other words: all words with other part-of-speech tags, for instance, prepositions.

The key words are important for making inferences in downstream tasks, as they can be

replaced by words from the knowledge base (or preorders) to generate entailed statements.
5We used the natlog annotator in Stanford CoreNLP 3.9.2: https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/natl

og.html. See a description of NatLog in chapter 2.2.1.
6As this is a completely new task in NLP, there is no prior work to consult with. We chose these metrics

based on our work in monotonicity annotation, as well as their significance in downstream inference tasks.
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The NatLog system uses dependency parses and heuristic rules (for instance, without

will flip the arrow of its dependent) to annotate Ò and Ó, but not “.

3.5.3 Evaluation Results

First, out of the 56 sentences, the EasyCCG parser (M. Lewis and Steedman, 2014) pro-

duced parse trees that contain errors for 11 sentences. The NatLog system depends on de-

pendency parses given by the Stanford dependency parser, which produces 9 wrong parses.

Since both systems make use of parse trees, both are in general unlikely to correctly anno-

tate polarity if the parse tree is problematic.

Then, we evaluate the accuracy of polarity annotation on both the token level and

the sentence level, following the evaluation procedures for part-of-speech tagging evalu-

ation (Christopher D Manning, 2011). We performed one evaluation on all tokens, another

only on the Key words described above; the rationale is that it is hard to determine what the

correct polarity should be assigned to function words such as the as in ManyÒ people“ likeÒ

dogsÒ asÒ petsÒ. Most of the useful polarity information for inference is on content words.

The results are shown in Table 3.3. ccg2mono outperforms NatLog at both the

token-level (for key words, 69.4% vs. 78.2%) and the sentence-level (for key words, 50.0%

vs. 28.6%). Both systems perform much better than the majority baseline which assigns

Ò to every token (on token-level, both accuracies from the two systems are 20-30% better

than the baseline). Now we look at the mistakes of the two systems. NatLog considers

“many” and “most” to be non-monotonic on both the first and second argument; it also

treats “the” as “a” in that both arguments of “the” receive Ò polarity (the dogÒ is chasing

the catÒ), which can be controversial because as the is highly context-dependent, it is not

entirely clear whether the dog will always entail the animal (also see discussion in chap-

ter 3.6.2). Negation is sometimes handled incorrectly in NatLog where the NP in “NP

doesn’t VP” is tagged Ó. Both systems are unable to disambiguate the universal and exis-

tential “any”, with NatLog tagging all “any” as a universal “any” and our system tagging
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token-level sentence-level

system majority NatLog ccg2mono majority NatLog ccg2mono

accuracy (all words) 51.0 70.8 76.0 5.4 28.0 44.6
accuracy (key words) 49.1 69.4 78.2 5.4 28.6 50.0

Table 3.3: Accuracy (%) of NatLog and ccg2mono on the small evaluation dataset for
polarity tagging.

it as the existential “any”. Our system also finds it hard to recognize multi-word expres-

sions such as “except for”. While we can correctly tag conditionals and complements of

verbal downward entailing operators (for example, “refuse”) as Ó, NatLog is incapable

of handling such cases correctly. Overall, our system outperforms NatLog on this small

evaluation dataset.

We intentionally put some hard examples involving numbers into the evaluation set,

for instance, the second to last example in Table 3.2. The difficulty lies in determining

whether the numbers are to be interpreted as at least n, at most n or exactly n. The correct

polarities often cannot be determined without an understanding of the context and some

world knowledge.

3.6 Discussion and Challenges

3.6.1 Properties of Our Algorithm

Soundness We have proved a soundness theorem for the system. As this is not the focus

of the dissertation, we refer interested readers to S. Moss and H. Hu (in prep).

Completeness We have not proven the completeness of our system/algorithm, and in-

deed this is an open question. What completeness would mean for a system like ours is that

whenever we have an input CCG parse tree and a polarization of its words which is seman-

tically valid in the sense that it holds no matter how the nouns, verbs, etc. are interpreted,

then our algorithm would detect this. This completeness would be a property of the rules
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and also of the polarization algorithm. The experience with similar matters in Icard and

Moss (2013) suggests that completeness will be difficult.

Efficiency of our algorithm Our polarization is fast on the sentences which we have

experimented it on. We conjecture that it is in polynomial time, but the most obvious

complexity upper bound to the polarization problem is NP. The reason that the complexity

is not “obviously polynomial” is that for each of the type raising steps in the input tree, one

has three choices of the raise. In more detail, suppose that the input tree contains

x

pxÑ yq Ñ y
T

Then our three choices for marking are: px `
Ñ yq

`
Ñ y, px ´

Ñ yq
`
Ñ y, and px ‚

Ñ yq
`
Ñ

y. Our implementation defers the choice until more of the tree is marked. But prima

facie, there are an exponential number of choices. All of these remarks also apply to the

applications of (I), (J), and (K); these do not occur in the input tree, and the algorithm must

make a choice somehow for these three rules.

3.6.2 Challenges for Monotonicity Tagging

While the enrichment of the types of most words are rather straightforward, there are sev-

eral word classes that still remain challenging.

Challenge 1: prepositions One example is the class of prepositions. It is clear that

prepositions such as without are downward-entailment operators:7

(2) He went to the exam without reading the bookÓ Ď He went to the exam without

reading the chapter.

However, for other prepositions, it can become challenging:

7We use Ď to denote entailment, and Ę for non-entailment. Ď essentially covers both the equivalence and
strict forward entailment relations in MacCartney’s taxonomy (see Table 1.1 in chapter 1.1.1).
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(3) a. He lives in ParisÒ Ď He lives in Europe

b. He likes living in Paris“{? Ę He likes living in Europe

In (3a), in is upward entailing, but in (3b), it is unclear what role in plays. Furthermore,

the many and widespread idiomatic uses/fixed phrases of prepositions make it even more

difficult to assign the order sign to the types:

(4) a. in short/time/general/...

b. on leave/vacation/duty/...

In short, prepositions are extremely complicated in English and their different uses will

require more careful investigation.

Challenge 2: the As the most frequent word in English, the poses unique challenge to

our task.

(5) The small chair is in the bedroom. Ď? The chair is in the bedroom.

(6) The small chair is in the bedroom. Ď? The small chair is in the room.

Whether the above inferences hold seems to rely heavily on what exactly the chair and

the room are referring to. It is likely that the chair and the small chair refer to the same

entity, if there is only one chair in the context. However, we do not have the same intuition

for the room and the bedroom, perhaps because usually we do not call the bedroom the

room, since there are most likely other rooms such as the living room in the context.

Such questions related to the definite articles are beyond the scope of this dissertation.

In the current implementation of ccg2mono, the is assumed to have the type: N ‚
Ñ NP‚.

Challenge 3: any The determiner any can be either a free-choice item (FCI) or an neg-

ative polarity item (NPI) (Chierchia, 2013). As an FCI, it behaves like every in terms of

monotonicity, as shown in (7a), where the first argument of any has downward monotonic-

ity, i.e., any flips the arrow. However, when any behaves as an NPI, it does not flip the
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arrow of its argument, as in (7b); note that the downward arrow is a result of the negation

not, rather than any in this example.

(7) a. FCI: Any high school studentÓ can solve this problem. Ď Any female high

school student can solve this problem.

b. NPI: John has not tasted any cookiesÓ in this box. Ď John has not tasted any

mint-flavored cookies in this box.

Thus, to correctly predict the monotonicity of the arguments of any, we need to first

disambiguate every any, which is beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Challenge 4: numbers Numbers pose a major challenge to us. Here we present two

examples:

(8) a. John ate three“{? cookies.

b. John can finish threeÓ hamburgers in fiveÒ seconds. (in a eating competition)

c. John can finish the course with threeÒ strokes in tenÒ minutes. (in a golf game)

In (8a), it seems reasonable to assume that three receives =, but if three is interpred

as at least three, then this sentence entails John ate two cookies. In (8b), this sentence

entails that he can eat two hamburgers in 20 seconds. However, in the case of a golf game,

where the fewer strokes the better, we will have an upward arrow on the three, since if John

can do it in three strokes, he should be able to do the same within four, five or even more

strokes. This shows that, the inferences depend heavily on the context and expectation of

the sentence.

There is a long line of research both in theoretical linguistics (Horn Laurence, 1972;

Kennedy, 2013) and language acquisition (Huang et al., 2013; Musolino, 2004, 2009) on

the monotonicity and inferences for numbers. It seems almost impossible to encode such

monotonicity information in a purely semantic system like ccg2mono. It will be an in-
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teresting line of research to collect more empirical data and model them using models for

pragmatics.

Challenge 5: generics In English, sometimes plural nouns can serve as a full noun phrase

and it is often difficult to determine what these generic noun phrases mean.

(9) a. John is cooking tomatoesÒ. Ď John is cooking vegetables.

b. ChairsÓ are intended for sitting, not standing. Ď Small chairs are intended for

sitting, not standing.

The intended meaning of ‘tomatoes’ in (9a) is ‘some tomatoes’, where in (9b), ‘chairs’

most likely means ‘all chairs’. There seems to be some correlation between the syntac-

tic position of the generics (subject vs object) and whether it should be interpreted as an

existential or a universal quantifier. This is another interesting line of research to pursue.

Finally, as mentioned in chapter 3.4, errors from the CCG parsers will likely affect the

results of polarization. Since current CCG parsers are all trained on the CCGbank which

only contains text from the Wall Street Journal, it is potentially helpful to make use of

parsers that cover a wider range of genres, albeit using a different grammar formalism, such

as the Udep2Mono system (Zeming Chen and Qiyue Gao, 2021) which uses the binarized

Universal Dependency grammar.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, we presented an extension of the van Benthem algorithm (van Benthem,

1986) that can handle polarization involving all the CCG rules, and an implementation of

the algorithm that takes in CCG parse trees and annotates the monotonicity information on

every constituent.

I have implemented our algorithm in Python. This implementation can read CCG parses

from three parsers: C&C (S. Clark and Curran, 2007), EasyCCG (M. Lewis and Steedman,

2014) and depCCG (Yoshikawa et al., 2017). Implementing a system that works directly
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on any natural language input is a non-trivial step on top of the theoretical advance because

the parses delivered by the parsers may deviate in several respects from the semantically-

oriented analyses that semanticists would prefer; thus we need to systematically correct the

parser analyses (see chapter 3.4).

I also designed the first evaluation dataset for this task and showed that our system

ccg2mono outperforms the dependency-based system NatLog.

Finally, we discussed several challenges in monotonicity annotation including preposi-

tions, the article ‘the’, the quantifier ‘any’, numbers, and generic plural nouns, which point

to interesting future directions of work in this field.
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CHAPTER 4

INFERENCE WITH MONOTONICITY AND NATURAL LOGIC

The ultimate goal of having monotonicity information, described in the previous chapter,

is to make sound inferences.1 In this chapter, we introduce an inference engine called

MonaLog that is based on Monotonicity and natural logic, and can be used as an inference

engine to solve natural-logic-related inference problems.

After laying out the research questions, we will introduce background information on

pre-orders and the knowledge base. Next, we will discuss the details of the MonaLog in-

ference engine.2 Finally I will present the results of testing MonaLog on two NLI datasets

(FraCaS and SICK) and discuss some challenges.

4.1 Research Questions and Significance

In this chapter, we ask the following questions:

1. How to build a rule-based, symbolic inference engine that leverages the monotonicity

information obtained from ccg2mono? Specifically, how to build a knowledge base

and perform the replacement based on the monotonicity arrows?

2. How to incorporate natural logic rules into the inference engine?

3. How well can our system perform on existing NLI datasets? How does its perfor-

mance compare with machine/deep learning models, notably the pretrained trans-

former models such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)?

To answer the first and second research questions, we designed and built an inference

system called MonaLog, which is light-weight, relying only on syntactic tree structures,
1This chapter is based on H. Hu et al. (2019) and H. Hu et al. (2020a). I designed the MonaLog system in

consultation with other authors on the two papers. I then implemented the system and ran all the experiments.
2https://github.com/huhailinguist/monalog
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without the need to translate input sentences to logical forms. It handles well monotonicity-

related inferences, and can be expanded by incorporating natural logic rules. To preview the

results, evaluation on the first section of FraCaS shows that MonaLog performs competi-

tively with previous logic-based systems. (Because of the small size of FraCaS, machine

learning and deep learning models are rarely tested on FraCaS.) When evaluated on the

SICK dataset, MonaLog performs competitively with other logic-based models, but falls

several points behind deep learning models such as BERT. Additionally, MonaLog is, to

the best of my knowledge, the first one that generates inferences based on natural logic,

which can then be used as augmented training data for machine learning models.

Our results show that a monotonicity-based inference system is capable of achieving

good performance on commonly tested NLI datasets for logic-based systems, suggest-

ing that monotonicity related inference is wide-spread in these benchmarks. Apart from

NatLog (MacCartney, 2009), MonaLog is the only inference system that is based en-

tirely on natural logic, providing a competitive alternative for other more sophisticated

logic-based systems.

4.2 Preliminaries on Pre-orders and Monotonicity

To see how MonaLog works, it is important to understand what a pre-order is as it is

the foundation of monotonicity reasoning. Specifically, when we say “replacing a word

with another denoting a smaller set in case of the Ó to obtain an entailed sentence” (for

instance, every dogÓ runs entails every poodleÓ runs), the order on which we perform the

replacement is a pre-order. That is poodle ď dog is a relation in the pre-order.

Concretely, a pre-order is a pair of a set S and the relation ď over itself. The key point

is that the relation ď is reflexive (s ď s for all s P S) and transitive (if r ď s and s ď t,

then we have r ď t) (Icard and Moss, 2014; Moss, 2012).

For our purposes, monotonicity is defined on functions whose domains are the pre-
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orders. We say:

fpxq is monotone if s ď tÑ fpsq ď fptq (4.1)

fpxq is antitone if s ď tÑ fptq ď fpsq (4.2)

Note that for fpxq, x and fpxq can be in two different domains where each has a separate

ď relation. However, for simple functions mathematics, we are defining theď as the regular

“less than or equal to” (ď) relation on R, for both x and fpxq. In natural language, the set

for x might be entities and they have one type of ď relation, while the domain for fpxq is

pT,Fq, which has a different ď relation (namely F ď T).

A note on the terminology is in order. In order theory, which is what we are working

with now, the terms “monotone” and “antitone” are used to describe the order in functions

defined over pre-orders. However, in calculus, “monotonically increasing” and “monoton-

ically decreasing” are often used to talk about the functions on R, for instance fpxq “ 2x,

as we see in the next paragraph. Underlyingly, the definition of monotonicity is similar in

the two fields.

To give some examples, the functions fpxq “ 2x, fpxq “ sinpxq pwhen x P r0, π
2
sq are

monotone (monotonically increasing), because in the specified domain, when x increases,

fpxq also increases; while fpxq “ ´3x, fpxq “ cospxq pwhen x P r0, πsq are antitone

(monotonically decreasing). Note that a function may have two arguments, for example,

gpx, yq “ 5x´ 3y; in this case, gpx, yq is monotone on x but antitone on y because when x

increases, gpx, yq also increases, but when y increases, gpx, yq will decrease. Finally, there

is another type of function that is neither monotone or antitone, for example, hpxq “ x2

for x P R, because it is in fact antitone on r´ inf, 0s and monotone on r0, infs. In all these

cases, the real numbers R and the relation ď together form a pre-order.

Now we show how monotonicity can be applied to natural language. We will use the

word every as an example. Recall from chapter 3.2.2 that [[every]] : (Pet, Qet) ÞÑ 2, where
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Pet and Qet are both preorders. [[every]] will return T if and only if for all x P De, if

x P Pet, then x P Qet (note that preorders are sets). For example, Pet could be [[dog]],

and Qet could be [[swim]]. Then [[every dog swims]] will return T if and only if all entities

that are dogs also swim. Next we will show that the function [[every]] is antitone on its first

argument Pet but monotone on its second argument Qet.

For this, we define theď relation on the preorderP andQ to be the hypernym/hyponym

relations in WordNet (Miller, 1995). Thus for P we have relations such as [[poodle]] ď

[[dog]], for Q we have relations such as [[swim]] ď [[move]]. This can be informally un-

derstood as the superset/subset relations. That is, all poodles are dogs, and thus the set of

poodles is a subset of dogs. Similarly, the set of entities that are swimming is a subset of

the set of entities that are moving.

To show that [[every]] is antitone on its first argument Pet, we need to show that (ac-

cording to definition of antitonicity in (4.1)):

if p1 ď p2, then rreverysspp1, qq ě rreverysspp2, qq (4.3)

Since F ď T, we know that when rreverysspp2, qq “ F, (4.3) is always true. Thus, to prove

(4.3) we need to show that:

if rreverysspp2, qq “ T, then rreverysspp1, qq “ T (4.4)

This is relatively straightforward, because from p1 ď p2, we know that every p1 is p2,

then from (4.4) we know that every p2 is q, and therefore according to transitivity, every p1

is q.

Similarly, we can show that [[every]] is monotone on its second argument. This is to

say that by just using the monotonicity facts about quantifiers such as “every” and preorder

relations such as poodle ď dog, we can already obtain many interesting inferences.3

3For more examples and illustrations, please see Icard and Moss (2014).
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Premise: Text CCG polarity projection

Generation and
Search Replacement KB K

All schoolgirls are on the train Hypothesis?

All happy schoolgirls are on the train

natural logic

valid inferences

Polarity/Arrow tagging

AllÒ schoolgirlsÓ areÒ onÒ theÒ train“

Figure 4.1: An illustration of our general monotonicity reasoning pipeline using an example
premise and hypothesis pair: All schoolgirls are on the train and All happy schoolgirls are
on the train.

Now we see that the preorder relations are central to making correct inferences on

monotonicity. In the examples above, we see the usual ď relation for R in mathematics,

and for natural language, the intuitive way to understand and defineď is the superset/subset

relations such as poodle ď dog.

In MonaLog, the bulk of the knowledge base K has the ď relations as we have seen

above, but it also contain some exclusion relations as in MacCartney’s system (MacCartney,

2009). The details will be explained in chapter 4.3.2.

4.3 The MonaLog System

The goal of MonaLog is, for a given pair of premise and hypothesis, to determine their

inference relation in the direction of premise Ñ hypothesis, which should be one of the

following: entailment, neutral, and contradiction.

I present the pipeline of MonaLog in Figure 4.1, which involves three major steps: 1)

Polarity/Arrow tagging; 2) Generation based on knowledge base K; and 3) Search.

Specifically, given a premise text, we first do Arrow Tagging by assigning polarity

annotations (Ò, Ó,“) to all tokens in the text, using ccg2mono as described in the previ-

ous chapter. These surface-level annotations, in turn, are associated with a set of natural

logic inference rules that provide instructions for how to generate entailments and con-

tradictions by span replacements over these arrows (which relies on a library of span re-
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placement rules). For example, in the sentence All schoolgirls are on the train in Figure 4.1,

the token schoolgirls is associated with a polarity annotation Ó, which indicates that in this

sentential context, the span schoolgirls can be replaced with a semantically more specific

concept (for example, happy schoolgirls) from the knowledge base K in order to generate

an entailment. A generation and search procedure is then applied to see if the hy-

pothesis text can be generated from the premise using these inference rules. A proof in this

model is finally a particular sequence of edits (see Figure 4.2) that derive the hypothesis

text from the premise text rules and yield an entailment or contradiction.

In the following sections, we provide the details of the different components and steps

for MonaLog.

4.3.1 Polarization (Arrow Tagging)

Given an input premise P , MonaLog first polarizes each of its tokens and constituents,

calling the ccg2mono system from chapter 3, which performs polarization on a CCG

parse tree. For example, a polarized P could be everyÒ linguistÓ swimÒ. Note that since

we compare the generated inference with the input hypothesis on a strict string-to-string

basis, we need to ignore morphology in the system; thus the tokens are all represented by

lemmas.

4.3.2 Sentence Base S and Knowledge Base K

MonaLog utilizes two auxiliary sets. The first is a sentence base S, which stores the

(uniquely) generated entailments, neutrals and contradictions in S.entailments, S.neutrals

and S.contradictions respectively.

Then we have a knowledge base K that stores all the relations needed for making infer-

ences (see Table 4.1).

Now we will present different components of the relations in the K. Note that the K

can always be expanded manually, allowing new relations or vocabulary to be added, for
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instance, wug ď thing, selfie ď photo, etc.

Knowledge from WordNet (Miller, 1995) WordNet is a thesaurus or ontology that con-

tains more than 170,000 synsets, from which we obtain a large number of preorder rela-

tions, in the form of hypernym/hyponym. That is, for a word w, w’s hyponym ď word w

ď w’s hypernym. It has a good coverage for nouns (dog ď animal, dog | cat) and verbs.

However, it does not include prepositions or other function words, which are required for

some NLI problems. For instance, to determine that turn on is opposite of turn off, we need

to have in the K: on K off. While solving specific datasets such as FraCaS and SICK, we

will manually encode lexical semantic relations that are needed into the K. Note that we do

not extract all possible hypernym/hyponym relations from WordNet. On the contrary, we

extract these relations “on the fly” based on the vocabulary of the particular NLI problem

the system is solving. That is, only if both the word dog and animal are in the premise-

hypothesis pair do we add the dog ď animal from WordNet to our knowledge base.

Knowledge about quantifiers The knowledge base also contains relations among the

quantifiers. This is important for obtaining entailment relation between several dogs are

barking and some dogs are barking. We add the following relations to K:

• every “ all “ each ď most ď many ď a few “ several ď some “ a; the ď some “ a.

Note that these ď relations mean that if every dog barks, then some dog barks. Also,

the treatment of the definite article the needs to be tailored to specific datasets. For

instance, the SICK dataset considers the to be equivalent to a, and thus our K will be

modified to have the “ some “ a. Here we treat some as the existential quantifier,

rather than the reading of several.

• at least/most n.

Because the CCG parsers do not treat at least/most n as quantifiers as we hoped, we

need a separate work-around for them. We first replace them with other quantifiers

recognizable to the parser before parsing. After getting the parses, we put these
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phrases back manually, along with the correct polarities. Specifically, we replace “at

least n” with “some”, “at most n” with “no” because they give the same polarities on

their two arguments4.

Modifier relations Semantic relations on individual lexical items as illustrated above

are only the first step. To account for more phenomena in naturally occurring text, we

incorporated the following ď relations:

• modifier + noun ď noun:

this includes adj + noun, noun + relative clause, noun + prepositional phraseď noun

• modifier + verb ď verb:

this includes adv + verb, verb + adv, verb + prepositional phrase ď verb

• degree adv + adj ď adj: for instance, very tall ď tall

Note that the building blocks of the above relations (the modifiers, nouns, verbs, etc.)

are obtained from the input P -H pair. Thus we will not have redundant relations where the

words are not in the vocabulary of the pair.

Relations from input sentences We further add several patterns that map specific syn-

tactic structures to preorder relations. For example, if the input premise is of the structure:

every noun1 is (a/an) noun2, we add noun1 ď noun2 to K; John is a man ÞÑ all man ď John

ď man. Furthermore, every noun1 VP will be mapped to be noun1 ď VP: every dog swims

means that if an entity is a dog, then it swims. Such mappings can be extended even further

to allow the system to learn more preorder relations from the input premises.

Exclusion relations Our K also includes exclusion relations (Icard, 2012). The antonym

and coordinating terms can also be easily extracted from WordNet, as antonyms have been

4(At-least (3)Ó)Ó (commissioners)Ò (spend a lot of time at home)Ò: Ò on both arguments, same as “some”.
(At-most (10)Ò)Ò (commissioners)Ó (spend time at home)Ó: Ó on both arguments, same as “no”.
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Relation Examples Notes

ď dog ď animal; dance ď move;
small dog ď dog; run fast ď run;

all ď some;

Hypernym/hyponym in WordNet

K tall K short, on K off, up K down; Antonyms in WordNet, ˆ in
MacCartney’s system

| dog | cat; sleep | run; Coordinating terms in WordNet, |
in MacCartney’s system

Table 4.1: Relations in the knowledge base K

hand-coded, and coordinating terms can be identified as words sharing the same hypernym.

These relations are summarized in Table 4.1. Replacing a word with another which is in an

exclusion relation with it can result in contradiction: the dog is running contradicts the dog

is sleeping, or a neutral relation: the man is listening to music is neutral to the man is taking

a shower.5 In the current implementation of MonaLog, replacements with an exclusion

relation is assumed to result in contradiction only. A more fine-grained classification with

respect to exclusion relations may be needed for work on other NLI datasets.

Implementation details of K When working on FraCaS and SICK, MonaLog does not

include all relations from WordNet in the knowledge base K. Rather, it builds a small and

customized K for each NLI problem.

Concretely, for each NLI problem, the premise and hypothesis are first POS-tagged by

a POS tagger, and then fed to JIGSAW (Basile et al., 2007) for word sense disambiguation.

JIGSAW returns the WordNet id for each word after disambiguation, and this information

is used to identify the hypernyms and hyponyms in WordNet. Then, MonaLog builds

the K for the premise-hypothesis pair. A vocab is constructed from all unique words

and phrases in the premise and the hypothesis. The phrases are extracted based on the

supertags of the phrases, for instance, SzNP would correspond to a VP. Note that for the

hypernym/hyponym relations, MonaLog adds a relation to K only if both words are in the

5See chapter 5 of MacCartney (2009) for more discussions on this.
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P : AÒ schoolgirlÒ withÒ aÒ blackÒ bagÒ

isÒ onÒ aÒ crowdedÒ trainÒ

AÒ girlÒ withÒ aÒ blackÒ bagÒ

isÒ onÒ aÒ crowdedÒ trainÒ

A girl
is on a crowded train

A girl is on a train

AÒ schoolgirlÒ withÒ aÒ bagÒ

isÒ onÒ aÒ crowdedÒ trainÒ

......

AÒ schoolgirlÒ isÒ

onÒ aÒ crowdedÒ trainÒ

......

No schoolgirl is
on a crowded train

A schoolgirl with a bag
is not on a crowded train

...

co
ntra

dict
ion

co
ntra

dict
ion

co
ntra

dict
ion

Figure 4.2: Example search tree for SICK 340, where P is A schoolgirl with a black bag is
on a crowded train, with the H: A girl with a black bag is on a crowded train. To exclude
the influence of morphology, all sentences are represented at the lemma level in MonaLog,
which is not shown here.

vocab. Modifier and exclusion relations are also built based on only the words, phrases in

vocab and their combinations thereof. Finally,ď relations for the quantifiers are manually

added to K.

4.3.3 Generation

Once we have a polarized CCG tree, and various relations in K, generating entailments and

contradictions is fairly straightforward. A concrete example is given in Figure 4.2, which

shows the example search tree for SICK 340, where P is A schoolgirl with a black bag is

on a crowded train, and the H is A girl with a black bag is on a crowded train. In our

implementation, only one replacement is allowed at each step. Sentences at the nodes

in the search tree in the Figure are the generated entailments. Sentences in rectangles are

the generated contradictions. In the example of Figure 4.2, our system will return entail.

The search will terminate after reaching the H in this case, but for illustrative purposes, we

show entailments of depth up to 3.

Note that the generated ď instances are capable of producing mostly monotonicity in-

ferences, but MonaLog can be extended to include other more complex inferences in nat-

ural logic, hence the name MonaLog. This extension is described in chapter 4.4.
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Entailed sentences The key operation for generating entailments is replacement, or

substitution. It can be summarized as follows: 1) For upward-entailing (UE) words or con-

stituents, replace them with words or constituents that denote larger sets. 2) For downward-

entailing (DE) words/constituents, either replace them with those denoting smaller sets, or

add modifiers (adjectives, adverbs and/or relative clauses) to create a smaller set. Thus

for everyÒ linguistÓ swimÒ, MonaLog can produce the following three entailments by re-

placing each word with the appropriate word from K: most linguist swim, every semanti-

cist swim and every linguist move. These are results of one replacement. Performing

replacement for multiple rounds/depths can easily produce many more entailments.

Contradictory sentences To generate sentences contradictory to the input sentence, we

do the following: 1) if the sentence starts with “no (some)”, replace the first word with

“some (no)”. 2) If the object is quantified by “a/some/the/every”, change the quantifier to

“no”, and vice versa. 3) Negate the main verb or remove the negation. See examples in

Figure 4.2.

Neutral sentences MonaLog returns Neutral if it cannot find the hypothesis H in the

generated entailments or contradictions (S.entailments or S.contradictions). Thus, there

is no need to generate neutral sentences. However, it is possible to generate neutral state-

ments with MonaLog. In essence, a neutral statement can be generated by performing

replacement in the opposite direction of the monotonicity arrows. In other words, we can:

1) Replace a DE word/constituent by another denoting a bigger set: every linguistÓ swim is

neutral to every person swim, because linguistď person. 2) Replace a UE token/constituent

by another one denoting a smaller set, which is the opposite of 1): every linguist moveÒ is

neutral to every linguist swim because swim ď move.

It is worth noting is that “neutral” can be understood as the default category where any

pairs that are not entailment or contradiction will be classified as. Thus depending on the

construction of the dataset, neutral pairs may include many different cases. For example,
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in SICK, reverse-entailment (i.e., H entails P ) as well as unrelated pairs will be labelled

as “neutral”. The neutral pairs that can be generated by MonaLog are in essence reverse-

entailments, and it is not possible for MonaLog to generate unrelated pairs.

4.3.4 Search

Now that we have a set of inferences and contradictions stored in S, we can simply see

if the hypothesis is in either one of the sets by comparing the strings. If yes, then return

Entailment or Contradiction; if not, return Neutral, as schematically shown in Figure 4.2.

However, the exact-string-match method is too brittle. For instance, “man on the street”, “a

man on the street” and “the man on the street” would be considered equivalent in most NLI

datasets (Samuel R Bowman et al., 2015; M. Marelli et al., 2014). Therefore, we apply

a heuristic. If the only difference between sentences S1 and S2 is in the set {“a”, “be”,

“ing”}, then S1 and S2 are considered semantically equivalent.

The search is implemented using depth first search, with a default depth of 2, i.e. at

most 2 replacements for each input sentence. At each node, MonaLog “expands” the

sentence (i.e., an entailment of its parent) by obtaining its entailments and contradictions,

and checks whether H is in either set. If so, the search is terminated; otherwise the systems

keeps searching until all the possible entailments and contradictions up to depth 2 have

been visited.

Next, we will report two experiments using MonaLog, one on the FraCaS dataset

(Cooper et al., 1996), and the other on the SICK dataset (M. Marelli et al., 2014).
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4.4 Experiment on FraCaS

4.4.1 Experimental Setting

In FraCaS, only section one focuses on monotonicity, which is the section we test MonaLog

on.6 There are a total of 74 NLI problems in section one, 30 of which have more than one

premise (see examples in Table 2.3). In this subsection, we will first discuss how MonaLog

handles multi-premise problems, and then how natural logic rules beyond monotonicity are

incorporated in MonaLog.

First, to deal with problems with multiple premises, MonaLog simply loops through

each premise and generates entailments, neutrals and contradictions based on that premise.

All generated statements will be added to the sentence base S for the final decision making.

We also update the knowledge base K when reading through the premises. For instance,

the second premise of FraCaS-026, all Europeans are people, will result in a new preorder

Europeans ď people, which will be added to K.

Second, as monotonicity inference covers only a subset of all natural logic phenomena,

in order to work on problems involving other natural logic inferences, MonaLog needs

to be augmented with other natural logic rules. Below we give two example natural logic

rules which cannot be handled by monotonicity and the replacement operation alone and

describe how they are incorporated into the system.

Some y are x

Some x are y
SOME2

Det x are y All x are z

Det x are (y ^ z)
DET

SOME2 states that if Some y are x, then Some x are y. This is straightforward in terms

of set relations; both sentences state that the intersection of the set of x and the set of y is

non-empty.

In the DET rule, the shared Det in the first statement of the premise and the conclusion

can be every, some and most. We sketch an informal proof when Det is some below, and

6This subsection is based on H. Hu et al. (2019). Other sections of FraCaS include: anaphora, plurals,
comparatives, etc., which are beyond the design and capabilities of MonaLog.
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the proof for other determiners can be obtained in a similar manner. Our assumptions are:

some x are y, all x are z. Our goal is to prove some x are both y and z. From the first

assumption (some x are y), we know that there must be some n which satisfies n P x as

well as n P y. From the second assumption (all x are z) and n P x, we infer that n P z.

Thus we have n P y and n P z, which is equivalent to n P py ^ zq and also what we aim

to prove. The DET rule is needed to solve FraCaS-026, which we will explain in the next

section.

On the implementation side, to incorporate the natural logic rules, we first represent

simple premises in a specific format, which is compatible to natural logic syntax of the

form quantifier x y. For instance, Most Europeans are resident in Europe is represented

as most (Europeans) (resident in Europe). Because natural logic rules such as SOME2 and

DET are also represented in this form, we can then make inferences based on the rules.

Finally we convert sentences in natural logic to sentence in natural language. This usually

only involves minimal editing. For example, every cat (animal ^ meow) will be converted

to “every cat is an animal who meows”. As we will show in the next section, DET is useful

in solving several multi-premise problems in the first section of FraCaS. Note that the

capacity of our system can be further expanded by incorporating more rules from natural

logic.

4.4.2 Results and Discussion

This section reports the performance of MonaLog on the first section of FraCaS: gener-

alized quantifiers.7 The results are shown in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. We have perfect

precision for Entailment and Contradiction (see Table 4.3), which means the entailed and

contradictory hypotheses detected by our systems are all correct. Table 4.2 also shows

comparable accuracy with previous systems (ours: 88%, previous systems: 62–95%).8 Our

errors come from cases where the system fails to classify a pair into either entailment or

7To reproduce the results, refer to: https://github.com/huhailinguist/monalog/blob/master/src/fracas.py.
8All the previous systems in Table 4.2 are reviewed in chapter 2.2.
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system MM08 AM14 LS13 T14 D14 M15 A16 ours

multi-premise? N N Y Y Y Y Y Y
# problems 44 44 74 74 74 74 74 74
Acc. (%) 97.73 95 62 80 95 77 93 88

Table 4.2: Accuracy of our system and previous ones. MM08: MacCartney and Christo-
pher D Manning (2008). AM14: Angeli and C. Manning (2014). LS13: M. Lewis and
Steedman (2013). T14: Tian et al. (2014). D14: Dong et al. (2014). M15: Mineshima et al.
(2015). A16: Abzianidze (2016b).

Truth / Pred E U C

Entail 29 7 0
Unknown 0 33 0
Contradict 0 2 3

Table 4.3: Confusion matrix of our system. Our system achieves 100% precision.

contradiction. Several of these errors have to do with difficult syntactic structures for a

rule-based system, such as “one of + noun phrase”. For instance, in fracas-014,

Premise 1: Neither leading tenor comes cheap.

Premise 2: One of the leading tenors is Pavarotti.

Hypothesis: Pavarotti is a leading tenor who comes cheap.

MonaLog fails to make the correct prediction of “contradiction” because it has no means

to deal with “one of”. Theoretically, one can write custom rules that translate input sen-

tences with different syntactic structures into the pre-order representation in our K. For this

example, the following rule would suffice: “one of the NOUN1 is NOUN2”Ñ NOUN2 ď

NOUN1. However, it is not feasible or practical to specify a rule for every possible syn-

tactic variation. This highlights the challenge for a rule-based system to have a high recall

given the vast and almost unlimited syntactic variations of natural language. We discuss

these limitations in chapter 4.6.
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An example The following demonstrates the steps for solving FraCas-026, which is a

multiple-premise problem. To solve this problem, we need both the replacement operation

and also the DET rule.

1. Obtain monotonicity arrows/polarities9 of all premises P, but not the hypothesis H:

Premise 1: MostÒ Europeans“ areÒ residentÒ inÒ EuropeÒ

Premise 2: AllÒ EuropeansÓ areÒ peopleÒ

Premise 3: AllÒ peopleÓ whoÓ areÓ residentÓ inÓ EuropeÓ canÒ travelÒ freelyÒ withinÒ

EuropeÓ

Hypothesis: Most Europeans can travel freely within Europe

2. Update knowledge base K with the information from P. For example, based on

Premise 3, which has the form “every (or equivalent quantifiers, see chapter 4.3.2) X

VP”, we add to the knowledge base:

be people who be resident in Europe ď can travel freely within Europe(4.5)

Note that all words are represented as their lemmas in order for the system to be less

brittle and account for morphological variations.

3. Using the DET rule, the system generates a series of sentences which will also be

polarized. For instance, applying the DET rule to P1 and P2:

P1: Most Europeans are resident in Europe P2: All Europeans are people

Most Europeans are (resident in Europe ^ people)
DET

9The polarity marking in P3 of the second occurrence of Europe was corrected from our system’s output.
The point is that under the scope of a modal can, a prepositional phrase headed by in or within changes
polarity. To see this, Premise 3 entails that “All people who are resident in Europe can travel freely within
France”, and it does not entail they can travel freely within Europe and Asia.
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we obtain

MostÒ Europeans“ beÒ peopleÒ whoÒ beÒ residentÒ inÒ EuropeÒ (4.6)

MostÒ Europeans“ beÒ residentÒ inÒ EuropeÒ whoÒ beÒ peopleÒ (4.7)

4. Then MonaLog adds generated sentences into sentence base S.entailments, and starts

to perform replacement on every constituent of each sentence. We obtain a list

of entailed statements:

Many European be people who be resident in Europe (most ď many)

Every European be people (all = every)

Most European can travel freely within Europe (from (4.5) and (4.6))

Some European be people who be resident in Europe (most ď some)

...

We also generate contradictions:

No European be people who be resident in Europe (per rules for contra. generation)

No European be people (per rules for contra. generation)

...

5. Lastly, one of the sentences in the list of inferences above (the one underlined)

matches the given hypothesis H, which means that MonaLog will return entail.

Note that the generation of entailments and contradictions will halt if one of the gen-

erated sentences match the hypothesis.

Choice of parsers and their errors Parser performance is a major bottleneck of the

system. We have tested two commonly used CCG parsers, C&C (S. Clark and Curran,
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orig. corr.
id premise hypothesis label label

219 There is no girl in white dancing A girl in white is dancing C C
294 Two girls are lying on the ground Two girls are sitting on the ground N C
743 A couple who have just got married

are walking down the isle
The bride and the groom are leav-
ing after the wedding

E N

1645 A girl is on a jumping car One girl is jumping on the car E N
1981 A truck is quickly going down a

hill
A truck is quickly going up a hill N C

8399 A man is playing guitar next to a
drummer

A guitar is being played by a man
next to a drummer

E n.a.

Table 4.4: Examples from SICK (M. Marelli et al., 2014) and corrected SICK (Kalouli
et al., 2017b, 2018) w/ syntactic variations. n.a.: example not checked by Kalouli and her
colleagues. C: contradiction; E: entailment; N: neutral.

2007) and EasyCCG (M. Lewis and Steedman, 2014). C&C fails to parse four sentences

from section one of FraCaS. EasyCCG can parse all of them but we still need to semi-

automatically modify the trees. Some of these are modifications that transform the tree

into a semantically more meaningful form, while others are correcting parse errors. For

example, not all quantifiers are super-tagged consistently: most and few are sometimes

tagged as N/N when they should be tagged as NP/N like other quantifiers. There are also

parsing errors involving multi-word expressions such as “a lot of”, “used to be”. At the

moment, MonaLog can only correct the systematic errors from the parsers.

4.5 Experiment on SICK

In this subsection, we report results of MonaLog on SICK.10 As a reminder, we list again

some examples from the SICK corpus in Table 4.4.

4.5.1 Experimental Setting

Setup The goal of this experiment is to test how accurately MonaLog solves problems

in a large-scale dataset. We first used the system to solve the 495 problems in the trial set

10This is based on section 4 of H. Hu et al. (2020a).
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and then manually identified the cases in which the system failed. Then we determined

which syntactic transformations are needed for MonaLog. After improving the results on

the trial data by introducing a preprocessing step to handle limited syntactic variation (see

below), we applied MonaLog on the test set. This means that the rule base of the system

was optimized on the trial data, and we can test its generalization capability on the test data.

Pre-processing As discussed before, one main obstacle for MonaLog is the syntactic

variations in language data, illustrated in some examples of SICK in Table 4.4. There exist

multiple ways of dealing with these variations: One approach is to ‘normalize’ unknown

syntactic structures to a known structure. For example, we transform passive sentences into

active ones and convert existential sentences into the base form (see ex. 8399 and 219 in

Table 4.4). Another approach is to use some more abstract syntactic/semantic representa-

tion so that the linear word order can largely be ignored, for example, represent a sentence

by its dependency parse, or use Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR). We opted for

the first option because our polarized sentences returned by ccg2mono are represented in

CCG trees; thus in order to utilize the polarities of the sentences we cannot adopt another

representation such as the dependency parse or AMR. We believe that dealing with a wide

range of syntactic variations requires tools designed specifically for that purpose. The goal

of MonaLog is to generate entailments and contradictions based on a polarized sentence

instead.

Below, we list the most important syntactic transformations we perform in preprocess-

ing using Python scripts.

1. Convert all passive sentences to active using pass2act11. If the passive does not

contain a by phrase, we add by a person.

2. Convert existential clauses into their base form (see ex. 219 in Table 4.4).

3. Convert simple relative clause to an attribute, for instance, A man in a jersey which
11https://github.com/DanManN/pass2act
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is black is standing in a gymÑ A man in a black jersey is standing in a gym (SICK

9132).

4. Multi-word quantifiers to a single-word counterpart for better parse trees from the

CCG parsers: a fewÑ several, a group of Ñ some, a lot of Ñ much.

5. Other transformations: someone/anyone/no one Ñ some/any/no person; there is no

man doing sth. Ñ no man is doing sth.; blue colored jacket Ñ blue jacket.

Corrected SICK As mentioned in chapter 2.1.3, there are numerous issues with the orig-

inal SICK dataset. In particular, some of the inference labels are wrongly annotated, as

illustrated by Kalouli et al. (2017b, 2018). They manually went through roughly 3,000 out

of the 10,000 examples in SICK, and noted that 409 pairs have been wrongly annotated.

For this reason, my advisor Dr. Moss and I checked the 409 changes. We found that only

246 problems are labeled the same by our team and by Kalouli et al. (2018). For the 163

cases where there is disagreement, we adjudicated the differences after a discussion.

We are aware that the partially checked SICK (by two teams) is far from ideal. We

therefore present results for two versions of SICK: the original SICK and the version cor-

rected by our team.

4.5.2 Results on of MonaLog on SICK

The results of our system on uncorrected and corrected SICK are presented in Table 4.5

and Table 4.6 respectively, along with comparisons with other systems.

Our accuracy on the uncorrected SICK (77.19%) in Table 4.5 is much higher than the

majority baseline (56.36%) or the hypothesis-only baseline (56.87%) reported by Poliak

et al. (2018), and 4 to 7 points lower than current logic-based systems. Since our system

is based on natural logic, there is no need for translation into logical forms, which makes

the reasoning steps transparent and much easier to interpret. I.e., with entailments and

contradictions, we can generate a natural language trace of the system, see Fig. 4.2.
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system P R acc.

majority baseline – – 56.36
hypothesis-only baseline

– – 56.87
Poliak et al. (2018)

MonaLog (this work)

MonaLog + all transformations 83.75 70.66 77.19
Hybrid: MonaLog + BERT 83.09 85.46 85.38

ML/DL-based systems

BERT (base, uncased) 86.81 85.37 86.74
Yin and Schütze (2017) – – 87.1
Beltagy et al. (2016) – – 85.1

Logic-based systems

Bjerva et al. (2014) 93.6 60.6 81.6
Abzianidze (2015) 97.95 58.11 81.35
Martı́nez-Gómez et al. (2017) 97.04 63.64 83.13
Yanaka et al. (2018) 84.2 77.3 84.3

Table 4.5: Performance on the uncorrected SICK test set. P / R for MonaLog averaged
across three labels. Results involving BERT are averaged across six runs; same for later
experiments.

Our results on the corrected SICK are presented in Table 4.6. MonaLog’s accuracy is

4 points higher than on the uncorrected SICK, reaching 81.66%, demonstrating the effect

of data quality on the final results. Note that with some simple syntactic transformations

mentioned in the previous section we can gain 1-2 points in accuracy (see Table 4.6).

Table 4.7 shows MonaLog’s performance on the individual relations. The system is

clearly very good at identifying entailments and contradictions, as demonstrated by the

high precision values, especially on the corrected SICK set (98.50 precision for E and

95.02 precision for C). The lower recall values are due to MonaLog’s current inability to

handle syntactic variation.

4.5.3 Hybridizing MonaLog with BERT

Based on the results above, we tested a hybrid model of MonaLog and BERT (see Ta-

ble 4.5) where we exploit MonaLog’s strength: Since MonaLog has a very high precision
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system P R acc.

MonaLog + existential trans. 89.43 71.53 79.11
MonaLog + pass2act 89.42 72.18 80.25
MonaLog + all transformations 89.91 74.23 81.66

Hybrid: MonaLog + BERT 85.65 87.33 85.95
BERT (base, uncased) 84.62 84.27 85.00

Table 4.6: Performance on the corrected SICK test set.

Entailment Contradiction Neutral
P R P R P R

uncorr. SICK 97.75 46.74 80.06 70.24 73.43 94.99
corr. SICK 98.50 50.46 95.02 73.60 76.22 98.63

Table 4.7: Results of MonaLog per label.

on Entailment and Contradiction, we can always trust MonaLog if it predicts E or C; when

it returns N, we then fall back to BERT. This is a proof-of-concept experiment to see if the

performance on the neutral examples can be improved, assuming that there are many neu-

tral pairs that MonaLog is not equipped to handle, since it can only generate entailments

and contradictions. This hybrid model improves the accuracy of BERT by 1% absolute to

85.95% on the corrected SICK. On the uncorrected SICK dataset, the hybrid system per-

forms worse than BERT by about 1.4%. Since MonaLog is optimized for the corrected

SICK, it may mislabel many E and C judgments in the uncorrected dataset. The stand-

alone BERT system performs better on the uncorrected data (86.74%) than the corrected

set (85.00%). The corrected set may be too inconsistent since only a third of the full dataset

has been checked.

Overall, these hybrid results show that it is possible to combine our high-precision

system with deep learning architectures. However, more work is necessary to optimize this

combined system.
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id premise hypothesis SICK corr. SICK Mona

359 There is no dog chasing an-
other or holding a stick in its
mouth

Two dogs are running and
carrying an object in their
mouths

N n.a. C

1402 A man is crying A man is screaming N n.a. E
1760 A flute is being played by a

girl
There is no woman playing
a flute

N n.a. C

2897 The man is lifting weights The man is lowering bar-
bells

N n.a. C

2922 A herd of caribous is not
crossing a road

A herd of deer is crossing a
street

N n.a. C

3403 A man is folding a tortilla A man is unfolding a tor-
tilla

N n.a. C

4333 A woman is picking a can A woman is taking a can E N E
5138 A man is doing a card trick A man is doing a magic

trick
N n.a. E

5793 A man is cutting a fish A woman is slicing a fish N n.a. C

Table 4.8: Examples of incorrect answers by MonaLog; n.a. = the problem has not been
checked in corr. SICK.

4.5.4 Error Analysis

Upon closer inspection, some of MonaLog’s errors consist of difficult cases, as shown in

Table 4.8. For example, in ex. 359, if our knowledge base K contains the background fact

chasing ď running, then MonaLog’s judgment of C would be correct. In ex. 1402, if cry-

ing means screaming, then the label should be E; however, if crying here means shedding

tears, then the label should probably be N. Here we also see potentially problematic labels

(ex. 1760, 3403) in the original SICK dataset.

Another point of interest is that 19 of MonaLog’s mistakes are related to the antonym

pair man vs. woman (for example, ex. 5793 in Table 4.8). This points to inconsistency

of the SICK dataset: Whereas there are at least 19 cases tagged as Neutral (for example,

ex. 5793), there are at least 17 such pairs that are annotated as Contradictions in the test

set (for example, ex. 3521), P: A man is dancing, H: A woman is dancing (ex. 9214), P: A

shirtless man is jumping over a log, H: A shirtless woman is jumping over a log. If man and

woman refer to the same entity, then clearly that entity cannot be man and woman at the
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same time, which makes the sentence pair a contradiction. If, however, they do not refer to

the same entity, then they should be Neutral.12 This highlights the importance of having a

consistently annotated corpus, with clear instructions on co-reference. We will have more

discussions on the annotation issues next.

4.6 Discussion and Limitations

In this subsection, we discuss some of the challenges and issues in MonaLog and NLI, and

point to a few issues that would benefit from more investigation.

4.6.1 Syntactic variation

As discussed in Chapter 4.5.1, MonaLog has to rely on a set of pre-defined syntactic trans-

formation rules to handle the unlimited syntactic variations in human language. However,

this is unlikely to scale up to larger, crowd-sourced data such as SNLI/MNLI. This is a fun-

damental issue for logic-based models. That is, how to map different ways of expressing

the same meaning into a unified meaning representation. A potential future direction is to

use distributional models such as word embeddings to represent the meaning and mono-

tonicity and in essence have a neural-based MonaLog. Designing a neural-based system

that is capable of monotonicity reasoning and can deal with the boundless variation in syn-

tax will be a major contribution to the field. There are some developments in this line of

work recently (E. Chen et al., 2021).

4.6.2 Issues in NLI Annotation

Annotation for NLI pairs has been shown to be a non-trivial issue (Geva et al., 2019; Nie

et al., 2020b; Pavlick and Kwiatkowski, 2019), where the disagreement among annotators

is shown to be intrinsic to the task itself, rather than an artifact that can be easily remedied,

12It is not clear from the SICK paper whether they told the annotators that the sentences are descriptions
of images (in SNLI, this is explicitly mentioned in the instructions). If it was the case, then the pairs that only
differ in one word (man vs. woman) should be annotated as contradiction.
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for example, by having (much) more annotators labelling the same pair or providing longer

context to the sentence pair.

Here we will mention some issues we encountered in an ongoing work that aims to

have a fully checked SICK dataset.

Co-reference When should annotators make the entities in the premise and hypothesis

co-refer? This has been discussed at length, at least as early as in de Marneffe et al. (2008)

where they argued that “compatible noun phrases between sentences are assumed to be

coreferent in the absence of clear countervailing evidence.” But whether two noun phrases

are “compatible” seems to be a judgmental call.

For example, SICK 522:

P : A woman who is wearing a pink boa is riding a bicycle

down a bridge built for pedestrians.

H : The woman wearing silver pants, pink bellbottoms

and a pink scarf isn’t riding a bike.

The question is whether the woman can be wearing a pink boa (from the premise) and

silver pants + pink bellbottoms + pink scarf (from the hypothesis) at the same time. If yes,

then “the woman” in H and P could be said to co-refer (they are “compatible”), and we

would have a contradiction. However, if the premise and the hypothesis are talking about

two different women, then we should have a neutral and also unrelated pair.

In fact, de Marneffe et al. (2008) and SNLI (Samuel R Bowman et al., 2015) go one step

further to emphasize “event coreference”, and attempt to maximally make the premise and

hypothesis refer to the same event. Therefore, in SNLI, it is assumed that P and H describe

the same event, and it is thus argued that Ruth Bader Ginsburg was appointed to the US

Supreme Court and I had a sandwich for lunch today should be labelled as contradiction
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because the Supreme Court appointment and a person having a sandwich cannot be the

same event. However, it is against most people’s intuition that such unrelated pairs should

be labelled as neutral.

At the end of the day, assuming some degree of entity coreference seems to be a re-

quirement in NLI annotation, but whether to strictly enforce event coreference is a more

subtle issue. One solution is to filter out the “unrelated” pairs in advance, which is done in

de Marneffe et al. (2008), and partially addressed in SICK where each pair is also scored

for their relatedness. However, the entailment label and the relatedness score have been un-

fortunately treated in a disconnected fashion in most studies involving SICK. The Original

Chinese NLI (OCNLI) dataset in Chapter 6 takes a similar approach to SICK and provides

a fourth label (for “unrelated” pairs) to the annotators, but these labels turn out to be ex-

tremely rare. How entity/event coreference figures into inference and relatedness in the

NLI task needs to be further investigated, potentially by asking the annotators explicitly

whether they think the entities/events corefer.

Difficulty in lexical semantics Interestingly, during the check of SICK examples, there

have been many disagreements on lexical semantics. (The same is reported in Pavlick and

Kwiatkowski (2019).) For example, is cutting the same as slicing? Is a kettle the same as a

pot? Is a pan the same as a pot? Is a girl a woman and vice versa? What counts as idling?

Are playing kids idling? Is walking on the street a kind of idling? These are questions that

annotators are unlikely to completely agree on. There is still no consensus of how to deal

with these cases in NLI.

As mentioned in Pavlick and Kwiatkowski (2019), one can sometimes observe a bi-

modal distribution over the inference labels. In one of their examples, some annotators

believe that Paula swatted the fly entails that The swatting happened in the forceful manner

(entailment); however, many among the same group of annotators rate the example as

neutral, suggesting that they may believe that the swatting didn’t necessarily happen in
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a forceful manner. This example suggests that by simply having more annotators may not

always result in a more convergent annotation.

Some have proposed that instead of treating NLI as a 2-way or 3-way classification

task, we can ask the annotators to estimate a confidence score that indicates how likely the

premise entails the hypothesis, which we will briefly introduce now.

Another view of NLI There are attempts to frame the NLI task in a different way. For

instance, T. Chen et al. (2020) asks the annotators to give a confidence score about whether

the premise entails the hypothesis, instead of a 3-way classification label, making NLI

a regression task rather than a classification one. Pavlick and Kwiatkowski (2019) and

Nie et al. (2020b) trained models to model the distribution of human-annotated labels.

How to incorporate the subtleties of human judgments into the NLI task and devise better

evaluation method is an important area for future research.

4.6.3 What kind of NLI datasets should we evaluate on?

Should logic-based systems be evaluated on a logic-oriented dataset, rather than crowd-

sourced SNLI/MNLI? Is it unfair to compare logic-based (or symbolic) systems with deep

learning models as the current large-scale datasets are inherently favoring the deep learning

models? This also has to do with our expectation of the logic-based models. If they are

designed to solve logical inferences, rather than more pragmatic/world-knowledge oriented

inferences, then we should design more datasets such as SICK or FraCaS and focus on

specific logical phenomena, instead of hoping for the logic-based models to perform well

on datasets such as SNLI and MNLI.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, we described MonaLog, a program that can make inferences based on

monotonicity and natural logic. we reported empirical results on two NLI/RTE datasets,
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FraCaS and SICK. The results show that MonaLog achieves comparable performance to

other logic-based models, despite its light-weight design, which does not need translation

from input text to logical forms. we also discussed issues in NLI annotation and pointed

out areas that need more investigation.
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CHAPTER 5

A HIGH-QUALITY DATASET FOR CHINESE NATURAL LANGUAGE

INFERENCE

In this chapter and the next one, we shift our focus from symbolic models to neural models,

and our language of attention from English to Chinese. This is driven by at least the follow-

ing reasons. First, in the past decade, it has become increasingly clear that having a good

symbolic model is not enough to deal with the flexible and diverse natural language “in the

wild”, which is a key feature in NLI datasets leaning towards the more informal definition

of NLI (Samuel R Bowman et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2018). Second, neural models such

as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) pre-trained with large quantities of text and then fine-tuned

on human-labeled data have shown tremendous success in many natural language under-

standing tasks in English, including NLI. Multilingual versions of these neural models have

sometimes been argued or shown to be able to solve NLU problems in many languages at

the same time with one single model (Conneau et al., 2020; Goyal et al., 2021; Xue et al.,

2020).

However, for NLP researchers in Chinese, there are no high-quality training or eval-

uation data for NLI, making it impossible to examine whether these neural models will

work in one of the most widely spoken languages in the world. Furthermore, the lack

of resources also means that we cannot test whether the multilingual neural models can

perform well on two different languages (English and Chinese) at the same time. These

are important questions for the neural models, since it has been assumed that one of their

advantages is that their representation of language units—vectors rather than strings—is

language-independent, and should in theory be applicable to all human languages.

Under this background, this chapter introduces the first high-quality, large-scale NLI

dataset for Chinese, collected using an enhanced annotation procedure guided by research
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on the quality and problems of previously created datasets in English.1 We then experiment

with a variety of neural models to see how they perform on our newly collected corpus. We

also discuss the effects of different annotation procedures for data quality. The next chapter

will report a study on the ability multilingual models for Chinese NLI.

Structure of this chapter: 1) After a brief review of the issues in previous NLI datasets

and motivations for our Chinese dataset (section 5.1), and laying out the research questions

(section 5.2), a new, high quality dataset for NLI for Chinese will be introduced, based on

Chinese data sources and expert annotators (section 5.3); 2) We provide strong baseline

models for the task, and establish the difficulty of our task through experiments with recent

pre-trained transformers (section 5.4). 3) We also demonstrate the benefit of naturally

annotated NLI data by comparing performance with large-scale automatically translated

datasets (section 5.4). 4) We present an analysis of different subsets and genres of OCNLI

(section 5.5 and section 5.6).

5.1 Issues in Previous NLI Datasets and Motivation for OCNLI

In this section, I briefly review the issues that have been found in existing NLI datasets and

motivate the creation of OCNLI. For a more complete review of NLI resources, refer to

chapter 2.1.

5.1.1 Previous NLI Datasets in English

The datasets that are most relevant for the work in this chapter are the two large-scale,

human-elicited datasets in English: the Stanford Natural Language Inference Corpus (SNLI)

(Samuel R Bowman et al., 2015), whose premises are taken from image captions, and the

Multi-Genre Natural Language Inference Corpus (MNLI) (Williams et al., 2018), whose

1Chapters 5.1 – 5.4 are based on H. Hu et al. (2020b). I designed the data collection procedure and
collected all the data. The experiments in chapter 5.4 are run together with Kyle Richardson. Experiments in
chapter 5.5 and 5.6 are run by myself.
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premises are from texts in 10 different genres. Both are built by collecting premises from

pre-defined text, then having annotators write the hypotheses and give inference labels,

which is the procedure we employ and improve upon in our work.

As mentioned in chapter 2.1.4, there are two main issues in SNLI and MNLI.

First, the datasets are not reflective of the true reasoning abilities of NLU models. That

is, models that achieve high performance on these datasets still fail catastrophically in real-

world applications (Ribeiro et al., 2020), and NLP practitioners generally agree that our

current models are still far from achieving human-like understanding ability despite the

“super-human” performance on various tasks (Kiela et al., 2021). On the one hand, we

expect the evaluation data in NLP to reflect the models’ reasoning ability in real-world

applications; thus scoring high on the evaluation data but exhibiting low reasoning ability

means that the evaluation data are not representative of the challenges in real-world natural

language data. On the other hand, we also expect our training data to be able to train robust

models. This of course needs to be measured through experimentation, but intuitively,

a training set including examples of a diverse range of linguistic phenomena should be

helpful.

Then the question in this chapter is how to make our Chinese corpus more representative

of the real challenges of natural language data, and at the same time collect a more diverse

set of examples. We explain in detail our enhanced procedure of the MNLI-style data

collection in chapter 5.3.2.

The second issue is that SNLI and MNLI contain biases that the models can exploit

to achieve high scores without really learning to perform NLI. Clearly, in an ideal case,

we expect our datasets to contain no biases and models trained on them are learning to

reason rather than attending to the superficial/spurious clues that are not representative of

regularities in natural language data to achieve high scores. For this issue, the question is

whether our enhanced procedure can reduce the aforementioned biases. We closely monitor

the hypothesis-only bias and conduct experiments to quantify it in chapter 5.5.2. We also
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update our instructions in the annotation process, as described in chapter 5.3.2 to control

for lexical overlap. While the biases are a main concern for NLI data collection, our first-

and-foremost goal is to ensure that our dataset is representative of the real world inferences

for the neural models to learn from, as this is only our first step towards building a Chinese

NLI dataset from scratch.

5.1.2 Previous NLI Datasets in Other Languages

As reviewed in chapter 2.1, many of the non-English NLI resources are translations from

data in English, which may not be ideal for reasons of translation quality and cultural

incompatibility. We already mentioned in chapter 2.1 the poor translation quality of the

Chinese portion of XNLI (Conneau et al., 2018b), as well as the lack of data reflecting the

Chinese culture and context. These concerns motivate us to create a Chinese NLI dataset

without using any translations at all.

Furthermore, in this chapter, we also perform a quantitative study to compare the quality

of the Chinese portion of XNLI and a randomly chosen part of our OCNLI corpus. We

defer the details of the comparison to chapter 5.3.4, after we have introduced the annotation

process of OCNLI. At this point, we will give a summary of our findings: Annotators who

are native speakers of Chinese were asked to label the inference labels for 400 pairs of

mixed XNLI examples and examples from our collected data. The agreement between the

annotator label and the gold label is 67% for the XNLI examples, but 84% for our examples.

The XNLI examples also have a much higher chance of being labelled as “unrelated” (125

vs. 22) or “incomprehensible” (22 vs. 40). All these results suggest that OCNLI is a more

reliable resource for Chinese NLI.

5.2 Research Questions

In this chapter we ask the following research questions.

1. How can we improve the annotation methods used in SNLI/MNLI to create more
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challenging datasets? Is there a way to encourage or force the annotator to be more

creative during annotation?

2. Is the resulting corpus OCNLI challenging to current transformer models? Are there

any differences among the data collected using 4 different annotation procedures and

instructions? Since our texts are extracted from sources in 5 different genres, are

there any differences in how challenging the NLI pairs are among the 5 genres? We

explain in greater detail the 4 subsets in chapter 5.3.2 and 5 genres in chapter 5.3.1.

3. Is OCNLI of higher-quality than the Chinese portion of XNLI? We compare annota-

tors agreement on examples randomly sampled from both datasets.

4. Are the data collected using our enhanced methods better training data for the neural

models, evaluated on a out-of-domain dataset?

OCNLI has been a major contribution in NLU resource for Chinese (Xu et al., 2020),

and has implications on how to improve the annotation and crowd-sourcing procedure in

NLI datasets in English too (Parrish et al., 2021). Procedures of data collection using

crowd-sourcing have become an increasingly prominent issue in current NLP research, as

many fields in NLP rely heavily on crowd-sourced resources (Samuel R. Bowman and

Dahl, 2021).

5.3 Corpus of Original Chinese Natural Language Inference: OCNLI

In this section, we describe our data collection and annotation procedures. Following the

standard definition of NLI (Dagan et al., 2006), our data consists of ordered pairs of sen-

tences, one premise sentence and one hypothesis sentence, annotated with one of three

labels: Entailment, Contradiction, or Neutral (see examples in Table 5.6).

Following the strategy that Williams et al. (2018) established for MNLI, we start by se-

lecting a set of premises from a collection of multi-genre Chinese texts, see Section 5.3.1.
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We then elicit hypothesis annotations based on these premises using expert annotators (Sec-

tion 5.3.2). We develop novel strategies to ensure that we elicit diverse hypotheses. We then

describe our verification procedure in Section 5.3.3.

5.3.1 Selecting the Premises

Our premises are drawn from the following five text genres: government documents, news,

literature, TV talk shows, and telephone conversations. The genres were chosen to ascer-

tain varying degrees of formality, and they were collected from different primary Chinese

sources. The government documents are taken from annual Chinese government work

reports from 1990 to 20202. The news data are extracted from the news portion of the Lan-

caster Corpus of Mandarin Chinese which were from 1990s (McEnery and Xiao, 2004).

The data in the literature genre are from two contemporary Chinese novels3, and the TV

talk show data and telephone conversations are extracted from transcripts of the talk show

Behind the headlines with Wentao4 and the Chinese Callhome transcripts (Wheatley, 1996).

As for pre-processing, annotation symbols in the Callhome transcripts were removed

and we limited our premise selection to sentences containing 8 to 50 characters.

5.3.2 Hypothesis Generation

As mentioned in chapter 5.1.1, one issue with the existing data collection strategies in

MNLI is that humans tend to use the simplest strategies to create the hypotheses, such

as negating a sentence to create a contradiction. This can potentially create unrealistic

hypotheses. To create more realistic, and thus more challenging data, we propose a new

hypothesis elicitation method called multi-hypothesis elicitation. We collect a total of four

subsets of inference pairs in order to compare the proposed method with the MNLI an-

notation method. Our first subset asks a single annotator to create an entailed sentence, a

2http://www.gov.cn/guowuyuan/baogao.htm, last visited 4/21/2020, same below.
3Ground Covered with Chicken Features by Liu Zhenyun, Song of Everlasting Sorrow by Wang Anyi.
4http://phtv.ifeng.com/listpage/677/1/list.shtml.
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neutral sentence and a contradictory sentence given a premise (Condition: SINGLE), which

is the same as the annotation procedure in MNLI. The other three subsets use some variant

of the multi-hypothesis elicitation which we explain now.

Multi-hypothesis elicitation In this newly proposed setting, we ask the writer to produce

three sentences per label, resulting in three entailments, three neutrals and three contradic-

tions for each premise, which forms the data for the second subset: MULTI. I.e. we obtain

a total of nine hypotheses if the writer is able to produce that many inferences, which is

indeed the case for most premises in our experiment. Our hypothesis is that by asking

them to produce three sentences for each type of inference, we “force” them to think be-

yond the easiest case. We call the 1st, 2nd and 3rd hypothesis by an annotator per label

easy, medium and hard respectively, with the assumption that they start with the easiest

inferences and then move on to harder ones. First experiments show that MULTI is more

challenging than SINGLE, and at the same time, inter-annotator agreement is slightly higher

than for SINGLE (see section 5.3.3).

However, we also found that MULTI introduces more hypothesis-only bias. Especially

in contradictions, negators such as没有 (“no/not”) stood out as cues, similar to what had

been reported in SNLI and MNLI (Gururangan et al., 2018; Pavlick and Kwiatkowski,

2019; Poliak et al., 2018). Therefore we experiment with two additional strategies to con-

trol the bias, resulting in another two subsets: MULTIENCOURAGE (encourage the annota-

tors to write more diverse hypothesis) and MULTICONSTRAINT (put constraints on what

they can produce), which will be explained in detail below.

The basis of our instructions are very similar to those for MNLI, but we modified them

for each setting:

1. SINGLE. We asked the writer to produce one hypothesis per label, same as MNLI5.

2. MULTI. Instructions are the same except that we ask for three hypotheses per infer-

5See Appendix B.1 for the complete instructions.
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ence type (entailment, neural, contradiction).

3. MULTIENCOURAGE. We encouraged the writers to write high-quality hypotheses

by telling them explicitly which types of data we are looking for, and promised a

monetary bonus to those who met our criteria after we examined their hypotheses.

Among our criteria are: 1) we are interested in diverse ways of making inferences,

and 2) we are looking for contradictions that do not contain a negator.

4. MULTICONSTRAINT. We put constraints on hypothesis generation by specifying

that only one out of the three contradictions can contain a negator, and that we

would randomly check the produced hypothesis, with violations of the constraint

resulting in lower payment. We also provided extra examples in the instructions to

demonstrate contradictions without negators. These examples are drawn from the

hypotheses collected from prior data.

We are also aware of other potential biases or heuristics in human-elicited NLI data

such as the lexical overlap heuristic (McCoy et al., 2019). Thus in all our instructions, we

made explicit to the annotators that no hypothesis should overlap more than 70% with the

premise.

Table 5.1 gives a summary of the instructions, the number of total pairs and the mean

length of the hypotheses in these four subsets. We observe that the MULTIENCOURAGE and

MULTICONSTRAINT conditions have longer hypotheses than SINGLE and MULTI (1–1.5

characters on average), suggesting that our instructions make the annotators produce longer

hypotheses. We also notice that in the three MULTI* conditions, we have fewer hypotheses

in the hard condition, indicating that it is difficult to write the third hypothesis.

Annotators We hired 145 undergraduate and graduate students from several top-tier Chi-

nese universities to produce hypotheses. All of the annotators (writers) are native speakers

of Chinese and are majoring in Chinese or other languages. They were paid roughly 0.3
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Subsets Instructions
# Pairs / Mean length of hypothesis H in characters

Total easy medium hard

SINGLE same as MNLI; one H
per label

11,986 / 10.9 n.a. n.a. n.a.

MULTI three Hs per label 12,328 / 10.4 4,836 / 9.9 4,621 / 10.6 2,871 / 11.0

MULTIENCOURAGE MULTI + encourag-
ing annotators to use
fewer negators and
write more diverse
hypotheses

16,584 / 12.2 6,263 / 11.5 6,092 / 12.5 4,229 / 12.7

MULTICONSTRAINT MULTI + constraints on
the negators used in
contradictions

15,627 / 12.0 5,668 / 11.6 5,599 / 12.2 4,360 / 12.4

total 56,486 / 11.5

Table 5.1: Overview of the four subsets of data collected. Premises in all subsets are
drawn from the same pool of text from five genres. easy/medium/hard refers to the
1st/2nd/3rd hypothesis written for the same premise and inference label. Number of pairs
in the hard condition is smaller because not all premises and all labels have a third hy-
pothesis. See section 5.3.2 for details of the subsets.

RMB (0.042 USD) per P-H pair. No single annotator produced an excessive amount of

data to avoid annotator-bias (Geva et al., 2019).6

5.3.3 Data Verification

Following SNLI and MNLI, we perform data verification to verify that the hypotheses

written by the annotators are indeed an entailment/neural/contradictory statement given the

premise. This is also referred to as relabeling in the NLI literature (Samuel R Bowman et

al., 2015; Williams et al., 2018). Concretely, each premise-hypothesis pair is presented to

another four independent annotators (labelers) to assign one of the three inference labels.

Together with the original label assigned by the annotator, each pair has five labels. We

then use the majority vote as the gold label. We selected a subset of the writers from the

hypothesis generation experiment to be our labelers. For each subset, about 15% of the

6One single annotator has completed at most 840 pairs. This is modest compared with the 56k pairs we
have in total.
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SNLI: MNLI: XNLI: OCNLI
SINGLE MULTI MULTIENC MULTICON

# pairs in total 570,152 432,702 7,500 11,986 12,328 16,584 15,627
# pairs relabeled 56,941 40,000 7,500 1,919 1,994 3,000 3,000
% relabeled 10.0% 9.2% 100.0% 16.0% 16.2% 18.1% 19.2%

5 labels agree (unanimous) 58.3% 58.2% na 62.1% 63.5% 57.2% 57.6%
4+ labels agree na na na 82.2% 84.8% 82.0% 80.8%
3+ labels agree 98.0% 98.2% 93.0% 98.6% 98.8% 98.7% 98.3%

Individual label “ gold label 89.0% 88.7% na 88.1% 88.9% 87.0% 86.7%
Individual label “ author’s label 85.8% 85.2% na 81.8% 82.3% 80.2% 79.7%

Gold label “ author’s label 91.2% 92.6% na 89.8% 89.6% 89.6% 88.2%
Gold label ‰ author’s label 6.8% 5.6% na 8.8% 9.2% 9.0% 10.1%
No gold label (no 3 labels match) 2.0% 1.8% na 1.4% 1.2% 1.3% 1.7%

Table 5.2: Results from labeling experiments for the four subsets. MULTIENC: MULTIEN-
COURAGE; MULTICON: MULTICONSTRAINT. : = numbers for SNLI, MNLI, XNLI are
copied from the original papers (Samuel R Bowman et al., 2015; Conneau et al., 2018b;
Williams et al., 2018). For XNLI, the numbers are for the English portion of the dataset,
which is the only language that has been relabelled.

total data were randomly selected and relabeled. The labelers were paid 0.2 RMB (0.028

USD) for each pair.

Relabeling results Our results, shown in Table 5.2, are very close to the numbers re-

ported for SNLI/MNLI: the percentage of pairs that have 3 or more labels in agreement is

around 98%. Specifically, the agreement for 5 labels (unanimous) for the SINGLE (62.1%)

and MULTI (63.5%) subsets are even higher than SNLI/MNLI („58%).

Crucially, the three MULTI* subsets, created using the three variants of the multi-

hypothesis generation method, have similar agreement to MNLI around 98% for 3` label

agreement (see bold numbers on the last three columns of Table 5.3.3, suggesting that pro-

ducing nine hypotheses for a given premise is feasible. Furthermore, the agreement rates

on the medium and hard portions of the subsets are only slightly lower than on the easy

portion, with agreement rates of 3 labels at least 97.90% (see bold numbers in the columns

with hard headings in Table 5.3), suggesting that our data in general is of high quality.

Agreement is lower for MULTICONSTRAINT, showing that it may be difficult to produce

many hypotheses under these constraints.
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MULTI MULTIENCOURAGE MULTICONSTRAINT
Statistic easy medium hard easy medium hard easy medium hard

# pairs relabelled 668 664 662 1,002 999 999 1,002 999 999

5 labels agree (unanimous) 66.5% 61.4% 62.5% 58.0% 56.5% 57.2% 60.8% 57.2% 54.9%
4+ labels agree 87.0% 82.1% 85.2% 82.2% 82.6% 81.2% 84.5% 78.6% 79.4%
3+ labels agree 99.1% 99.1% 98.2% 98.5% 99.1% 98.4% 98.0% 99.0% 97.9%

Indiv. label “ gold label 90.1% 88.2% 88.5% 87.1% 87.3% 86.7% 87.9% 86.5% 85.6%
Indiv. label “ author’s label 84.5% 80.0% 82.4% 80.8% 80.8% 78.9% 82.2% 79.2% 77.6%

Gold label “ author’s label 91.5% 88.1% 89.3% 90.4% 91.4% 87.1% 90.1% 88.3% 86.1%
Gold label ‰ author’s label 7.6% 11.0% 8.9% 8.1% 7.7% 11.3% 7.9% 10.7% 11.8%
No gold label 0.9% 0.9% 1.8% 1.5% 0.9% 1.6% 2.0% 1.0% 2.1%
%n unrelated labels 0.2% 0.2% 0.4% 0.2% 0.6% 0.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.4%

Table 5.3: Labeling results for different portions of MULTI, MULTIENCOURAGE and
MULTICONSTRAINT.

Relabeling Results for Different Subsets In Table 5.3, we present labeler agreement for

different portions of MULTI, MULTIENCOURAGE and MULTICONSTRAINT. We observe

that the medium and hard portions in general have lower inter-annotator agreement, but

still comparable to SNLI and MNLI. This suggests that writing three hypothese for each

label is a feasible and reliable strategy.

5.3.4 Relabeling Results for XNLI Development Set

In order to compare the quality of the NLI data in XNLI and our collected data, in a sep-

arate relabeling experiment, we compare the quality of human-translated examples from

the XNLI dev set and our SINGLE subset. For this experiment, we follow the same pro-

cedure as the relabeling experiment in the previous paragraph. We randomly selected 200

examples from XNLI dev, and mixed them with 200 examples from our SINGLE (which

has already been verified) for another group of annotators to label. The labelers for these

400 pairs were undergraduate students who did not participated in hypothesis generation

so as to avoid biasing towards our data.

The results in Table 5.4 show considerably lower agreement: The majority vote of

our five annotators only agree with the XNLI gold-label 67% of the time, as compared to

the lowest rate of 88.2% on MULTICONSTRAINT. Additionally, 11.6% of the XNLI dev
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Statistic XNLI dev SINGLE

# pairs relabelled (i.e., validated) 200 200

majority label “ original label 67.0% 84.0%

5 labels agree (excl. “unrelated”) 38.5% 57.5%
4+ labels agree (excl. “unrelated”) 57.5% 83.5%
3+ labels agree (excl. “unrelated”) 86.0% 98.0%

5 labels agree 41.0% 57.5%
4+labels agree 62.0% 83.5%
3+ labels agree 94.5% 98.0%

majority label = “unrelated” 8.5% 0%
# individual “unrelated” labels 125 11
# incomprehensible note 22 4

Table 5.4: Results for labeling a mixture of 200 pairs of XNLI dev Chinese and 200 pairs
of SINGLE, by labelers who did not participated in the hypothesis generation experiment.
Note the XNLI dev is translated by crowd translators (Conneau et al., 2018b), not MT
systems. The original label for XNLI dev Chinese comes with XNLI, which is the same
for all 15 languages. The original label for SINGLE comes from our relabeling experiments.
The results show the poor quality of the sampled XNLI dev examples in Chinese.

examples in Chinese contain more than 10 Roman characters, which are extremely rare in

original, every-day Chinese speech/text. These results suggest that XNLI is less suitable as

validation set for Chinese NLI, and thus we did not evaluate the models on XNLI dev set

in our evaluation.

5.3.5 Determining Human Baselines

We follow procedures in Nangia and S. Bowman (2019) to obtain human baselines on

OCNLI. In most recent NLU research, a human score is estimated by having a group of

human annotators to perform the same task as the models, and their answers are scored

against the gold answers in the dataset. The human scores are then assumed to be the

upper-bound for this task, and the performance of the models are then compared against

this upper-bound (Nangia and S. Bowman, 2019; A. Wang et al., 2019, 2018; Xu et al.,

2020). We perform a similar human performance estimation for OCNLI. Specifically, we
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annotator undergraduate students PhD students in linguistics

# pairs annotated 300 300

accuracy (mean agreement
w/ OCNLI.test) 90.3 89.3

5-label agree among annotators 55.3 60.6
4-label agree among annotators 82.0 83.3
3-label agree among annotators 99.3 99.0
no majority 0.7 1.0

Table 5.5: Human score for 300 randomly sampled examples from the test set of OCNLI.

first prepared 20 training examples from OCNLI.train and instructions similar to those in

the relabeling experiment. Then we asked 5 undergraduate students who did not participate

in any part of our previous experiment to perform the labeling. They were first provided

with the instructions as well as the 20 training examples, which they were asked to label

after reading the instructions. Then they were given the answers and explanations of the

training examples. Finally, they were given a random sample of 300 examples from the

OCNLI test set for labeling. We computed the majority label from them, and compare that

against the gold label in OCNLI.test to obtain the accuracy. For pairs with no majority

label, we use the most frequent label from OCNLI.test (neutral), following Nangia and S.

Bowman (2019). Only 0.7% of our examples belong to such cases, as indicated in Table

5.5.

We observe in Table 5.5 that the mean accuracy of the 5 undergraduate students, cal-

culated against the gold labels in the test set of OCNLI, is 90.3%, similar to that of MNLI

(92.0%/92.8% for the matched and mismatched portions of MNLI dev set respectively).

We performed the same experiment with 5 linguistics PhD students, who are already fa-

miliar with the NLI task from their research, and thus their results may be biased. We see

a higher 5-label agreement and similar accuracy compared against the gold label of OC-

NLI.test. We use the score from undergraduate students as our human baseline as it is the

“unbiased” score obtained using the same procedure as Nangia and S. Bowman (2019).
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Premise Genre
Level

Majority label
All labels

Hypothesis

但是不光是中国，日本，整个东亚文化都有
这个特点就是被权力影响很深
But not only China and Japan, the entire East
Asian culture has this feature, that is it is deeply
influenced by the power.

TV
medium

Entailment
E E E E E

有超过两个东亚国家有这
个特点
More than two East Asian
countries have this feature.

完善加工贸易政策体
(We need to) perfect our work and trade policies.

GOV
easy

Entailment
E E E E E

贸易政策体系还有不足之
处
(Our) trade policies still
need to be improved.

咖啡馆里面对面坐的年轻男女也是上一代的
故事，她已是过来人了
Stories of young couples sitting face-to-face in a
cafe is already something from the last generation.
She has gone through all that.

LIT
medium

Contradiction
C C C N N

男人和女人是背对背坐着
的
The man and the woman are
sitting back-to-back.

今天，这一受人关注的会议终于在波恩举行
Today, this conference which has drawn much at-
tention finally took place in Bonn.

NEWS
easy

Neutral
N N N N C

这一会议原定于昨天举行
This conferences was sched-
uled to be held yesterday.

嗯,今天星期六我们这儿,嗯哼.
En, it’s Saturday today in our place, yeah.

PHONE
hard

Contradiction
C C C C C

昨天是星期天
It was Sunday yesterday.

Table 5.6: Examples from our annotated Chinese NLI dataset, one from each of the five
text genres. The premise are given to an annotator, and his/her task is to write hypotheses
that belong to one of the three categories: entailment, neutral and contradiction. easy:
1st hypothesis the annotator wrote for that particular premise and label; medium: 2nd
hypothesis; hard: 3rd hypothesis. Bold label shows the majority vote from the annotators.

5.3.6 The Resulting Corpus

Overall, we have a corpus of more than 56,000 inference pairs in Chinese. We have ran-

domized the total of 6,000 relabeled pairs from MULTIENCOURAGE and MULTICON-

STRAINT and used them as the development and test sets, each consisting of 3,000 exam-

ples. All pairs from SINGLE and MULTI, plus the remaining 26,211 pairs from MULTI-

ENCOURAGE and MULTICONSTRAINT are used for the training set, about 50,000 pairs.

This split ensures that all labels in the development and test sets have been verified, and

the number of pairs in the easy, medium and hard portions are roughly the same in

both sets. It is also closer to a realistic setting where contradictions without negation are

much more likely. Pairs that do not receive a majority label in our relabeling experiment
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are marked with “-” as their label, and can thus be excluded if necessary. Examples from

our corpus are presented in Table 5.6, with the 5 labels from annotators for each pair.

We note that given the constraints of having equal number of easy, medium and hard

examples in dev/test sets, the resulting corpus has high premise overlap between training

and dev/test sets, in contrast to the original MNLI design. To ensure that such premise

overlap does not bias the current models and inflate performance, we experimented with

a smaller non-overlap train and test split, which was constructed by filtering parts of the

training. This lead to comparable results, despite the non-overlap being much smaller in

size, which we detail in chapter 5.4.3. Both the overlap and non-overlap splits are released

for public use at https://github.com/CLUEbenchmark/OCNLI, as well as part of the the

public leaderboard at https://www.cluebenchmarks.com/nli.html.

5.4 Establishing Baselines for OCNLI

5.4.1 Models for Experimentation

To demonstrate the difficulty of our dataset, we establish baselines using several widely-

used NLI models tailored to Chinese7. This includes the baselines originally used in

Williams et al. (2018) such as the continuous bag of words (CBOW) model, the biLSTM

encoder model and an implementation of the ESIM (Enhanced Sequential Inference Model)

(Q. Chen et al., 2017)8. For details of the models, please see chapter 2.2. In each case, we

use Chinese character embeddings from S. Li et al. (2018) in place of the original GloVe

embeddings for English.

We also experiment with state-of-the-art pre-trained transformers for Chinese (Cui et

al., 2019) using the fine-tuning approach from Devlin et al. (2019). Specifically, we use the

Chinese versions of BERT-base (Devlin et al., 2019) and RoBERTa-large (Liu et al., 2019)

with whole-word masking (see details in Cui et al. (2019)). In both cases, we rely on the

7Additional details about all of our models and hyper-parameters can be found in section B.2.
8We use a version of the implementations from https://github.com/NYU-MLL/multiNLI.
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Maj. CBOW biLSTM ESIM BERT RoBERTa

38.1 55.7 (0.5) 59.2 (0.5) 59.8 (0.4) 72.2 (0.7) 78.2 (0.7)

Table 5.7: Test performance on OCNLI for all baseline models. Majority label is neutral.
We report the mean accuracy % across five training runs with random re-starts (the standard
deviation is shown in parentheses, same below).

publicly-available TensorFlow implementation provided in the CLUE benchmark (Xu et

al., 2020)9. Following Samuel R. Bowman et al. (2020), we also fine-tune hypothesis-only

variants of our main models to measure hypothesis-only biases/artifacts.

5.4.2 Other Datasets for Experimentation

In addition to experimenting with OCNLI, we also compare the performance of our main

models against models fine-tuned on the Chinese training data of XNLI (Conneau et al.,

2018b) (an automatically translated version of MNLI), as well as combinations of OCNLI

and XNLI. The aim of these experiments is to evaluate the relative advantage of automati-

cally translated data. We also compare both models against the CLUE diagnostic test from

Xu et al. (2020), which is a set of 514 NLI problems that was annotated by an independent

set of Chinese linguists. Since it is independent from XNLI and OCNLI, it can be used as

the out-of-domain data on which we can compare models fine-tuned on XNLI and OCNLI

fairly.

5.4.3 Baseline Results and Analysis

In this section, we report our main results. Experiments with different neural models in

Chinese show that the RoBERTa model outperforms the other ones, but is still about 12 per-

centage points below human performance (see Table 5.7). Furthermore, models fine-tuned

with OCNLI perform better than those fine-tuned with XNLI, evaluated on the CLUE diag-

nostic dataset. Finally, hypothesis-only biases are unfortunately still high (see Table 5.15),

9See: https://github.com/CLUEbenchmark/CLUE
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Fine-tuning data / size OCNLI / 50k XNLI / 392k Combined / 443k
Test data BERT RoBERTa BERT RoBERTa RoBERTa

OCNLI human 300 90.3* (OCNLI.test)
OCNLI.dev 3k 74.5 (0.3) 78.8 (1.0) 66.8 (0.5) 70.5 (1.0) 76.4 (1.3)
OCNLI.test 3k 72.2 (0.7) 78.2 (0.7) 66.7 (0.3) 70.4 (1.2) 75.6 (1.2)
CLUE diagnostics 0.5k 54.4 (0.9) 61.3 (1.3) 53.0 (0.9) 62.5 (2.9) 63.7 (2.4)

Table 5.8: Accuracy on OCNLI, finetuned on OCNLI, XNLI and Combined (50k OCNLI
combined with 392k XNLI).

despite OCNLI being a challenging dataset for state-of-the-art neural models.

How Difficult is OCNLI? To investigate this, we train/fine-tune all five neural architec-

tures on OCNLI training data and test on the OCNLI test set. The main results for all base-

line models fine-tuned on OCNLI are shown in Table 5.7. All of the non-transformer mod-

els perform poorly (ă 60% accuracy) while BERT and RoBERTa reach a „20 percentage-

point advantage over the strongest of these models (ESIM). This shows the relative strength

of pre-trained models on our task.

We find that while transformers strongly outperform other baseline models, our best

model, based on RoBERTa, is still about 12 points below human performance on our test

data (i.e., 78.2% versus 90.3% ). This suggests that models have considerable room for im-

provement, and provides additional evidence of task difficulty. In comparison, these trans-

former models reach human-like performance in many of the English GLUE (A. Wang et

al., 2018) and SuperGLUE (A. Wang et al., 2019) tasks, for instance the English RoBERTa

achieves 88.1% on the GLUE benchmark while the human baseline for GLUE is 87.1%.10

For NLI tasks in English specifically, the performance of the English RoBERTa on MNLI

is 90.4%, and only about 2 percentage-points below the human score (Samuel R. Bowman

et al., 2020; Nangia and S. Bowman, 2019), compared to a 12 percentage-points between

the human and RoBERTa score on our OCNLI. We see a similar trend for BERT, which

is about 18 points below human performance on OCNLI, but the difference is roughly 8

10Retrieved from https://gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard, May 10, 2021.
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Test data BERT RoBERTa

OCNLI dev 65.3 65.7
OCNLI test 64.3 65.0
OCNLI test easy 63.5 64.0
OCNLI test medium 63.9 65.6
OCNLI test hard 65.5 65.5

MNLI na. 62.0

Table 5.9: Hypothesis-only baselines for OCNLI (fine-tuned on OCNLI.train) and MNLI
(retrieved from Samuel R. Bowman et al. (2020)).

points for MNLI (Devlin et al., 2019). We take these results to indicate that our enhanced

annotation procedure indeed produced more challenging data, without sacrificing human

agreement on the data. This suggests that having a carefully designed data annotation pro-

cedure may be a first step to “fix” the current issues in NLU benchmarks, for instance, the

datasets do not contain challenging enough examples and are often too easy for transformer

models (Samuel R. Bowman and Dahl, 2021).

We also see much room for improvement on the CLUE diagnostic task, where our best

model achieves only 61.3% (a slight improvement over the result reported in Xu et al.

(2020)).

Hypothesis-only biases We also looked at how OCNLI fares on hypothesis-only tests,

where all premises in train and test are replaced by the same non-word, thus forcing the

system to make predictions on the hypothesis only. Table 5.9 shows the performance of

these models on different portions of OCNLI. These results show that our elicitation gives

rise to annotation artifacts in a way similar to most benchmark NLI datasets (OCNLI: „

66%; MNLI„ 62% and SNLI:„ 69%, as reported in Samuel R. Bowman et al. (2020) and

Poliak et al. (2018), respectively). In an unbiased NLI dataset, we would expect hypothesis-

only baselines to be around the majority baseline (38% for OCNLI and 33–34% for the

English datasets) since no cues in the hypothesis alone should lead to a prediction of any of

the inference relations. To determine which words in the hypotheses are cues for model, we
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Word Label PMI Counts

OCNLI
任何 any contradiction 1.02 439/472
从来 ever contradiction 0.99 229/244
至少 at least entailment 0.92 225/254

SINGLE

任何 any contradiction 0.89 87/90
没有 no contradiction 0.83 582/750
无关 not related contradiction 0.72 39/42

MULTI

任何 any contradiction 0.92 97/103
没有 no contradiction 0.88 721/912
从来 ever contradiction 0.75 42/46

MULTIENCOURAGE

任何 any contradiction 0.98 198/212
从来 ever contradiction 0.96 131/137
至少 at least entailment 0.82 81/91

MULTICONSTRAINT

至少 at least entailment 0.91 105/110
只有 only contradiction 0.86 179/216
只 only contradiction 0.77 207/280

Table 5.10: Top 3 (Word, Label) pairs according to PMI for different subsets of OC-
NLI. “Counts” show (the number of hypotheses with the given Label in which the Word
appears) / (total number of hypotheses in which Word appears).

list individual word and label pairs with high pairwise mutual information (PMI), follwoing

Samuel R. Bowman et al. (2020) and Poliak et al. (2018). The (Word, Label) pair with high

PMI means that they have a strong tendency to occur together (see Table 5.10). We found

that negative polarity items (“any”任何, “ever”从来), negators (“no/not”没有) and “only”

(只有) are among the indicators for contradictions, whereas “at least” (至少) biases towards

entailments in OCNLI. We see no negators for the MULTICONSTRAINT subset in the last

section of Table 5.10, which shows the effect of putting constraints on the hypotheses that

the annotators can produce. Instead, “only” is correlated with contradictions.
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Comparison with XNLI To ensure that our dataset is not easily solved by simply train-

ing on existing machine-translations of MNLI, we show the performance of BERT and

RoBERTa when trained on XNLI but tested on OCNLI. The results in Table 5.8 (column

XNLI) show a much lower performance than when the systems are trained on OCNLI

(70.4% versus 78.2% for RoBERTa), even though XNLI contains 8 times more exam-

ples.11 While these results are not altogether comparable, given that the OCNLI training

data was generated from the same data sources and annotated by the same annotators (see

Geva et al. (2019)), we still see these results as noteworthy given that XNLI is currently the

largest available multi-genre NLI dataset for Chinese. The results are indicative of the lim-

itations of current models fine-tuned solely on translated data. More strikingly, we find that

when OCNLI and XNLI are combined for fine-tuning (column Combined in Table 5.8),

this improves performance of models fine-tuned with XNLI, but reaches lower accuracies

than fine-tuning on the considerably smaller OCNLI (except for the diagnostics12). This

also suggests that simply adding machine-translated XNLI data to the training data may

not help with the performance, even if the translated data are very large in size and the

source data of XNLI (which is MNLI) are collected in a very similar manner from OCNLI.

It remains to be seen whether using the translated dataset as an auxiliary task in a multi-task

learning scenario would be beneficial.13

Figure 5.1 shows a learning curve comparing model performance on the independent

CLUE diagnostic test, which is the only NLI evaluation dataset independent from XNLI or

OCNLI. This is the only NLI data on which a fair comparison can be made at the time of

OCNLI creation, since evaluating on OCNLI.dev is somewhat unfair to models fine-tuned

on XNLI, but evaluating on XNLI.dev is unfair to OCNLI-fine-tuned models. We plot the

learning curve in order to show comparison of the models with different number of training

11To ensure that this result is not unique to XNLI, we ran the same experiments using CMNLI, which is an
alternative translation of MNLI used in CLUE, and found comparable results.

12See the next chapter for a another set of experiments comparing XNLI and OCNLI fine-tuned models on
more independent evaluation datasets.

13As experimented in the UER model in their CLUE submission: https://github.com/dbiir/UER-py/wiki
/CLUE-Classification#ocnli.
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Figure 5.1: Ablation over the number of fine-tuning examples for RoBERTa fine-tuned on
OCNLI vs. XNLI.

examples. Here we see that the OCNLI model reaches its highest performance at 30,000

examples while the XNLI model still shows improvements on 50,000 examples. Addition-

ally, OCNLI reaches the same performance as the model finetuned on the full XNLI set,

at around 25,000 examples. This provides additional evidence of the importance of hav-

ing reliable human annotation for NLI data, and the advantage of reliably collected data

in a specific language over machine-translated data from other languages. We report more

experiments comparing OCNLI, XNLI and OCNLI+XNLI as training data in chapter 6.

Filtering training data To mimic the MNLI setting where the training data and the

evaluation data (dev/test) have no overlapping premises, we filtered out the pairs in the

current training set whose premise can also be found in evaluation. This means the re-

moval of about 20k pairs in OCNLI.train, and results in a new training set which we call

OCNLI.train.small, while the development and test sets remain the same. We fine-tune the

biLSTM, BERT and RoBERTa models on the new, filtered training data, and the results are

presented in Table 5.11.

We observe that our models have a 1.5-2.5% drop in performance when trained with
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Train data / size OCNLI.train / 50k OCNLI.train.small / 30k
biLSTM BERT RoBERTa biLSTM BERT RoBERTa

OCNLI.dev 60.5 (0.4) 74.5 (0.3) 78.8 (1.0) 58.7 (0.3) 72.6 (0.9) 77.4 (1.0)
OCNLI.test 59.2 (0.5) 72.2 (0.7) 78.2 (0.7) 57.0 (0.9) 70.3 (0.9) 76.4 (1.2)

Table 5.11: Comparison of models performance fine-tuned on OCNLI.train and OC-
NLI.train.small. As before, we report the mean accuracy % across five training runs with
the standard deviation shown in parenthesis.

the filtered training data. Note that OCNLI.train.small is only 60% of OCNLI.train in size,

so we consider this drop to be moderate and expected, and more likely the result of reduced

training data, rather than the removal of overlapping premises.

We will release both training sets publicly and also in our public leaderboard (https:

//www.cluebenchmarks.com/nli.html). We note that similar strategies for controlling

dataset size have been used for WINOGRANDE project (Sakaguchi et al., 2020) and their

leaderboard (https://leaderboard.allenai.org/winogrande/submissions/public).

5.5 Understanding Different Subsets of OCNLI

In order to better understand the differences between the 4 subsets of OCNLI, which re-

flect the effect of the four annotation strategies, we ran several experiments to answer the

following questions:

• Do the 4 annotation procedures results in differences in the difficulty of the 4

subsets? We train a RoBERTa model on the training portion of each subset, and test

on (a) the dev portion of all the subsets, as well as (b) the roughly 2k expert-crafted,

expanded CLUE diagnostics NLI pairs (see section 6.3.2). Results from (a) will

give us information as to which subsets are more challenging as dev sets, indicating

they can be good evaluation data. Results from (b) will be indicative which subsets

are better fine-tuning/training data, since we believe the expanded diagnostics is a

comprehensive evaluation set that covers a wide range of linguistic phenomena a

model should be able to handle.
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SINGLE MULTI MULTIENC MULTICON

BERT: fine-tune on XNLI

dev full 77.3 73.6 68.6 65.8
easy na. 74.0 70.1 68.4
medium na. 74.3 69.6 65.9
hard na. 72.5 66.2 63.1

RoBERTa: fine-tune on XNLI

dev full 78.9 77.3 71.3 70.8
easy na. 77.2 72.8 73.5
medium na. 78.6 71.7 70.2
hard na. 76.2 69.4 68.7

Table 5.12: Accuracy of XNLI-finetuned models, tested on relabelled parts of different
OCNLI subsets.

• Which subsets minimize hypothesis-only bias? We train a hypothesis-only model

on the training portion of each subset and test on the dev portion of the same sub-

set. The one with highest hypothesis-only accuracy should be the one with largest

hypothesis-only bias. This quantitatively analyzes whether the modified annotation

procedure increases the hypothesis-only artifacts.

5.5.1 Quality of Different Subsets as Evaluation and Training Data

To better understand the effect of having four elicitation methods, we first carried out a set

of experiments with XNLI-finetuned models on the different subsets. We used XNLI to

avoid imposing specific preferences on the models. Table 5.12 shows a consistent decrease

in accuracy from SINGLE through MULTICONSTRAINT, for instance from RoBERTa’s

accuracy on SINGLE (78.9%) to its accuracy on MULTICON (68.7-73.5%), and a mostly

consistent decrease from easy to hard, i.e., about 1-3% drop from easy to medium and

about 2% drop from medium to hard (exception: between easy and medium in MULTI).

Both trends suggest that multi-hypothesis elicitation and improved instructions lead to more

challenging elicited data.
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subset total dev (verified) train (before sampling) train (after sampling)

SINGLE 11,986 1,919 10,067 10,000
MULTI 12,328 1,994 10,334 10,000
MULTIENCOURAGE 16,584 3,000 13,584 10,000
MULTICONSTRAINT 15,627 3,000 12,627 10,000

Table 5.13: Number of pairs in each subset for experimentation in chapter 5.5.

Fine-tuned on
Evaluate on mean SINGLE MULTI MULTIENCOURAGE MULTICONSTRAINT

SINGLE 76.71 78.70 76.86 76.21 75.08
MULTI 76.37 77.81 77.61 75.40 74.64
MULTIENCOURAGE 74.69 73.67 75.26 75.16 74.65
MULTICONSTRAINT 72.80 71.70 73.46 72.80 73.22

Expanded diagnostics - 64.35 63.10 62.36 60.75

Table 5.14: Fine-tuning and evaluating on the subsets of OCNLI, using the Chinese
RoBERTa model.

Next, we conduct more experiments where we use the training portion of different

subsets as the fine-tuning data and evaluate on the dev portion of the subsets. As a reminder,

each of the four subsets has more than 12,000 NLI pairs, 15% out of which have been

verified (i.e., received 5 labels) which will be used as the dev portion of each subset. That

leaves roughly 10,000 NLI pairs for each subset. We then sampled from these remaining

data exactly 10,000 examples for each subset, so that they have equal amount of training

data. See the summary in Table 5.13.

We then fine-tune 4 RoBERTa models on the training data of each subset and evaluate

on their dev sets, as well as an expanded version of CLUE diagnostics which contain about

2,000 hand-written NLI examples (see chapter 6.3.2 for details). The expanded CLUE diag-

nostic dataset serves as an out-of-domain evaluation benchmark that evaluates the general

NLI ability of the 4 models. Specifically, each model is fine-tuned on the 10,000 sampled

training examples for 3 epochs; the learning rate search space is {1e´5, 3e´5, 5e´5}. In

the end, the learning rate for MULTIENCOURAGE model is set to 1e´ 5, while other three

models are all set to 3e´ 5, after experimentation.
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The results are shown in Table 5.14. We report the mean accuracy of the 4 models on the

dev set of each subset in the second column. As we can see, overall, MULTICONSTRAINT

is the most difficult and challenging subset, and SINGLE is the easiest one, indicated by the

mean accuracy on these two evaluation sets (72.80% vs. 76.71%).

Another interesting observation is that the difference between SINGLE and MULTI is

very small (76.71% vs. 76.37%). Note that SINGLE and MULTI share the same premises

per our premise extraction design.14 This suggests that simply asking annotators to produce

more hypotheses per premise may not necessarily create more challenging data. One needs

to take extra steps such as those in MULTIENCOURAGE or MULTICONSTRAINT to “force”

the annotators to think harder and produce higher-quality inferences (indicated by the lower

performance of the models on these data).

If we focus on the column for models fine-tuned on SINGLE, we see a sharp decrease in

accuracy from evaluating on SINGLE to the different MULTI˚ subsets. This likely suggests

that in the MULTI˚ subsets, there are more diverse inferences which are not present in the

SINGLE subset. Thus a model fine-tuned on SINGLE finds it difficult to solve the NLI

problems in the MULTI˚ subsets.

However, the picture is more nuanced when we examine the effectiveness of the subsets

as training data (see the last row in Table 5.14), where the model fine-tuned with SINGLE

performs the best on the expanded CLUE diagnostics. This suggests that while the MULTI˚

subsets are more challenging, the models fine-tuned on them may not be as good as the

ones fine-tuned with the “vanilla” SINGLE subset. One possibility for this discrepancy is

that by design, the MULTI˚ subsets have much fewer unique premises (i.e., less diverse

premises), about 1/3 of the SINGLE subset. It is possible that for training a good model,

having more unique premise-hypothesis pairs is more important than having more unique

hypotheses for a single premise. In other words, given n NLI pairs, it may be better to have

14In essence, the premises in MULTI is a subset of those in SINGLE because the annotators are producing
three hypotheses per MULTI-premise, but only one hypothesis per SINGLE-premise, and we have roughly the
same number of hypothesis-premise pairs in SINGLE and MULTI.
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SINGLE MULTI MULTIENCOURAGE MULTICONSTRAINT

60.18 63.47 64.92 61.93

Table 5.15: Accuracy of hypothesis-only baseline models on different subsets, using Chi-
nese RoBERTa. I.e., we fine-tune RoBERTa on subset s and evaluate also on s. Lower
accuracy indicates smaller biases.

n
3

unique premises where each premise has 3 corresponding hypotheses, rather than having

n
9

premises but 9 hypotheses per premise.

Our results with regard to the quality as training data of the different subsets corrob-

orate with the findings in two English studies (Samuel R. Bowman et al., 2020; Parrish

et al., 2021). Parrish et al. (2021) also show that interventions or modifications in data

collection procedure do not yield better training data for NLI. That is, the vanilla MNLI

data-collection procedure seems to be the best if the goal is to have high-quality training

data.

5.5.2 Hypothesis-only Biases in Different Subsets

To understand the hypothesis-only biases produced via different elicitation methods, we

fine-tune hypothesis-only models on each subset and evaluate on the dev sets. That is,

the training and dev sets for different subsets now consists of only the hypothesis, and the

Chinese RoBERTa model is now doing single sentence classification.

The results are shown in Table 5.15. We observe that the Multi˚ subsets all have

higher hypothesis-only biases. MultiEncourage has the largest bias, with the highest

accuracy of „65%, whereas MultiConstraint has much lower accuracy, suggesting

that constraining what the annotators can produce is more effective than encouraging them

to write more diverse hypotheses.

To summarize, the MULTI˚ elicitation methods in general produce more challenging

NLI pairs, but they could be worse than SINGLE subset as training or fine-tuning data, as

indicated by the results on the expanded diagnostics. On the other hand, the MULTI˚ elic-
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itation methods tend to create higher hypothesis-only biases, unless the annotators receive

explicit constraints on what they can produce as hypotheses. The first point has recently

been confirmed in a similar NLI data-collection study in English (Parrish et al., 2021).

5.6 Understanding Different Genres of OCNLI

To examine the influence of text genres, we create subsets of the training, dev and test

data that contain only the data from one genre. Thus for training, we have five sub-

sets, each reduced to 8,000 examples to ensure that they have equal number of examples:

government, literature, news, phone and TV. We do the same for the dev and

test sets.

We fine-tune the Chinese RoBERTa model on each training set and evaluate on the dev

set, with results shown in Table 5.16. We first see a clear trend where the same-genre setting

produces the best results for all genres except for “tv”. Second, the “goverment” genre is

the easiest one with a mean of more than 80% accuracy, while the “literature” is the most

challenging, with an accuracy that is 12% lower than the “government” genre. In general,

we observe that informal genres (literature, phone, and TV) presents a greater challenge

than the formal genres (government and news). Finally, on the expanded diagnostics, data

from telephone conversations are the worst performing data. This is probably due to the

shorter sentence length and the specific language used in these conversations. Models

trained on literature, news or TV data perform similarly on the diagnostics, with news data

slightly better than the other two, achieving the best score on the expanded diagnostics.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, we presented the first large-scale NLI corpus in Chinese, OCNLI, with

more than 56,000 examples. We have demonstrated that requiring the annotators to write

more hypotheses given a premise is feasible and will result in more challenging NLI pairs.

However, in order to control the hypothesis-only biases, certain constraints need to be
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Fine-tuned on
Evaluate on mean gov lit news phone tv

gov 80.29 83.58 79.61 80.33 78.05 79.90
lit 68.05 64.17 71.55 70.08 64.51 69.92
news 73.60 73.40 74.17 75.34 70.93 74.17
phone 71.40 70.97 70.89 69.32 74.33 71.51
tv 69.77 67.99 72.97 68.42 67.66 71.82

expanded diagnostics - 60.49 62.00 62.58 58.93 62.33

Table 5.16: Accuracy on different genres of OCNLI.dev, fine-tuned on different genres
of OCNLI.train. We see a clear trend which shows that an in-domain (i.e., same-genre)
setting produces best results, except for the “tv” genre.

specified for the annotators. Overall, even the best transformer model in Chinese is still far

behind human performance (about 12%), suggesting that our dataset is indeed difficult for

strong neural models and can facilitate the hill-climbing of these models. (As of Feb 28,

2021, the highest score on the test set on the leaderboard15 is 83.667%.)

OCNLI also opens several research areas, which we briefly discuss below.

Reasoning types The first area is a taxonomy of NLI reasoning types in Chinese. Pre-

vious work in English (Joshi et al., 2020; Williams et al., 2020) has used crowd or expert

annotators to identify the type of reasoning needed for each NLI problem. These efforts

produced annotated dev sets of MNLI and ANLI, where each problem has been assigned

one or more reasoning type. For instance, in the taxonomy of in Williams et al., 2020, there

are 6 categories at the top level: numerical, basic, reference, tricky, reasoning, and imper-

fection; at the second level, there are altogether 20 categories: Cardinal/Ordinal numbers,

lexical, idioms, coreference, syntactic, pragmatic, plausibility, to name just a few. It will

be beneficial to perform a similar type of annotation for OCNLI, which can answer the fol-

lowing questions: 1) what types of reasoning are most typical for Chinese NLI? Are they

different from English? 2) what types of reasoning are common in the easy, medium and

hard pairs? Do we see a change in the types of reasoning going from easy to hard? The

15https://www.cluebenchmarks.com/nli.html
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major difficulty in this direction will be designing a comprehensive and practical taxonomy

and annotation guidelines for Chinese.

Controlling for hypothesis-only biases As shown in section 5.5.2, there is a fair amount

of hypothesis-only bias in OCNLI, despite our best effort to control the biases in the annota-

tion process, with the implementation of different instructions for each subset. Some recent

work along the path of OCNLI has shown that iterative improvements on the instructions

for multiple rounds guided by linguistic knowledge can produce data that “are more reli-

ably challenging than baseline (MNLI-style data collection)” (Parrish et al., 2021). This is

a key issue in NLU at the moment where datasets or benchmarks are easily saturated (Kiela

et al., 2021) either because they are not challenging enough or there are too many artifacts

that the models can make use of. We hope that OCNLI has shown a viable way for (at least

partially) fixing NLU benchmarking (Samuel R. Bowman and Dahl, 2021) and that it can

inspire more work that propose better methods for obtaining better datasets in the field of

NLU.
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CHAPTER 6

UNDERSTANDING CROSS-LINGUAL TRANSFER WITH CHINESE NLI

As described in chapter 2.2.2, recent pre-trained multilingual transformer models, such as

XLM(-R) (Conneau et al., 2020; Conneau and Lample, 2019), mT5 (Xue et al., 2020) and

others (M. Lewis et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020) have been shown to be successful in NLP

tasks for several non-English languages (Choi et al., 2021; Khashabi et al., 2020), as well

as in multilingual benchmarks (Artetxe et al., 2020; Conneau et al., 2020; Devlin et al.,

2019; Xue et al., 2020). A particular appeal is that they can be used for cross-lingual

and zero-shot transfer. That is, after pre-training on a raw, unaligned corpus consisting of

text from many languages, models can be subsequently fine-tuned on a particular task in a

resource-rich language (for example, English) and directly applied to the same task in other

languages without requiring any additional language-specific training.1

Given this recent progress, a natural question arises: does it make sense to invest in

large-scale task-specific dataset construction for low-resourced languages, or does cross-

lingual transfer alone suffice for many languages and tasks? A closely related question is:

how well do multilingual models transfer across specific linguistic and language-specific

phenomena?

A common method for understanding the neural models or interpreting the results of

them (including the multilingual ones) is to probe what the models do/know. The term

probe usually means to explore the representations of natural language in these models,

and this is done either by evaluating models on carefully designed probing datasets aimed

1This chapter is based on H. Hu et al. (2021). Yixin Nie and I initialized the idea of studying cross-
lingual transfer for Chinese NLI, and I proposed the construction of the four datasets. The Chinese HANS
is constructed by He Zhou and myself. The stress tests and semantic fragments are constructed by Zuoyu
Tian, Yiwen Zhang and myself. The categories in the diagnostic dataset are designed by me; the examples
are written by all Chinese linguists on the author list of the paper, including myself. Experiments are run by
me. Kyle Richardson helped with the experimental setup and the write-up of the paper.
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at specific linguistic phenomena, or probing classifiers that examine how well certain lin-

guistic information (e.g., part-of-speech, semantic roles) can be extracted from (certain

parts/layers of) the neural model (Tenney et al., 2019a).2 While there has been much recent

work on investigating multilingual models using methods similar to the second probing ap-

proach (Karthikeyan et al., 2019; Pires et al., 2019; S. Wu and Dredze, 2019, inter alia), a

particular limitation is that most studies rely on automatically translated resources such as

XNLI (Conneau et al., 2018b) and XQuAD (Artetxe et al., 2020), which makes it difficult

to discern the particular linguistic knowledge that is being transferred and the role of large-

scale, expert annotated monolingual datasets when building task- and language-specific

models.

In this chapter, we investigate the cross-lingual transfer abilities of XLM-R (Conneau

et al., 2020) for Chinese natural language inference (NLI) by constructing probing datasets.

Our focus on Chinese NLI is motivated by the recent release of the first large-scale, human-

annotated Chinese NLI dataset OCNLI (see chapter 5), which we use to directly investigate

the role of high-quality task-specific data vs. English-based cross-lingual transfer. To our

knowledge, OCNLI is currently the largest non-English NLI dataset that was annotated in

the style of English MNLI without any translation. To better understand linguistic transfer,

and help benchmark recent state-of-the-art Chinese NLI models, we created 4 categories of

probing/adversarial tasks (totaling 17 new datasets) for Chinese that build on several well-

established resources for English and the literature on model probing (see Poliak (2020)).

Our new resources, which are summarized in Table 6.1, include: a new set of diagnostic

tests in the style of the SuperGLUE (A. Wang et al., 2019) and CLUE (Xu et al., 2020)

diagnostics; Chinese versions of the HANS dataset (McCoy et al., 2019) and NLI stress

tests (Naik et al., 2018), as well as a collection of the basic reasoning and logic semantic

probes for Chinese based on Richardson et al. (2020). Data and code are available at:

https://github.com/huhailinguist/ChineseNLIProbing.

2See chapter 2.2.2 for a review of the probing studies.
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dataset category n

Chinese
HANS

Lexical overlap 1,428
Subsequence 513

st
re

ss
te

st
s Distraction: 2 categories 8,000

Antonym 3,000
Synonym 2,000
Spelling 11,676
Numerical reasoning 8,613

di
ag

no
st

ic
s

CLUE Xu et al., 2020 514
CLUE expansion (ours) 796
World knowledge (ours) 38
Classifier (ours) 139
Chengyu/idioms (ours) 251
Pro-drop (ours) 198
Non-core arguments (ours) 186

se
m

an
tic

pr
ob

in
g

Negation 1,002
Boolean 1,002
Quantifier 1,002
Counting 1,002
Conditional 1,002
Comparative 1,002

sum 43,364

Table 6.1: Summary statistics of the four evaluation sets.

Structure of this chapter We first review relevant studies on cross-lingual transfer and

motivate this work in chapter 6.1, and then present the research questions in chapter 6.2.

Next, we describe how we built the four evaluation datasets in chapter 6.3 and the experi-

mental setup in chapter 6.4. Finally the experimental results are presented in chapter 6.5,

and the implications for research on multilingual neural models and the limitations of our

method are discussed in chapter 6.6.

6.1 Motivation for Cross-lingual Linguistic Probing

In this section, we return to the work on (exploring) multilingual transformer models, as

well as resources for NLI probing in English, first introduced in chapter 2, and point out

the gaps in previous work and motivate our work in this chapter on cross-lingual probing
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using the Chinese NLI task.

6.1.1 Understanding Multilingual Pre-trained Transformers

Several multilingual pre-trained language models have been proposed, along with their

monolingual English version, for instance, mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019), XLM (Lample

and Conneau, 2019), XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020), mT5 (Xue et al., 2020),

among others. As discussed in chapter 2.2.2, the multilingual transformers can be used in

a zero-shot transfer learning scenario, where the model is fine-tuned on labeled data in a

high-resource language (English, for instance) and then directly evaluated on the same task

in another language (Chinese, for instance) without seeing any labeled fine-tuning data in

that language.

Recently, we have also seen a growing number of studies trying to understand multi-

lingual transformers such as XLM-R (Karthikeyan et al., 2019; Nozza et al., 2020; Pires

et al., 2019; S. Wu and Dredze, 2019, 2020), as reviewed in chapter 2.2.2. However,

the above work either focuses on model architecture, or cross-lingual transfer ability of

downstream tasks. Very few studies have examined the transfer ability for different lin-

guistic phenomena. That is, are there specific linguistic phenomena that are easy/difficult

to transfer from one language to another? For instance, since most if not all languages

have negations (the particular linguistic mechanism for expressing negation may differ),

will cross-lingual transfer be relatively successful in such a linguistic category? Will cross-

lingual transfer be more difficult for idioms that is unique in one specific language? Thus,

in this chapter, our first research question is on cross-lingual transfer learning for different

linguistic/logic/reasoning categories, which has received less attention.

6.1.2 Lack of Resources for NLI Probing in Chinese

Studies into the linguistic abilities and robustness of current NLI models have proliferated

in recent years, partly owing to the discovery of systematic biases, or annotation arti-
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facts (Gururangan et al., 2018; Poliak et al., 2018), in benchmark NLI datasets such as

SNLI (Samuel R Bowman et al., 2015) and MNLI (Williams et al., 2018). As we explained

in chapter 2.1.4, this has been coupled with the development of new adversarial tests such

as HANS (McCoy et al., 2019) and the NLI stress tests (Naik et al., 2018), as well as sev-

eral new linguistic challenge datasets (Geiger et al., 2020; Glockner et al., 2018; Goodwin

et al., 2020; Richardson et al., 2020; Saha et al., 2020; Yanaka et al., 2019b, inter alia), that

focus on a wide range of linguistic and reasoning phenomena. All of this work focuses ex-

clusively on English, whereas we focus on constructing analogous probing datasets tailored

to Chinese to help advance research on Chinese NLI and cross-lingual transfer.

Furthermore, there has been a surge in the development of NLI resources for languages

other than English, for instance OCNLI (chapter 5) for Chinese, Amirkhani et al. (2020)

for Persian, Hayashibe (2020) for Japanese, Fonseca et al. (2016) for Portuguese, among

others. One pressing issue at this point is the usefulness of language-specific NLI datasets

collected from scratch, in an era where machine-translated data are all too easy to obtain.

Is it necessary to build a dataset like OCNLI? Is it good enough to use crowd-translated

XNLI, or even an all machine-translated (MT) corpus as experimented in Turkish (Budur

et al., 2020), which shows that the MT data has acceptable quality and can be obtained at

much lower cost than manual annotation? These concerns motivate the second research

question.

6.2 Research Questions

In this chapter, we ask the following research questions:

1. How does zero-shot, cross-lingual transfer perform on OCNLI? Can this transfer be

successful for various adversarial and probing datasets in Chinese? Specifically, we

are comparing the zero-shot performance of multilingual transformer models such as

XLM-R against Chinese monolingual models such as the Chinese RoBERTa. Addi-

tionally, how does the cross-lingual transfer work in the reverse direction, i.e., trans-
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fering from Chinese to English?

2. How does OCNLI compare with XNLI? Specifically, does OCNLI bring perfor-

mance gains that cannot be achieved with XNLI? This addresses the question of

whether it is necessary to build language-specific datasets from scratch, instead of

the cheaper method of using machine-translated data directly.

To answer the first question, we perform cross-lingual transfer experiments with XLM-

R on multiple NLI corpora we create, including OCNLI. Specifically, we first construct

different evaluation datasets for Chinese natural language inference that target various lin-

guistic phenomena. Instead of constructing completely new datasets, we design datasets

that are parallel with existing work in English. This allows us to directly compare the

transfer learning results in both directions. That is, not only can we fine-tune the mod-

els on English NLI datasets and evaluate their zero-shot transfer learning abilities on our

constructed Chinese datasets, we can also fine-tune the models on Chinese and perform

the same zero-shot transfer evaluation on English, since the evaluation datasets are parallel

between the two languages. We further analyze the transfer learning results on specific

linguistic phenomena by utilizing the categories defined in our datasets.

To answer the second research question, we compare the models fine-tuned with OC-

NLI and the models fine-tuned with XNLI. If the former perform better than latter, then we

have evidence showing the need for a human annotated NLI dataset for Chinese.

In the next section we will describe in detail the creation of our four evaluation/challenge

datasets.

6.3 Creating Adversarial and Diagnostic Datasets for Chinese NLI

In this section, we describe the details of the 4 types of challenge datasets we constructed

for Chinese to study cross-lingual transfer (summarized in Table 6.1). They fit into two gen-

eral categories: Adversarial datasets (chapter 6.3.1), and Probing/diagnostic datasets
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(chapter 6.3.2), which are all based on existing datasets in English tailored to Chinese. As

explained in chapter 2.1.1, adversarial datasets are those that are designed to expose the

weaknesses in the model, i.e., examples that the model systematically return wrong predic-

tions, whereas probing datasets include examples that probe whether a model has certain

linguistic knowledge or information in its representation.

While we aim to mimic the annotation protocols pursued in the original English studies,

we place the additional methodological constraint that each new dataset is vetted, either

through human annotation using a disjoint set of Chinese linguists, or through internal

mediation among local Chinese experts; details are provided below.

We choose to create these datasets for the following reasons: 1) they are commonly used

in probing English NLI models; 2) they cover a range of representative types of evaluation

data: adversarial and probing; 3) they include both hand-written and synthesized data which

will allow us to examine model ability more comprehensively.

6.3.1 Adversarial datasets

Examples from the 7 adversarial tests we created are illustrated in Table 6.3.3

Chinese HANS McCoy et al. (2019) discovered systematic biases/heuristics in the MNLI

dataset, which they named “lexical/subsequence/constituent” overlap. “Lexical overlap” is

defined to be the pairs where the vocabulary of the hypothesis is a subset of the vocab-

ulary of the premise. For example, “The boss is meeting the client.” and “The client is

meeting the boss.”, which has an entailment relation. However, lexical overlap does not

necessarily mean the premise will always entail the hypothesis, for instance, “The judge

was paid by the actor.” does not entail “The actor was paid by the judge.” (examples from

McCoy et al. (2019)). Thus a model relying on the heuristic will fail catastrophically on the

second case. The “sub-sequence/constituent overlap” is a special case of “lexical overlap”

3A more detailed description of the data creation process can be found in Appendix C.1.
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Heuristic entailment contradiction neutral

lexical overlap 944 155 109
subsequence 190 10 18

Table 6.2: Distribution of the two heuristics in OCNLI

where the overlapping words form a contiguous sub-sequence/syntactic constituent.4 See

chapter 2.1.4 for a description of the English HANS dataset.

Inspired by the English HANS, we first examine whether OCNLI also possesses such

biases, as it has a similar annotation procedure as MNLI. We follow the design of the

original HANS dataset, and adapt their scripts5 to extract examples in OCNLI that satisfy

the two heuristics.

A total of 1,426 examples are extracted, with their distributions shown in Table 6.2.

We find a heavy bias towards “entailment”, where 79.5% of such examples are “entail-

ment”, similar to MNLI, where the percentage for “entailment” is 87.9%. This indicates

that a model fine-tuned on OCNLI is likely to make wrong predictions on contradiction and

neutral pairs.

Next, to construct a Chinese HANS dataset, we look at all the NLI pairs extracted from

OCNLI, and generalize their patterns into syntactic structures that will be used to generate

synthesized NLI pairs conforming to the two heuristics based on a given vocabulary. For

example, one contradictory pair that satisfies the lexical overlap heuristics is of the follow-

ing syntactic structure: “N1 不是不 V1 N2” (It is not the case that N1 does not V1 N2)

CONTRADICTS “N1 不 V1 N2” (N1 does not V1 N2). Once we have such pairs of syntac-

tic structures, we can generate as many contradictory pairs that satisfy the lexical overlap

heuristic as possible. We call a pair of syntactic structures a template, following the English

HANS.
4McCoy et al. (2019) focused on these three heuristics as they expect different model architectures may

become susceptible to different heuristics. Specifically, the bag-of-words models are most likely to be vul-
nerable to the lexical overlap heuristic; RNN-based models are likely to be led astray by the sub-sequence
heuristic; finally, tree-based models may be prone to the constituent heuristic.

5https://github.com/tommccoy1/hans
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category n premise hypothesis label

C
hi

ne
se

H
A

N
S

Lexical over-
lap

1428 我们把银行职员留在电影院了。We left the
bank clerk in the cinema.

银行职员把我们留在电影院
了。The bank clerk left us in
the cinema.

C

Subsequence 513 谁说律师都是穿西装的。Who told you that all
lawyers wear suits.

律师都是穿西装的。All
lawyers wear suits.

C
st

re
ss

te
st

s

Distraction
(add to
premise)

4000 国有企业改革的思路和方针政策已经明确,而
且 刚做完手术出院的病人不应剧烈运动。The
policy of the reform of state-owned enterprises
is now clear, and patients who just had surgery
shouldn’t have intense exercise.

根本不存在国有企业。The
state-owned enterprises don’t
exist.

C

Distraction
(add to
hypothesis)

4000 这时李家院子挤满了参观的人。During this
time, the Li family’s backyard is full of people
who came to visit.

这地方有个姓李的人家,
而且真的不是假的。There is
a Li family here, and true is not
false.

E

Antonym 3000 一些地方财政收支矛盾较大。The disagree-
ment about local revenue is relatively big.

一些地方财政收支矛盾较
小。The disagreement about lo-
cal revenue is relatively small.

C

Synonym 2000 海部组阁困难说明了什么。What can you tell
from the difficulties from Kaifu’s attempt to set
up a cabinet?

海 部 组 阁 艰 难 说 明 了 什
么。What can you tell from the
hardships from Kaifu’s attempt
to set up a cabinet?

E

Spelling 2980 身上裹一件工厂发的棉大衣,手插在袖筒
里。(Someone is) wrapped up in a big cotton coat
the factory gave with hands in the sleeves

身上质少一件衣服。There’s
at least [typo] one coat on the
body.

E

Numerical
reasoning

8613 小红每分钟打不到510个字。Xiaohong types
fewer than 510 words per min.

小 红 每 分 钟 打110个
字 。Xiaohong types 110
words per min.

N

Table 6.3: Example NLI pairs in Chinese HANS and stress tests with translations.

In total, we wrote 29 templates for the lexical overlap heuristic and 11 templates for

sub-sequence overlap.6 Using the templates and a vocabulary of 263 words which are

all from the vocabulary of the OCNLI training set,7 we generated 1,941 NLI pairs. See

Table 6.3 for examples.

Next, we describe the 6 categories of stress tests we created, building on the English

stress tests (Naik et al., 2018), illustrated in Table 6.3. Among the 6 categories, “antonym”,

“synonym”, “spelling” and “numerical reasoning” are directly analogous to the English

stress tests. However, our “distraction” category covers three conditions in the English

tests: “length mismatch”, “word overlap” and “negation”. The reason for this deviation is

that while Naik et al. (2018) designed these three categories since their error analyses of the

6For details of the templates, see Table C.2 and Table C.3 in the Appendix.
7The vocabulary is small because we have to satisfy constraints on verb valency and selection criteria,

such as “the subject of eat must be animate”.
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NLI system back then on the MNLI dev set show that “length mismatch”, “word overlap”

and “negation”are sources for error, our goal is different in that we are interested in the ef-

fect of adding distractions (tautologies or irrelevant information) to the premise/hypothesis.

See chapter 2.1.1 for a description of the English stress tests.

Distraction We add distractions either to the premise of the hypothesis (see examples in

Table 6.3); the distractions are either tautologies (“true is not false”) or a true statement

from our world knowledge (“Finland is not a permanent member of the UN security coun-

cil”), which should not influence the inference label. We control whether the distraction

contain a negation or not, and thus create four conditions: premise-negation, premise-no-

negation, hypothesis-negation, and hypothesis-no-negation. See Table 6.3 for examples

and Appendix C.1 for more details.

Antonym We replace a word in the premise with its antonym to form a contradiction. To

ensure the quality of the resulting NLI pairs, we manually examine the initially generated

data and decided to only replace nouns and adjectives, as they are more likely to produce

real contradictions.

Synonym We replace a word in the premise with its synonym to form an entailment.

Spelling We replace one random character in the hypotheses with its homonym (character

with the same pinyin pronunciation ignoring tones) as this is one of the most common types

of misspelling in Chinese.

Numerical reasoning We create a probing set for numerical reasoning, following simple

heuristics such as the following. When the premise is Mary types x words per minute, the

entailed hypothesis can be: Mary types less than y words per minute, where x ă y. A con-

tradictory hypothesis: Mary types y words per minute, where x " y or x ! y. Then a neutral

pair can be produced by reversing the premise and hypothesis of the above entailment pair.
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4 heuristic rules (with 6 words for quantification) are used and the seed sentences are ex-

tracted from Ape210k (Zhao et al., 2020), a dataset of Chinese elementary-school math

problems. The resulting data contains 8,613 NLI pairs.

For quality control and to compute human performance, we randomly sampled 50

examples from all subsets and asked 5 Chinese speakers to verify. Our goal is to mimic

the human annotation protocol from Nangia and S. Bowman (2019), which gives us a

conservative estimate of human performance given that our annotators received very little

instructions. Their majority vote agrees with the gold label 90.0% of the time, which

suggests that our data is of high quality and allows us to later compare against model

performance.8

6.3.2 Probing/diagnostic dataset

While the Chinese HANS and stress tests are designed to adversarially test the models,

we also create probing or diagnostic datasets which are aimed at examining the models’

linguistic/logic abilities.

Hand-crafted diagnostics We expanded the diagnostic dataset9 from the Chinese NLU

Benchmark (CLUE) (Xu et al., 2020) in the following two ways. See Table 6.4 for exam-

ples.

First, 6 Chinese linguists (PhD students) created diagnostics for 4 Chinese-specific lin-

guistic phenomena.

1. pro-drop: subjects or objects in Chinese can be dropped when they can be recovered

from the context (C. N. Li and Thompson, 1981). Thus the model needs to identify

the subject/object from the context.

8Specifically: 98.0% on Chinese HANS, 86.0% on the stress tests. For comparison, different subsets of
the English stress tests receives 85% to 98% agreement (Naik et al., 2018).

9See chapter 2.1.2 for a description of the CLUE diagnostics.
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category n premise hypothesis label

CLUE (Xu et al.,
2020)

514 有些学生喜欢在公共澡堂里唱歌。
Some students like to sing in public showers.

有些女生喜欢在公共澡堂里唱歌。
Some female students like to sing in public
showers.

N

CLUE expansion
(ours)

800 雷克雅未克所有旅馆的床位加在一起才一千六百
个。
There are only one thousand six hundred beds in all
hotels in Reykjavik.

雷克雅未克有旅馆的床位超过一千个。
Some hotel in Reykjavik has over a thousand
beds.

N

World Knowl-
edge (ours)

37 上海在北京的南边。
Shanghai is to the south of Beijing.

北京在上海的南边。
Beijing is to the south of Shanghai.

C

Classifier (ours) 138 这些孩子吃了一个苹果。
These children ate an apple.

这些孩子吃了一筐苹果。
These children ate a basket of apples.

N

Chengyu/idioms
(ours)

250 这帮人可狡猾得很啊，你一个电话打过
去，打草惊蛇，后果不堪设想。
These people are so cunning! If you call them, you
would hit grass alert snake. The consequences would
be unimaginable.

你打电话过去会让这帮人察觉，造成不
好的结果。
If you call them, it will alert them, and bring
negative consequences.

E

same as above 这些狡猾的人养了很多蛇。
These cunning people have raised a lot of
snakes.

N

Pro-drop (ours) 197 见了很多学生，又给老师们开了两个小时会，校
长和主任终于可以下班了。
After (pro) meeting many students and (pro) having
two hours of meeting with the teachers, the principal
and the director can finally get off work.

校长见了很多学生。
The principal met many students.

E

same as above 老师们见了很多学生。
The teachers met many students.

N

Non-core argu-
ments (ours)

185 平时范志毅都踢后卫的，今天却改当前锋了。
Zhiyi Fan usually kicks full back (meaning “plays full
back in soccer games”), but today he switched to play-
ing forward.

范志毅经常用腿踢对方的后卫。
Zhiyi Fan usually uses his legs to kick the
other team’s full back.

N

Table 6.4: Example NLI pairs in expanded diagnostics with translations.

2. four-character idioms (i.e., 成语 Chengyu). They are a special type of Chinese id-

ioms that has exactly four characters, usually has a figurative meaning different from

the literary meaning of the characters, for instance, 打草惊蛇 hit hay startle snake

(behaving carelessly and causing your enemy to become vigilant). We construct

examples to test whether models understand the figurative meaning in the idioms.

Specifically, we first create a premise P which includes the idiom. In P , we provide

enough context so that there is a strong tendency for a human to interpret the idiom

figuratively. Then we create an entailed hypothesis that is based on the figurative in-

terpretation, and a neutral/contradictory hypothesis that uses the literal meaning (see

Table 6.4 for an example). For each P we write 3 hypothesis, one for each inference

relation.
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3. classifiers (or measure word): in Chinese, when modified by a numeral, a noun must

be preceeded by a category of words called classifier. They can be semantically

vacuous but sometimes also carry semantic content: 一匹狼 one pi wolf (one wolf);

一群狼 one qun wolf (one pack of wolves). Our examples require the model to

understand the semantic content of the classifiers.

4. non-core arguments: in Chinese syntax, sometimes a noun phrase at the argument

position (e.g., object) is not serving as an object, but rather functions a prepositional

phrase: 今天吃筷子，不吃叉子。today eat chopsticks, not eat fork (We eat

with chopsticks today, not with fork). Sun (2009) shows that this structure is very

productive in Chinese and we take example sentences from her dissertation.

Second, we double the number of diagnostic pairs for all 9 existing linguistic phenom-

ena in CLUE with pairs whose premise are selected from a large Chinese news corpus10

and hypotheses are hand-written by our linguists, to accompany the 514 artificially created

data in CLUE.

For quality control, each pair is double-checked by local Chinese linguists not involved

in this study and the controversial cases were discarded after a discussion among the 6

linguists. The resulting new diagnostic dataset is 4 times as large as the original one, with

2,121 NLI pairs.

We made sure that the linguistic phenomena are not merely present in the examples,

but a system must have the reasoning skills with respect to the phenomena to make correct

predictions. For instance, our examples for Chinese idioms are not merely sentences in-

volving idioms. Rather, knowledge about the idioms is required for correctly making the

inference.

Semantic fragments Following Richardson et al. (2020) and Salvatore et al. (2019),11

we design synthesized fragments to examine models’ understanding ability of six types of
10We use the BCC corpus (Xun et al., 2016): http://bcc.blcu.edu.cn/.
11See chapter 2.1.1 for a description of the English semantic fragments.
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category premise hypothesis label

Boolean 何峥、管得宽、李国柱. . . . . .只到过临汾市襄汾
县。
person1, person2 ... have only been to location1.

何峥没到过遵义市红花岗区。
person1 has not been to location2.

E

Comparative 龙银凤比武书瑾、卢耀辉. . . . . .奈德哈特都小，
龙银凤和亚厄纳尔普一样大。person1 is younger
than person2, ..., personn; person1 is as old as
personm

亚 厄 纳 尔 普 比 梁 培 娟
大 。personm is older than
personn´2.

C

Conditional . . . . . .，穆肖贝夸到过赣州市定南县，如果穆肖
贝夸没到过赣州市定南县，那么张本伟到过呼伦
贝尔市阿荣旗。... personn has been to locationn. If
personn hasn’t been to locationn, then personm has
been to locationm.

张本伟没到过呼伦贝尔市阿
荣旗。personm hasn’t been to
locationm.

N

Counting 韩声雄只拥抱过罗冬平、段秀芹. . . . . .赵常。
person1 only hugged person2, person3 ... person8.

韩声雄拥抱过超过10个人。
person1 hugged more than 10 peo-
ple.

C

Negation 库尔图尔只到过湛江市麻章区，丰隆格只到过大
连市普兰店区. . . . . . person1 only went to location1;
person2 only went to location2; ....

库尔图尔没到过大连市普兰店
区。
person1 has not been to location2.

E

Quantifier 有人到过每一个地方，拥抱过每一个人。
Someone has been to every place and hugged every
person.

王艳没拥抱过包一。person1
hasn’t hugged person2.

N

Table 6.5: Example NLI pairs for semantic/logic probing with translations. Each label for
each category has 2 to 4 templates; we are only showing 1 template for 1 label. 1,000
evaluation examples are generated for each category.

linguistic and logic inference: boolean, comparative, conditional, counting, negation

and quantifier, where each category has 2-4 templates. See example templates and NLI

pairs in Table 6.5.

The data is generated using context-free grammar rules and a vocabulary of 80,000

person names (Chinese and transliterated), 8659 city names and expanded predicates and

comparative relations in Richardson et al. (2020) to make the data more challenging. As a

result, we generated 1,000 examples for each fragment. For quality control, each template

was checked by 3 linguists/logicians; also 20 examples from each category were checked

for correctness by native speakers of Chinese.
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6.4 Experimental setup

Our main goal is to test whether cross-lingual transfer is successful for the adversarial and

probing data we created. Thus we need to compare the best Chinese monolingual models

with the best multilingual models.

Chinese monolingual models We mainly experimented with two current state-of-the-

art transformer models: RoBERTa-large (Liu et al., 2019) and Electra-large-discriminator

(K. Clark et al., 2019). We use the Chinese models released from (Cui et al., 2020)12

implemented in the Huggingface Transformer library (Wolf et al., 2020).

Multilingual model We use XLM-RoBERTa-large (Conneau et al., 2020). We choose

XLM-R over mT5 (Xue et al., 2020) because XLM-R generally performs better than mT5

under the same model size. For instance, for zero-shot transfer on XNLI, the accuracy of

XLM-R with 560 million parameters is 80.9% (Conneau et al., 2020),13 while the most

similar result for mT5 is achieved by mT5-large (81.1%) which has 1.2 billion parameters.

Also, XLM-R as a RoBERTa model is most related architecturally to existing Chinese pre-

trained models.

Fine-tuning data for Chinese models & XLM-R We use the following four datasets to

fine-tune the Chinese RoBERTa and XLM-R.

• XNLI: the full Chinese training set in the machine-translated XNLI dataset, with

390k examples (Conneau et al., 2018b). XNLI is reviewed in chapter 2.1.

• XNLI-small: 50k examples from XNLI, the same size as the training data of OCNLI.

12We use hfl/chinese-roberta-wwm-ext-large from https://github.com/ymcui/Chinese-BER
T-wwm and hfl/chinese-electra-large-discriminator from https://github.com/ymcui/Chi
nese-ELECTRA.

13We use the results reported in the XLM-R paper (Conneau et al., 2020). Note that in the XTREME
paper (J. Hu et al., 2020), the result for XLM-R is reported as 79.2%.
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• OCNLI: 50k examples of the OCNLI training set. We use this to measure the effect

of the quality of training data; that is, whether it is better to use small, high-quality

training data (OCNLI), or large, low-quality MT data (XNLI). OCNLI is described

in chapter 5.

• OCNLI + XNLI: a combination of the two training sets, 440k examples.

Fine-tuning data for XLM-R To examine cross-lingual transfer, we finetune XLM-R on

English NLI data alone and English + Chinese NLI data:

• MNLI: 390k examples from MNLI.train (Williams et al., 2018).

• English all NLI: we combine MNLI (Williams et al., 2018), SNLI (Samuel R Bow-

man et al., 2015), FeverNLI (Nie et al., 2019; Thorne et al., 2018) with ANLI (Nie

et al., 2020a), a total of 1,313k examples. This will be refered to as En-all-NLI in

our results.

• OCNLI + English all NLI.

• XNLI + English all NLI. This and the above settings are to examine whether com-

bining Chinese and English fine-tuning data is helpful; if that is the case, adding

which Chinese dataset is more helpful: OCNLI or XNLI?

We fine-tune the models on OCNLI-dev. That is, we fine-tune models with different hy-

perparameter settings (for details see Appendix C.3) and select the hyperparameters based

on the performance on OCNLI-dev. We run 5 models on different seeds and report the

mean accuracy of the models with the best hyperparameter setting.

Chinese-to-English transfer The second part of our first research question is how the

cross-lingual zero-shot transfer will work when transferring from a “low-resource” lan-

guage (Chinese) to a high-resource one (English). We also run the same experiments for

Chinese-to-English transfer, i.e., fine-tuning XLM-R with OCNLI and evaluate on the En-
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Model Fine-tuned on Acc Scenario

RoBERTa zh MT: XNLI-small 67.44 monolingual
RoBERTa zh MT: XNLI 70.29 monolingual
RoBERTa zh ori: OCNLI 79.11 monolingual
RoBERTa zh: OCNLI + XNLI 78.43 monolingual
XLM-R zh MT: XNLI 72.55 monolingual
XLM-R zh ori: OCNLI 79.24 monolingual
XLM-R zh: OCNLI + XNLI 80.31 monolingual

XLM-R en: MNLI 71.98 zero-shot
XLM-R en: En-all-NLI 73.73 zero-shot

XLM-R mix: OCNLI + En-all-NLI 82.18 mixed
XLM-R mix: XNLI + En-all-NLI 74.12 mixed

Table 6.6: Results on OCNLI dev. “Scenario” indicates whether the model is fine-tuned on
Chinese only data (monolingual), English data (zero-shot) or mixed English and Chinese
data; results in gray show best performance for each scenario. Best overall result in bold.
Same below.

glish data: MNLI dev, English HANS, stress tests, GLUE diagnostics and semantic prob-

ing. We find that transferring from OCNLI to English does not perform as well as mono-

lingual English models, likely due to the small size of OCNLI, which has 50k examples,

compared to English all NLI, which has 1,313k examples.14

6.5 Results and discussion

6.5.1 Results on OCNLI dev

Results on the dev set of OCNLI are presented in Table 6.6. For monolingual RoBERTa,

the performance is 79.11% in accuracy, similar to that reported in Table 5.8 (78.8%) in

chapter 5 on OCNLI.15 The monolingual Electra achieves a very close accuracy of 79.02%.

As we see the same trend in the following experiments, we will therefore only report results

on RoBERTa. The machine-translated XNLI falls behind about 9 percentage points.

14More results are reported in Appendix C.4.
15The difference may be attributed to 2 reasons: 1) the random seeds may be different, 2) the results in

chapter 5 are obtained using a Tensorflow implementation, while results in this chapter is obtained using the
Transformer library which uses PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019).
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For XLM-R, fine-tuning on MNLI or En-all-NLI gives us reasonable results of around

72% to 74%, which is better than models fine-tuned on XNLI, indicating that fine-tuning

on an English data (MNLI) alone can outperform monolingual models fine-tuned on the

same data but machine-translated into Chinese (XNLI).16 This suggests that for an NLU

task where high-quality English data exists, when working with multilingual models such

as XLM-R, it is worth trying to fine-tune the model on the English data first, rather than

machine-translate the data into the language one is working on.

What is also interesting is that combining OCNLI (50k Chinese examples) and En-all-

NLI (that is, 1,212k English examples, as described in chapter 6.4) gives us a boost of 2%

to 82.18% (a result that surpasses the current published state-of-the-art), showing the power

of mixing high-quality English and Chinese training data. This indicates that beyond zero-

shot, cross-lingual transfer, multilingual models offer another effective training strategy,

that is mixing high-quality data of the same task from different languages.

6.5.2 Results on Chinese HANS

Table 6.7 shows results of the Chinese HANS data tested on the aforementioned monolin-

gual models and cross-lingual model.

Cross-lingual transfer achieves strong results We first notice that when XLM-R is fine-

tuned solely on the English data (En-all-NLI), the performance („69%) is only slightly

worse than the best monolingual model („71%). This suggests that cross-lingual transfer

from English to Chinese is quite successful for an adversarial dataset like HANS. Second,

adding OCNLI to En-all-NLI in the training data gives a large boost of about 9%, and

achieves the overall best result. This is about 12% higher than combining XNLI and the

English data, demonstrating the advantage of the expert-annotated OCNLI over machine

translated XNLI, even though the latter is about 8 times the size of the former. Despite these
16For these experiments we also tested with another Chinese machine-translated MNLI (CMNLI), trans-

lated by a different MT system, which was released by CLUE (https://github.com/CLUEbenchmark/CLUE),
and obtained similar results.
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Model Fine-tuned on Overall Lexical Overlap Sub-sequence Entailment Non-Entailment ∆

RoBERTa zh MT: XNLI-small 49.48 58.12 25.42 99.22 30.26 37.18
RoBERTa zh MT: XNLI 60.80 68.99 38.01 99.74 45.76 24.53
RoBERTa zh ori: OCNLI 71.72 75.39 61.48 99.67 60.91 18.20
RoBERTa zh: OCNLI+XNLI 69.33 74.73 54.27 99.89 57.51 20.92
XLM-R zh MT: XNLI 57.74 66.47 33.45 99.96 41.42 31.13
XLM-R zh ori: OCNLI 61.82 65.83 50.68 99.89 47.11 32.13
XLM-R zh: OCNLI+XNLI 70.31 74.25 59.34 100.00 58.84 21.47

XLM-R en: En-all-NLI 69.56 77.62 47.13 100.00 57.80 15.93
XLM-R en: MNLI 66.74 73.12 48.97 100.00 53.89 18.09

XLM-R mix: OCNLI+En-all-NLI 78.82 81.57 71.15 100.00 70.63 11.55
XLM-R mix: XNLI+En-all-NLI 66.90 76.25 40.90 99.93 41.89 32.23

Human 98.00

Table 6.7: Accuracy on Chinese HANS. ∆ indicates the ∆ of accuracy between OCNLI
dev and Non-Entailment.

results, however, we note that all models continue to perform below human performance,

suggesting more room for improvement.

Discussion of different heuristics Our results suggest that examples involving the sub-

sequence heuristics are more difficult than those targeting the lexical overlap heuristics

(results in the “sub-sequence” column are much lower than those in the “lexical overlap”

column in Table 6.7). We also see a much wider gap between the monolingual model and

XLM-R for the sub-sequence category: results from monolingual model are 12% higher

than those from XLM-R under the zero-shot transfer setting (61.48% versus 48.79% in

“sub-sequence” column in Table 6.7). For the lexical overlap heuristic, however, these two

types of model have similar performance (75.39% versus 77.62% in “lexical overlap” col-

umn in Table 6.7). Recall that the sub-sequence category includes challenging examples

such as: who told you X œ (does not entail) X, or if X, then Y œ X17, where the hypothesis

is a sub-sequence of the premise and the model is prone to mistakenly predict ENTAIL.

That is, the examples targeting the sub-sequence heuristic are more difficult than the ones

targeting lexical overlap, where the vocabulary of the hypothesis is a subset of the vocabu-

lary of the premise, for instance John likes Mary œ Mary likes John. This suggests that as

the difficulty level increases (from lexical overlap to sub-sequence), the performance of the
17For instance, If I know who did it, I will tell youœ I know who did it.
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zero-shot cross-lingual may quickly fall behind the performance of monolingual models.

Manual Error Analysis for XLM-R We manually investigate the examples that the

zero-shot cross-lingual XLM-R model (fine-tuned with En-all-NLI) fails on but can be

correctly predicted by XLM-R fine-tuned with OCNLI + En-all-NLI. We find that adding

OCNLI to all English NLI data, the model performs better in: (I) understanding adverbs

indicating possibility such as可能 possible,或许 perhaps and大概 probably; (II) predict-

ing “non-entailment” for examples in the “subsequence” heuristic, e.g., (a)谁说律师都是

穿西装的。Who told you that all lawyers wear suits. œ律师都是穿西装的。All lawyers

wear suits. (b)三年后将实现每个村都有电影院。In three years, the goal will be real-

ized that every village has a cinema. œ每个村都有电影院。Every village has a cinema.

This corroborates with findings in the previous paragraph that having high quality Chinese

data in the training set will make the model more robust under more difficult adversarial

examples such as those targeting the sub-sequence heuristic.

6.5.3 Results on stress tests

Table 6.8 presents the accuracies on all the stress tests. We first see that cross-lingual zero-

shot transfer using all English NLI data performs even better than the best monolingual

model („74% vs. „71% in the “overall” column of Table 6.8). This demonstrates the

strong performance of the cross-lingual transfer-learning. Adding OCNLI to all English

NLI gives another increase of about 3 percentage points (to 77%), while adding XNLI

hurts the performance, again showing the importance of having expert-annotated language-

specific data.

Antonyms and Synonyms All models except those fine-tuned on OCNLI achieved al-

most perfect score on the synonym test. However, for antonyms, both mono- and multi-

lingual models fine-tuned with OCNLI perform better than XNLI („71% vs. „52-55%).

XLM-R fine-tuned with only English NLI data again outperforms the best of monolingual
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Model Fine-tuned on Overall Ant. Syn. Distr H
Distr
H-n

Distr P
Distr
P-n

Spell-
ing

num.

RoBERTa zh MT: XNLI-small 59.41 43.38 99.64 51.61 51.41 70.66 71.19 69.93 28.70
RoBERTa zh MT: XNLI 66.22 52.28 99.79 54.83 53.8 74.55 74.57 72.22 53.53
RoBERTa zh ori: OCNLI 64.49 71.81 73.66 52.95 51.8 73.43 73.86 71.79 54.16
RoBERTa zh: OCNLI + XNLI 71.01 59.39 99.06 55.87 54.64 76.83 76.50 75.48 70.18
XLM-R zh MT: XNLI 66.87 55.53 99.96 56.11 55.29 77.69 77.9 74.37 46.81
XLM-R zh ori: OCNLI 69.08 71.29 88.63 55.93 55.05 76.84 77.00 71.42 65.51
XLM-R zh: OCNLI + XNLI 71.49 61.85 99.45 58.15 57.92 79.16 79.28 77.93 61.88

XLM-R en:MNLI 67.94 65.77 99.2 55.14 54.6 75.75 75.76 70.76 50.90
XLM-R en: En-all-NLI 74.52 80.36 97.58 54.74 53.56 73.96 73.92 71.02 82.73

XLM-R mix: OCNLI + En-all-NLI 77.36 81.93 95.09 59.23 58.00 79.88 79.92 74.53 87.77
XLM-R mix: XNLI + En-all-NLI 73.57 66.15 99.68 57.02 55.51 78.38 78.53 75.15 80.33

Human 85.00 85.00 98.00 83.00 83.00 83.00 83.00 78.00 98.00

Table 6.8: Accuracy on the stress test. Distr H/P(-n): distraction in Hypothesis/Premise
(with negation).

models („80% vs. „72%).

Interestingly, adding XNLI to all English NLI data has a large negative impact on the

accuracy (a 14% drop), while adding OCNLI to the same English data improves the result

slightly (a 1.6% increase).

As antonyms are much harder to learn (Glockner et al., 2018), we take our results

to mean that either expert-annotated data for Chinese or a huge English NLI dataset is

needed for a model to learn decent representations about antonyms, as indicated by the high

performance of RoBERTa fine-tuned with OCNLI (71.81%), and XLM-R fine-tuned with

En-all-NLI (80.36%), on antonyms. That is, using machine-translated XNLI will not work

well for learning antonyms („55% accuracy). On the other hand, for learning synonyms, it

is better to use a large-scale dataset, rather than a small but high-quality dataset, as indicated

by the low performance of models fine-tuned with OCNLI (73.66%).

Distraction Results in Table 6.8 show that adding the distractions to the hypotheses has

much more of a negative impact on models’ performance, compared with appending dis-

tractions to the premises. The difference is about 20% for all models (see “Distr H” column

and “Distr P” column in Table 6.8), which has not been reported in previous studies, to the
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best of our knowledge.18 Including a negation in the hypothesis makes it even more chal-

lenging, as we see another one percent drop in the accuracy for all models (see “Distr H”

column and “Distr H-n” column in Table 6.8). This is expected as previous literature has

demonstrated the key role negation plays in the hypothesis (Gururangan et al., 2018; Poliak

et al., 2018).

Spelling This is one of the few cases where cross-lingual transfer with English data alone

falls behind monolingual Chinese models (by a considerable difference of about 4%). Also

the best results are based on fine-tuning XLM-R with OCNLI + XNLI, rather than a com-

bination of English and Chinese data. Considering the data is created by swapping Chinese

characters with others of the same pronunciation, we take it to suggest that monolingual

models are still better at picking up the misspellings or learning the connections between

characters at the phonological level.

Numerical Reasoning Results in the last column of Table 6.8 suggest a similar pattern:

using all English NLI data (more than 1,000k examples) for cross-lingual transfer outper-

forms the best monolingual model. However, fine-tuning a monolingual model with the

small OCNLI (50k examples, accuracy: 54%) achieves better accuracy than using a much

larger MNLI (390k examples, accuracy: 51%) for cross-lingual transfer, although both are

worse than XLM-R fine-tuned with all English NLI which has more than 1,000k examples

(accuracy: 83%). This suggests that there are cases where a monolingual setting (RoBERTa

with OCNLI) is competitive against zero-shot transfer with a large English dataset (XLM-R

with MNLI). However, that competitiveness may disappear when the English dataset grows

to an order of magnitude larger in size or becomes more diverse (recall that En-all-NLI is

composed of several different English NLI datasets).

18Naik et al. (2018) has conditions that add distractions to the premise and hypothesis respectively. How-
ever, the conditions were designed for other purposes and they did not add the same distractions to the premise
and the hypothesis. Thus we cannot perform such a comparison.
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RoBERTa XNLI-small 59.6 67.4 54.3 61.4 48.3 60.9 59.7 66.2 39.0
RoBERTa XNLI 69.9 72.0 56.8 70.4 64.2 67.5 61.7 72.9 52.1
RoBERTa OCNLI 70.3 70.0 56.0 66.6 64.2 68.4 61.7 72.4 57.9
RoBERTa OCNLI + XNLI 70.1 73.5 54.9 74.1 67.5 69.1 62.5 76.0 60.0
XLM-R XNLI 60.3 63.3 51.7 65.2 54.9 61.0 53.5 66.9 58.3
XLM-R OCNLI 67.4 70.3 55.3 69.8 75.8 71.1 62.5 71.1 62.1
XLM-R OCNLI + XNLI 74.5 74.7 55.3 75.5 76.7 72.8 62.7 76.3 65.3

XLM-R MNLI 69.3 72.9 48.9 76.0 62.5 67.8 62.6 77.0 62.1
XLM-R En-all-NLI 74.9 74.8 49.1 80.5 70.8 69.1 63.8 77.8 64.2

XLM-R OCNLI + En-all-NLI 77.3 78.1 56.6 81.3 79.2 77.2 65.6 78.0 67.9
XLM-R XNLI + En-all-NLI 75.5 55.1 79.2 70.0 69.1 62.4 76.2 72.1 71.3

Table 6.9: Accuracy on the expanded diagnostics. Uniquely Chinese linguistic features at
the top, others at the bottom.

6.5.4 Results on hand-written diagnostics

Results on the expanded diagnostics are presented in Table 6.9. We first see that XLM-R

fine-tuned with only English performs very well, at 70.2-71.9%, even slightly higher than

the best monolingual Chinese models (69.3%).

Most surprisingly, in 3/5 categories with uniquely Chinese linguistic features, zero-

shot transfer outperforms monolingual models. Only in “non-core arguments” (from ex-

panded diagnostics) and “time of event” (from original diagnostics) do we see higher per-

formance of OCNLI as the fine-tuning data. What is particularly striking is that for “idioms
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model finetune on overall boolean comparative conditional counting negation quantifier

RoBERTa zh MT: XNLI-small 46.57 32.81 34.41 61.48 81.82 33.27 35.63
RoBERTa zh MT: XNLI 50.64 33.35 39.02 66.55 84.51 40.92 39.50
RoBERTa zh ori: OCNLI 47.53 35.81 34.81 62.87 69.64 49.84 32.24
RoBERTa zh: OCNLI + XNLI 51.13 38.16 37.98 66.19 75.73 53.31 35.43
XLM-R zh ori: OCNLI 54.33 54.19 49.02 52.46 79.70 59.52 31.08
XLM-R zh MT: XNLI 50.79 33.39 35.33 66.01 87.23 33.17 49.60
XLM-R zh: OCNLI + XNLI 52.43 34.51 36.93 59.98 88.70 54.37 40.08

XLM-R en: MNLI 49.09 33.27 37.98 66.25 89.70 34.69 32.65
XLM-R en: En-all-NLI 55.37 33.43 39.70 66.65 92.34 64.11 35.99

XLM-R mix: OCNLI + En-all-NLI 57.95 40.70 44.49 63.67 91.54 74.47 32.81
XLM-R mix: XNLI + En-all-NLI 57.73 40.30 37.82 66.67 93.19 61.52 46.87

Table 6.10: Accuracy on the Chinese semantic probing datasets, designed following
Richardson et al. (2020).

(Chengyu)”, XLM-R fine-tuned only on English data even achieves the best result, sug-

gesting that the cross-lingual transfer is capable of learning some meaning representation

beyond the surface lexical information, at least for many of the idioms we tested, judging

from the accuracy of 74.3%. The overall results indicate that cross-lingual transfer is very

successful in most cases. We perform an error analysis on the diagnostics for idioms in

chapter 6.6.

Looking at OCNLI and XNLI, we observe that they perform similarly when fine-tuned

on monolingual RoBERTa. However, when coupled with English data to be used with

XLM-R, we see again a clear advantage of the expert-annotated OCNLI + En-all-NLI,

with an accuracy 3 percent higher than XNLI + En-all-NLI.

6.5.5 Results on semantic fragments

Results on the semantic probing datasets (shown in Table 6.10) are more mixed. First,

the results are in general much worse than the other evaluation data, but overall, XLM-

R fine-tuned with OCNLI and all English data still performs the best. The overall lower

performance is likely due to the longer length of premises and hypotheses in the semantic

probing datasets, compared with the other three evaluation sets. Second, zero-shot transfer

is better or on par with monolingual Chinese RoBERTa in 4/6 semantic fragments (except

Boolean and quantifier). Third, for Boolean and comparative, XLM-R fine-tuned with
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OCNLI has a much better result than all other monolingual models and XLM-R fine-tuned

with mixed data.

Turning to the fragments now, we first observe that the models have highest perfor-

mance on the counting fragment (up to 90%+ accuracy). Note that none of the models have

seen any synthesized data from the fragments during fine-tuning. That is, all the knowl-

edge come from the pre-training and fine-tuning on existing NLI datasets. Therefore, for

the XLM-R model fine-tuned on En-all-NLI, we can say this is zero-shot in two ways: one

is cross-lingual zero-shot in that the model has not seen labeled Chinese data, the other is

zero-shot from general NLI data (En-all-NLI) to evaluation data on a very specific reason-

ing skill (counting), i.e., the model sees no “counting” NLI data. The surprisingly good

performance of XLM-R (w/ En-all-NLI) model (92.34%) suggests that it may have already

acquired a mapping from counting the words/names to numbers. In the study on English

fragments (Richardson et al., 2020), zero-shot transfer learning with English BERTbase only

achieves about 70% accuracy, much lower than our results with XLM-RoBERTa, showing

the size of improvement one may obtain from switching to a larger model.

Nevertheless, for the boolean, comparative and quantifier fragments, most models are

still performing at chance level (30-40% in accuracy in Table 6.10), indicating that our

logical templates for these fragments are still hard for the models if they are only fine-

tuned on general NLI datasets.

6.5.6 Results on XNLI dev

Although we have shown in chapter 5.3.4 that XNLI dev is problematic because of the

translation quality, we still run several experiments on XNLI dev to compare the results of

XLM-R model on different fine-tuning sets, as XNLI is widely used in the field of NLI for

benchmarking the models.

We first see that for the monolingual RoBERTa (in the upper half of Table 6.11), models

fine-tuned on OCNLI perform much worse than those fine-tuned on XNLI, showing that in-
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model fine-tuned on acc

RoBERTa zh MT: XNLI-small 76.85
RoBERTa zh MT: XNLI 79.99
RoBERTa zh MT: CMNLI 80.37
RoBERTa zh ori: OCNLI 71.12
RoBERTa zh: OCNLI + XNLI 80.66
XLM-R zh MT: XNLI 82.91
XLM-R zh ori: OCNLI 75.46
XLM-R zh: OCNLI + XNLI 83.31

XLM-R en: MNLI 78.97
XLM-R en: En-all-NLI 79.43

XLM-R mix: OCNLI + En-all-NLI 79.60
XLM-R mix: XNLI + En-all-NLI 83.60

Table 6.11: Results on XNLI dev. Best results for XLM-R in bold, for RoBERTa in italics.

domain training generally results in better performance. We also experiment with CMNLI,

which is machine translated from the same English MNLI dataset as XNLI, but using a

different MT system than the Facebook in-house MT system used for XNLI. We see that

fine-tuning with CMNLI or XNLI results in similar accuracy, suggesting that the effect of

MT system is minimal for our case.

When we move to the lower half of Table 6.11, we first observe that even with the same

Chinese data, XLM-R outperforms the monolingual RoBERTa. For example, the accuracy

of finetuning on XNLI is 82.91% (on XLM-R) vs. 79.99% (on RoBERTa). Next, fine-

tuning on MNLI alone produces very good results, only 4 percentage points lower than

fine-tuning on its machine-translated Chinese version (XNLI). This suggests again that

XLM-R is indeed learning some useful meaning representation that works reasonably well

even if the fine-tuning data and the evaluation data are not in the same language. Finally,

the best performing system this time is XNLI + En-all-NLI, which is not surprising since

we are evaluating on the dev set of XNLI.
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6.6 Discussion

To summarize our findings, we first find that cross-lingual models trained exclusively on

English NLI do transfer relatively well across our new Chinese tasks. Specifically, in 3/4

of the challenge datasets we created (stress tests, hand-written diagnostics and semantic

fragments), they perform as well or better than the best monolingual Chinese models. A

particularly striking result is that such models even perform well on 3/5 uniquely Chinese

linguistic phenomena such as idioms, pro drop, providing evidence that many language-

specific phenomena do indeed transfer. These results, however, come with important

caveats: on several phenomena (sub-sequence heuristics, distraction in hypothesis, non-

core arguments, etc.) we find that all models continue to struggle and are far outpaced by

estimates of human performance, highlighting the need for more language-specific diag-

nostics tests and models that are robust under challenging settings.

Also, fine-tuning models on mixtures of English NLI data plus high-quality mono-

lingual data (OCNLI) consistently performs the best, whereas mixing with training data

automatically translated from English to Chinese (XNLI-zh) can greatly hinder model per-

formance. This shows that high-quality monolingual datasets still play an important role

when building cross-lingual models. However, how much benefit a monolingual dataset

can bring varies with regard to the type of evaluation data we are using. For instance, from

the results of the expanded diagnostics in Table 6.9, we see that adding OCNLI to En-all-

NLI gives a large boost in performance for Time of Event, Double Negation and Lexical

Semantics, but offers relatively little help for Classifiers, Idioms, pro-drop, and several

other linguistic categories.

We do want to emphasize that our results also show in several cases, the cross-lingual

transfer strategy clearly performs worse than monolingual fine-tuning. For instance, as we

see from the results on Chinese HANS 6.5.2, cross-lingual transfer have similar perfor-

mance with monolingual models for the simpler lexical overlap examples, but falls behind
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gold \ prediction entailment neutral contradiction

entailment 73 9 2
neutral 19 56 10

contradiction 13 15 53

Table 6.12: Confusion matrix of XLM-R (En-all-NLI) on the idioms section of diagnostics

(by more than 10% in accuracy) when evaluated on the harder sub-sequence examples.

Other such cases include the spelling-error in stress tests and Boolean reasoning in semantic

fragments, where we see a cross-lingual transfer lagging behind monolingual fine-tuning.

Considering size of the training data (1,212k English data for cross-lingual transfer vs. 50k

OCNLI data for monolingual models), this shows that there is still a limit for what can be

achieved by cross-lingual transfer when coupled with massive amounts of data that are not

in the target language (Chinese in our case).

The most striking result in this chapter is the zero-shot transfer ability of XLM-R in

the uniquely Chinese linguistic phenomena. How is it possible that XLM-R can make

correct predictions for cases involving Chinese idioms when it is only fine-tuned on English

data? In this section we perform an error analysis on the diagnostics with uniquely Chinese

linguistic features, and then discuss the possible reasons for XLM-R’s surprisingly good

performance, and finally point out limitations of the current work.

Error analysis of the idioms Now we analyze the errors for zero-shot transfer learning

of XLM-R on the idioms section of the diagnostics, which has 250 questions in total.

An XLM-R model fine-tuned on all English NLI data achieves an accuracy of 74.3%, as

shown in Table 6.9, which is even higher than the best results from a model fine-tuned with

Chinese data alone (70.4% for XLM-R and 69.3% for monolingual RoBERTa).

Looking at the confusion matrix in Table 6.12, the zero-shot model is more likely to

wrongly label non-entailment examples as an entailment (32 cases), rather than make a

mistake on the entailment cases (11 cases). This partly shows that the model still heavily

relies on the surface lexical items, since in our design, we use the surface meanings of the
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idx idiom
gloss
figurative meaning

premise hypothesis gold
pred

92 平步青云
steady walk blue cloud
steady and swift promotion
to a high position

小黄娶了省长的女儿，从此平步
青云。
Huang married the daughter of the
governor and from then on “steady
walk blue cloud”.

小黄能在青云上步行。
Huang can walk on the blue cloud.

C
E

95 披肝沥胆
lay liver drop gallbladder
very loyal and genuine (to
friends)

他们几个认识多年，是披肝沥胆
的兄弟。
They have known each other for
years and are brothers of “expose
liver drop gallbladder”

他们几个把肝和胆都披在身上。
They lay their livers and gallblad-
ders on themselves.

C
E

39 藏龙卧虎
hidden dragon crouching
tiger
inconspicuous place with
very talented people

这偏僻的小山村竟然藏龙卧虎，
有这么几位高人，当真让人想不
到。
This remote village has “hidden
dragon crouching tiger”. It is such a
wonder that they have several such
talented people.

这里的地处偏远，因此人迹罕
至，只有一些龙、虎之类的动
物。
This place is remote and hardly
anyone travels there. It only has
some animals such as dragons and
tigers.

C
E

Table 6.13: Examples where the model took the surface meaning and made mistakes, giving
an entailment label to contradictions.

idioms to construct the neutral and contradiction cases, as illustrated in Table 6.13. For

instance, in question 39, when the hypothesis adheres to the surface meaning of the idiom

藏龙卧虎 (hidden dragon crouching tiger) and states that there are actual dragons and

tigers in the village, the model wrongly predicts that it is really the case. Similarly, for

question 95, the people mentioned in the premise and hypothesis are not actually “laying”

their organs on themselves, while the model believes so based on the surface meaning of

the words such as liver and gallbladder, rather than their figurative meaning.

Limitations Our research raises several questions as to why and how this surprising

cross-lingual transfer happens.

• Our intuition is that XLM-R is learning about idioms during pre-training and retain-

ing this knowledge when fine-tuned on downstream tasks such as NLI. To see if this

is true, one could try to remove or ablate idioms from the model’s pre-training and

re-train the model from scratch. The pre-training data does not need to include 100
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languages, because this will be prohibitively expensive to train (XLM-R is trained on

2.5 TB data). Having English and Chinese pre-training data will possibly be enough,

as long as under one setting the Chinese idioms in the pretraining data are removed.

• Using the more recent “data removal” technique (Guo et al., 2020), one can try to

remove idioms in the same, yet more cost-effective way. However, as the data re-

moval method so far has been applied to much simpler machine learning models,

this will involve considerable work on updating and generalizing the technique to

more complex transformer models.

• Evaluate on NLI problems in other languages. One can design NLI problems in-

volving the reasoning of idioms or language-specific linguistic phenomena in other

languages, and compare XLM-R’s performance with monolingual models in those

languages. If zero-shot, cross-lingual transfer of XLM-R works well on most of or

even all the languages, we will be more confident in stating that XLM-R has indeed

learned language-agnostic representation of meaning.

We believe our new challenge datasets in this chapter will be invaluable resources for work

along these lines, and our results can serve as the starting point to opening up the blackbox

of multilingual neural models.

6.7 Summary

In this chapter, we examined the cross-lingual transfer ability of XLM-R in the context

of Chinese NLI, by evaluating XLM-R and monolingual Chinese models, fine-tuned with

different types of data, on four sets of adversarial/probing datasets. Our main finding is

that zero-shot transfer learning works relatively well in most cases (better than the best

monolingual models), and that adding high-quality Chinese data to the English NLI data

for fine-tuning usually achieves the best result. However, in most evaluation data, models

are still outpaced by human performance, highlighting the room for improvement and the
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need for new non-English diagnostics to benchmark cross-lingual transfer and Chinese

NLI models. Our datasets and results also show limitations of our work on opening up

the blackbox of multilingual transformers and answering questions such as why and how

cross-lingual transfer works.

Contributions We see several contributions of our work: 1) this is one of the first studies

that investigate cross-lingual transfer based on linguistic categorization, which we hope can

inspire a line of future research on linguistic-oriented analysis of the multilingual models;

2) we provide a suite of adversarial and probing evaluation datasets in Chinese NLI, which

will facilitate NLU research in Chinese; 3) we present empirical results on when zero-shot,

cross-lingual transfer works, as well as why we still need language-specific datasets in an

era where machine-translated data are too easy to obtain and widely used.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

In this dissertation, we have presented two lines of research on natural language inference.

The first line proposes a logic-based, symbolic inference engine for NLI. The second line

creates the first large-scale NLI dataset in Chinese, as well as four challenging evaluation

datasets, with the aim of examining the reasoning ability of neural models.

7.1 Summary of the chapters

Concretely, in chapter 3, we extended the van Benthem algorithm (van Benthem, 1986)

for polarity annotation, and designed and implemented a system to perform polarity an-

notation based on parse trees from CCG parsers. Evaluation on a small expert-crafted

corpus of polarized sentences showed that our system ccg2mono has a wider coverage

than the dependency-based NatLog system. Chapter 4 built on the ccg2mono system

and proposed an inference engine which relied exclusively on monotonicity and natural

logic rules. The knowledge base for the inference engine MonaLog was built from Word-

Net and preorders extracted from input premises. MonaLog then generates the inferences

with a replacement operation, and returns entailment if the hypothesis is in the set of gen-

erated entailed sentences. Experiments on two NLI corpora — section one of FraCaS and

the full SICK — showed that MonaLog performed competitively compared to other logic-

based systems on FraCaS and the corrected SICK. This suggests that a symbolic system

relying on monotonicity and natural logic is capable of solving a substantial part of the two

NLI/RTE corpora that we studied.

Chapter 5 and chapter 6 introduced the first large-scale Chinese NLI corpus, OCNLI,

and another four challenging Chinese NLI evaluation datasets that targeted different aspects

of reasoning. Chapter 5 compared various schemes of eliciting NLI data, and then proposed
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an annotation scheme that produced more challenging NLI data than previous annotation

procedure would produce. Experiments with several neural models including the most

powerful Chinese transformer models suggested that OCNLI is challenging to the models.

Chapter 6 started with the creation of four evaluation datasets, consisting of 17 fine-grained

categories. These include both expert-written and synthesized data, adversarial attacks and

linguistically oriented probes. Our experiments showed that the XLM-R model performed

surprisingly well under zero-shot transfer learning. That is, when fine-tuned only on En-

glish data, it achieved even higher score than monolingual Chinese models fine-tuned with

Chinese data, for 3 out of 4 challenging datasets we constructed. What was especially

surprising was that on 3 out of 5 uniquely Chinese linguistic phenomena, the zero-shot

transfer learning results of XLM-R were better than those of monolingual Chinese models.

Potential reasons for this surprising result were discussed, and it was also pointed out that

the scores of even the best neural model were still far behind human scores, suggesting a

lot of room of improvement for the reasoning abilities of the neural models.

7.2 Contributions of the dissertation

This dissertation makes several contributions to the field of NLI.

First, it provides the community with the first dedicated system ccg2mono for mono-

tonicity annotation. ccg2mono uses parse trees from wide-coverage CCG parsers, and

can perform polarity annotation on tokens as well as constituents.

Second, a new, light-weight inference engine called MonaLog is proposed, which fol-

lows the natural logic tradition in NLI. MonaLog performs competitively compared to

previous symbolic systems, and is capable of generating high-quality inferences as aug-

mented training data for machine learning models, a unique feature that bridges symbolic

and neural modeling.

Third, this dissertation contributed to NLI resources outside of English by introducing

the first large-scale NLI corpus for Chinese, and four probing NLI datasets for Chinese.
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This will benefit (and has already benefited) the Chinese NLP community, as well as re-

searchers interested in multilingual NLI research.

Finally, extensive experimental results with neural models on NLI were reported, show-

ing that cross-lingual transfer of the multilingual transformer models perform better than

expected. The results also expose the weaknesses of the current Chinese as well as multi-

lingual models, suggesting that there is much room for improvement.

7.3 Outlook

Looking to the future, there are several directions of research that can be pursued.

For symbolic models, the most promising one seems to be combining them with neural

models to increase coverage. As we discussed in chapter 4.6, symbolic systems are usually

too brittle for real world data, which are messy and diverse. Thus a hybrid of symbolic

and neural models seems to be a good choice that takes advantage of the both worlds:

foundation in linguistic and logic theories of the symbolic models, and wide coverage and

robustness of the neural ones. One example of such model is the NeuralLog model (E.

Chen et al., 2021), which uses a controller for symbolic inference generation (with the help

of Sentence-BERT, Reimers and Gurevych (2019)), and the similarity between chunks of

premise and hypothesis—calculated using ALBERT (Lan et al., 2019)—to handle syntactic

variation. Of course, finding a reasonable and feasible way to combine these two types

of models will be a challenge. In chapter 4 we experimented with a naive method which

considers the symbolic model as the default system and falls back to the neural model if the

symbolic model cannot find enough evidence/proof for either entailment or contradiction.

It is worth experimenting using an ensemble of logic and neural models, for instance.

On the other hand, claims made with respect to neural models, in particular the trans-

former models, need to be more carefully examined and interpreted. While data-intensive

and compute-intensive models such as BERT or RoBERTa have achieved very high scores

on English datasets, sometimes even above human score, this should not be taken as an
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indication that NLI is too easy or has been solved. As our work in chapter 5 shows, en-

hanced annotation procedures will produce data that better represents the real challenges

in natural language where a gap between the human and best model’s performance is still

large, regardless of having ever-increasing model size and pre-training data.1 The poor per-

formance (around 60%) of the transformer models on the more recent adversarially created

datasets such as ANLI (Nie et al., 2020a) suggests the same story. That is, there are funda-

mental reasoning skills that simply cannot be acquired by the current transformer models,

or at least under the current model architecture and training strategy.

I can see two directions moving forward for neural modeling. First is to understand

what exactly the neural models are doing, either via probing classifiers (Belinkov et al.,

2020) or other techniques to understand the weights in the neural networks, for example

visualization techniques (Reif et al., 2019), analyzing their geometrical properties (Etha-

yarajh, 2019), among others. The second is to perform comprehensive analysis of the

model errors, for instance by checking on which reasoning categories the models are fail-

ing (Williams et al., 2020). NLI can provide much insight into the blackbox of the neural

models as it is an ideal probing task to test a model’s understanding abilities on specific

phenomena.

In sum, this dissertation has presented work on both the symbolic and neural approaches

to natural language inference. We hope to see more research on combining these two

approaches and on the interpretability of the neural models.

1For instance, as of May 2021, the best model performance on OCNLI is 83.67%, still far behind the
human score of 90.3%. C.f., https://www.cluebenchmarks.com/nli.html
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APPENDIX A

EXAMPLE LEXICON WITH SEMANTIC TYPES WITH MARKINGS FOR

CCG2MONO

In this section, we list the (most common) semantic categories from the CCG parsers for

selected words.

words semantic type notes

quantifiers

some, a, an N
`
Ñ NP`

every, all, each N
`
Ñ NP´

no N
´
Ñ NP´

most N
‚
Ñ NP` N{N fixed to N{NP for both

parsers

any N
`
Ñ NP´ or N `

Ñ NP` depending on its function (FCI

or NPI)

few N
´
Ñ NP´, same as few (MacCartney and Christopher D.

Manning, 2007)

at most n N
´
Ñ NP´, n is upward entail-

ing

at least n N
`
Ñ NP`, n is downward en-

tailing

fewer/less than n same as at most n

more than n same as at least n

the N
‚
Ñ NP‚

nouns/pronouns

Fido, John NP`

dog, cat N
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pronouns (NP leaf) NP` she, he, it, etc.

relative pronoun

that, who, which pNP `
Ñ Sq

`
Ñ pN

`
Ñ Nq subjRC: a dog who barks ...

that, who, which pNP `
Ñ Sq

`
Ñ pN

`
Ñ Nq objRC: a dog who every cat likes

...

to

to pNP `
Ñ Sq

`
Ñ pNP `

Ñ Sq as in want to

prepositions

in NP `
Ñ PP he puts it in the box

in NP `
Ñ ppNP `

Ñ Sq
`
Ñ pNP `

Ñ

Sqq

He sleeps in France (no assump-

tion on NP markings)

in NP `
Ñ pNP `

Ñ NPq the man in France sleeps

in NP `
Ñ pS

`
Ñ Sq in theory, ...

without NP ´
Ñ ppNP `

Ñ Sq
`
Ñ pNP `

Ñ

Sqq

adjectives

good N
`
Ñ N NzN

fake N
‚
Ñ N privative adjectives

verbs

lack, fail, prohibit,

refuse

pNP `
Ñ Sq ´Ñ pNP `

Ñ Sq (MacCartney and Christopher D.

Manning, 2007)

intransitive NP `
Ñ S walk

transitive NP `
Ñ pNP `

Ñ Sq devour

do/did pNP `
Ñ Sq `Ñ pNP `

Ñ Sq as in do/did not

put with PP NP `
Ñ pPP `

Ñ pNP `
Ñ Sqq as in put it on the table

ask with PP PP `
Ñ pNP `

Ñ Sq as in ask about it

modal verbs

can/should/... pNP `
Ñ Sq `Ñ pNP `

Ñ Sq pSzNP q{pSzNP q
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adverbs

fast pNP `
Ñ Sq

`
Ñ pNP `

Ñ Sq

not, n’t pNP `
Ñ Sq

´
Ñ pNP `

Ñ Sq pSzNP qzpSzNP q

connectives

if S
´
Ñ pS

`
Ñ Sq pS{Sq{S

then S
`
Ñ S CandC: S{S. easyccg: N{N

(wrong)

Table A.1: Example lexicon with markings on the types
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APPENDIX B

APPENDICES FOR OCNLI

B.1 Instructions for Hypothesis Generation

(the instructions are originally in Chinese; translated to English for this paper)

Welcome to our sentence writing experiment. Our aim is to collect data for making

inferences in Chinese. In this experiment, you will see a sentence (A), which describes an

event or a scenario, for example:

Sentence A:

John won the first prize in his company’s swimming competition last year.

You task is to write three types of sentences based on the information in sentence A, as

well as your common sense.

• Type 1: a sentence that is definitely true, based on the information in sentence A,

e.g.,

– John can swim

– John won a prize last year

– John’s company held a swimming competition last year

• Type 2: a sentence that might be true (but might also be false), based on the informa-

tion in sentence A, e.g.,

– John’s company held the swimming competition last March

– Tom ranked second in last year’s swimming competition

– John can do the butterfly style
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• Type 3: a sentence that cannot be true, based on the information in sentence A, e.g.,

– John has not swum before

– John did not get any prize from the company’s swimming competition last year

– John’s company only hold table tennis competitions

You will see 50 sentences A. For each sentence A, you need to write three sentences,

one for each type. In total you will write 150 sentences. If there is a problem with sentence

A, please mark it as “x”. Please refer to FAQ for more examples and further details of the

task.

B.2 Model Details and Hyper-parameters

We experimented with the following models:

• Continuous bag-of-words (CBOW), where each sentence is represented as the sum

of the embeddings of the Chinese characters composing the sentence, which are then

passed on to a 3-layer MLP.

• Bi-directional LSTM (biLSTM), where the sentences are represented as the average

of the states of a bidirectional LSTM.

• Enhanced Sequential Inference Model (ESIM), which is MNLI’s implementation of

the ESIM model (Q. Chen et al., 2017).

• BERT base for Chinese (BERT), which is a 12-layer transformer model with a hid-

den size of 768, pre-trained with 0.4 billion tokens of the Chinese Wikipedia dump

(Devlin et al., 2019). We use the implementation from the CLUE benchmark (Xu

et al., 2020)1.
1https://www.cluebenchmarks.com/
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• RoBERTa large pre-trained with whole word masking (wwm) and extended (ext) data

(RoBERTa), which is based on RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and has 24 layers with a

hidden size of 1024, pre-trained with 5.4 billion tokens, released in (Cui et al., 2019).

We use the implementation from the CLUE benchmark.

For CBOW, biLSTM and ESIM, we use Chinese character embeddings from S. Li et al.

(2018)2, and modify the implementation from MNLI3 to work with Chinese.

Our BERT and RoBERTa models are both fine-tuned with 3 epochs, a learning rate

of 2e-5, and a batch size of 32. Our hyper-parameters deviate slightly from those used in

CLUE and (Cui et al., 2019)4, because we found them to be better when tuned against our

dev sets (as opposed to XNLI or the machine translated CMNLI in CLUE).

B.3 More Examples from OCNLI

We present more OCNLI pairs in Table B.1.

2https://github.com/Embedding/Chinese-Word-Vectors
3https://github.com/NYU-MLL/multiNLI
4https://github.com/ymcui/Chinese-BERT-wwm/
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Premise Genre
Level

Majority label
All labels

Hypothesis

是，你看他讲这个很有意思
Yes, look, what he talked about is very in-
teresting.

TV
hard

Entailment
E E N E E

他讲的这个引起了我的关注
What he talked about has caught my
attention.

要根治拖欠农民工工资问题，抓紧制定
专门行政法规，确保付出辛劳和汗水的
农民工按时拿到应有的报酬
(We need to) solve the problem of delay-
ing wages for the migrant workers at its
root and act promptly to lay out specific
administrative regulations to ensure those
hardworking migrant workers receive the
wages they deserve in a timely manner.

GOV
easy

Neutral
N E N N N

专门行政法规是解决拖欠工资问
题的根本途径
(Designing) specific administrative
regulations is the most fundamental
way of solving the issue of wage de-
lays.

你要回来啦,就住在我这老房.
If you are back, you can stay in my old
house.

PHONE
hard

Contradiction
C C C C C

我没房
I don’t have a house.

十月底回去,十一月份底回来.
Going there at the end of October, be back
at the end of November.

PHONE
medium

Contradiction
C C C C C

要在那边呆两个月才回来。
Will stay there for two months be-
fore coming back.

呃,对,我大概有,这.
Er, yes, I may have (it), here.

PHONE
hard

Neutral
N N N N N

是别人想问我借这个东西
Someone else is trying to borrow
this from me.

桥一顶一顶地从船上过去，好像进了一
扇一扇的门
Bridge after bridge was passed above the
boat, just like going through door after
door.

LIT
medium

Entailment
E E E E E

有不止一座桥
There is more than one bridge.

此间舆论界普遍认为，这次自民党在众
议院议席减少无疑，问题在于减少多少
It is generally believed by the media that
the Liberal Democratic Party are going to
lose their seats. The problem is how many.

NEWS
medium

Contradiction
C C C N N

舆论界普遍认为，这次自民党要
被驱逐出众议院。
It is generally believed by the media
that the Liberal Democratic Party
will be ousted from the House of
Representatives.

Table B.1: More examples from OCNLI.
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APPENDIX C

APPENDICES FOR CHINESE NLI PROBING DATASETS

C.1 Details about dataset creation and examples

In this section, we list example NLI pairs and their translations. For examples of the Chi-

nese HANS and stress tests, see Table 6.3. For the expanded diagnostics, see Table 6.4.

For the semantic/logic probing dataset, see Table 6.5.

Antonym Instances with simple antonym substitution have been used in previous studies

(Glockner et al., 2018; Naik et al., 2018) for creating stress tests. That is, we replace a

word in the premise with its antonym, producing a contradictory hypothesis. For exam-

ple, using John loves Mary as the premise, after replacing the verb with its antonym, we

get a contradiction hypothesis: John hates Mary. After looking at the initially generated

data, we decided to replace only the nouns and adjectives with their antonyms since such

replacements are most likely to result in contradictory hypotheses that are grammatical.1

Synonym Similar to the antonym setting, replacing a word in the premise with its syn-

onym has also been used in the literature to generate adversarial examples (Glockner et al.,

2018). We follow Glockner et al. (2018) to consider such examples as having an entailment

relation. After inspecting the initially generated data, we decided to perform replacements

only to verbs and adjectives. To ensure the quality of synonyms, we rank the synonyms

from a commonly used synonym dictionary by their vector similarity to the original word,

and pick the top ranking synonym.2

1We use the LTP toolkit (https://github.com/HIT-SCIR/ltp) to annotate the POS tags and the antonym
list from https://github.com/liuhuanyong/ChineseAntiword.

2We use the synonym list from https://github.com/Keson96/SynoCN and the similarity score from the
Python package Synonymshttps://github.com/chatopera/Synonyms.
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Heuristic entailment contradiction neutral

lexical overlap 441 647 340
subsequence 100 193 220

Total 541 840 560

Table C.1: Distributional statistics of the synthesized Chinese HANS.

Distraction We created the distraction data basically following the stress test setting (Naik

et al., 2018) but sorted the data by the position of distraction added. Tautologies/true state-

ments are added to either the premise or hypothesis part, in the meantime, we investigate

the influence of negation words in such statements as well:

• Premise-no-negation: A tautology/true statement is added to the end of the premise

in order to examine the ability of the model to capture information from a large

context.

• Premise-negation: A tautology/true statement described with negation word is added

to the premise.

• Hypothesis-no-negation: Instead of inserting to the premise, a tautology/true state-

ment is added to the hypothesis this time. This test allows us to investigate the ability

of the model to reason about the hypothesis with non-related information.

• Hypothesis-negation: We insert a tautology/true statement described with negation

word to the hypothesis.

Only two tautologies are used in the original paper in the experiment setting. In this

paper, to thoroughly examine the influence of different true statements, we designed 50

tautology/statements varied in three factors: length, out-of-vocabulary, and negation word.

There are 25 statements pairs in total (1 tautology and 24 true statements), each statements

pair includes a true statement and its corresponding true statement with negation form. All

the statements range from 5 to 16 characters. For the true statements in negation form, two
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common Chinese negation words 不 and 没 are used to represent the negation meaning.

For the 24 true statements pairs, half of them contains at least one Out-of-Vocabulary word

in OCNLI.

Experiment results indicate that the length, Out-of-Vocabulary word, and choice of

negation word will not affect the results, so we do not report the results of these variables.

Spelling Inspired by Naik et al. (2018), we generate a set of data containing “spelling

errors” by replacing one random character in the hypotheses with its homonym, which is

defined as a character with the same pinyin pronunciation ignoring tones. We also limit

the frequency of the homonym as within the range of 100 to 6000 so that the character is

neither too rare nor too frequent.

Numerical reasoning Inspired by Naik et al. (2018), we created a probing test for nu-

merical reasoning. We extracted sentences from Ape210k (Zhao et al., 2020), a large-scale

math word problem dataset containing 210K Chinese elementary school-level problems3.

We generate entailed, contradictory and neutral hypotheses for each premises, following

the heuristic rules below (adapted from Naik et al. (2018)):

1. Entailment: Randomly choose a number x and change it to y from the hypothesis.

If the y ą x, prefix it with one phrase that translate to “less than”; if y ă x, prefix it

with one phrase that translate to “more than”.

Premise: Mary types 110 words per minute. Hypothesis: Mary types less than 510

words per minute.

2. Contradiction: Perform either 1) randomly choose a number x from the hypothesis

and change it; 2) randomly choose a number from the hypothesis and prefix it with

one phrase that translate to “less than” or “more than”.

3We split all problems into individual sentences and filter out sentences without numbers. Then we remove
sentences without any named entities (“PERSON”, “LOCATION” and “ORGANIZATION”) using tools
provided by LTP toolkit (Che et al., 2020).
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Premise: Mary types 110 words per minute. Hypothesis: Mary types 710 words per

minute.

3. Neutral: Reverse the corresponding entailed premise-hypothesis pairs.

Premise: Mary types less than 510 words per minute. Hypothesis: Mary types 110

words per minute.

The result contains 2,871 unique premise sentences and 8,613 NLI pairs.

Note that for the Distraction, Antonym, Synonym and Spelling subsets, we use equal

number of seed sentences from OCNLI dev and XNLI dev so as not to bias any of the two

existing Chinese NLI datasets.

C.2 Templates for Chinese HANS

The templates for Chinese HANS are presented in Table C.2 and Table C.3.

C.3 Details about hyperparameters

Please see Table C.4 for details about the hyperparameters of different models. The learning-

rate search space for RoBERTa is 1e-5, 2e-5, 3e-5, 4e-5 and 5e-5, for XLM-R it is 5e-6,

7e-6, 9e-6, 2e-5 and 5e-5.

C.4 Results for Chinese-to-English transfer

We present Chinese-to-English transfer results for the English stress tests in Table C.6, for

English HANS in Table C.5, for English diagnostics in Table C.8 and Table C.9, for English

semantic probing data in Table C.7. As mentioned in the main text, for most of the cases

transfer learning does not work well mostly likely due to the small size of OCNLI.

Specifically, for English HANS, XLM-R fine-tuned with OCNLI is about 13 percentage

points below the best English monolingual model. For stress tests, the gap is about 5

percent. For semantic probing data, XLM-R with OCNLI performs better than monolingual
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model fine-tuned with MNLI, but is 5 percent behind monolingual model fine-tuned with

all English NLI. For the English diagnostics, XLM-R with OCNLI is 7 percent behind

RoBERTa fine-tuned with MNLI.
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Category Template (PremiseÑ Hypothesis) Example

Entailment:
被sentence

N1被V在Nloc了。
Ñ N1在Nloc。

艺术家被关在天文馆了。

The artist is locked in the planetarium.
Ñ艺术家在天文馆。

The artist is inside the planetarium.

Entailment:
PP-drop

N1在Nloc LC V N2。

Ñ N1 V N2。

领导在咖啡馆附近喝啤酒。

The leader is drinking beer near the coffee shop.
Ñ领导喝啤酒。

The leader is drinking beer.

Entailment:
Adverb-连

连V N1的N2都觉得ADJ。
Ñ N2 V N1。

连看话剧的研究生都觉得热闹。

Even graduate students watching a drama feel excited.
Ñ研究生看话剧。

The graduate students are watching a drama.

Entailment:
Choice

PN 不是N1,但是是N2。

Ñ PN 是N2。

她不是医生,但是是科学家。
She is not a doctor, but a scientist.
Ñ她是科学家。She is a scientist.

Entailment:
Adverb-drop

N1 ADV V过N2。

Ñ N1 V过N2了。

法官果然讲过笑话。As expected, the judge has made jokes.
Ñ法官讲过笑话。The judge has made jokes.

Contradiction:
Negation

N1没有V过N2。

Û N1 V过N2。

医生没有看过电影。The doctors has never watched movies.
Û医生看过电影。The doctor has watched movies.

Contradiction:
Double Negation

N1不是不V N2。

Û N1不V N2。

清洁工不是不吃午饭。

It’s not the case that cleaners do not eat lunch.
Û清洁工不吃午饭。Cleaners do not eat lunch.

Contradiction:
Swap

PN 把N1 V在Nloc了。

Û N1把PN V在Nloc了。

我们把银行职员留在电影院了。

We left the bank clerk in the cinema.
Û银行职员把我们留在电影院了。

The bank clerk left us in the cinema.

Contradiction:
Choice

N1本来想V1 N2,结果V2 N3了。

Û N1本来想V2 N3。

教授本来想喝啤酒,结果吃西瓜了。
The professor was thinking to drink beer but ate
watermelon instead.
Û教授本来想吃西瓜。

The professor was thinking to eat watermelon.

Contradiction:
Condition

N1 Advcnd V1过N2就好了。

Û N1 V1过N2。

妹妹如果去过蒙古就好了。

If only the younger sister had gone to Mongolia.
Û妹妹去过蒙古。

The younger sister has gone to Mongolia.

Neutral:
Choice

N1和N2，PN V1其中一个。

Û PN V1 N1。/ PN V1 N2。

教授和经理,他喜欢其中一个。
He likes either the professor or the manager.
Û他喜欢经理。He likes the manager.

Neutral:
Argument Drop

N1的N2在V1 N3。

Û N1在V1 N3。

秘书的弟弟在跳舞。

The secretary’s younger brother is dancing.
Û秘书在跳舞。The secretary is dancing.

Neutral:
Drop要

每个N1都要V1 N2。

Û每个N1都V1 N2。

每个清洁工都要买西瓜。

Every cleaner wants to buy watermelon.
Û每个清洁工都买西瓜。

Every cleaner is going to buy watermelon.

Neutral:
Adverb Drop

N1 Adv V1过N2。

Û N1 V1过N2。

清洁工似乎吃过早饭。

The cleaner seems to have eaten breakfast.
Û清洁工吃过早饭。The cleaner has eaten breakfast.

Neutral:
Adverb Drop

没法证明N1 V1过N2。

Û N1 V1过N2。

没法证明爷爷卖过西红柿。

It cannot be proven that the grandfather has sold tomatoes.
Û爷爷卖过西红柿。

The grandfather has sold tomatoes.

Table C.2: Template Examples of Lexical Overlap Heuristic in Chinese HANS.
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Category Template Example

Entailment:
Adverb Drop

Adv，N1 V1 N2了。

Ñ N1 V1 N2了。

反正我们吃橘子了。

Anyhow, we ate tangerines.
Ñ我们吃橘子了。

We ate tangerines.

Entailment:
Adverb Drop

Adv N1 V1过N2。

Ñ N1 V1过N2。

果然清洁工听过音乐。

As expected, the cleaner has listened to music.
Ñ清洁工听过音乐。

The cleaner has listened to music.

Contradiction:
Drop以为

N1以为N2 V1 N3了。

Û N2 V1 N3了。

科学家以为法官跳舞了。

The scientist thought that the judge danced.
Ñ法官跳舞了。

The judge danced.

Contradiction:
Drop

谁说N1都是V1 N2的。

Û N1都是V1 N2的。

谁说经理都是打领带的。

Who told you that managers all wear ties?
Ñ经理都是打领带的。

Managers all wear ties.

Contradiction:
Drop

Num年后将实现每个N1都有N2。

Û每个N1都有N2。

三年后将实现每个县都有京剧团。

In three years, the goal will be realized that
every county has a Chinese operator troupe.
Ñ每个县都有京剧团。

Every county has a Chinese operator troupe.

Neutral:
Adv, RC

Adv N1 V1的N2 V2过N3。

Û N2 V2过N3。

可能秘书喜欢的艺术家买过哈密瓜。

Maybe the artist that the secretary likes
has bought Hami melon.
Ñ艺术家买过哈密瓜。

The artist has bought Hami melon.

Neutral:
Drop

看是不是N1 V1的N2。

Û是N1 V1的N2。

看是不是领导喜欢的研究生。

Let’s see if (he/she) is the kind of students the leader likes.
Ñ是领导喜欢的研究生。

(He/she) is the kind of students the leader likes.

Neutral:
Drop Adverb

Adv N1 V1 N2了。

Û N1 V1 N2了。

也许经理听歌剧了。

Maybe the manager listened to the operator.
Ñ经理听歌剧了。

The manager listened to the operator.

Neutral:
连

连V1 N1的N2都觉得ADJ。
Û N2都觉得ADJ。

连听昆曲的清洁工都觉得早。

Even the cleaners who listen to the Kun opera
thinks it’s too early.
Ñ清洁工都觉得早。

Even cleaners think it’s too early.

Table C.3: Template Examples of Sub-sequence Heuristic in Chinese HANS
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Model Traning Data Max Length Epoch Learning Rate

RoBERTa zh MT: XNLI-small 128 3 3.00E-05
RoBERTa zh MT: XNLI 128 3 2.00E-05
RoBERTa zh ori: OCNLI 128 3 2.00E-05
RoBERTa zh: OCNLI + XNLI 128 3 3.00E-05

XLM-R zh ori: OCNLI 128 3 5.00E-06
XLM-R zh MT: XNLI 128 3 7.00E-06
XLM-R zh: OCNLI + XNLI 128 3 7.00E-06

XLM-R en:MNLI 128 3 5.00E-06
XLM-R en: En all NLI 128 3 7.00E-06

XLM-R mix: OCNLI + En all NLI 128 3 7.00E-06
XLM-R mix: XNLI + En all NLI 128 3 7.00E-06

Table C.4: Hyper-parameters used for fine-tuning the models.

Model Fine-tuned on Overall Lexical overlap Subsequence Constituent Entailment Non-entailment

RoBERTa en: En-all-NLI 76.54 96.79 67.77 65.06 99.81 53.27
RoBERTa en: MNLI 77.63 95.60 68.08 69.21 99.74 55.52
XLM-R en: En-all-NLI 75.72 95.52 62.99 68.63 99.91 51.52
XLM-R en: MNLI 74.80 92.92 65.24 66.23 98.83 50.76

XLM-R zh ori: OCNLI 64.37 71.28 54.42 67.41 98.39 30.35
XLM-R zh MT: XNLI 68.83 81.67 62.07 62.74 99.13 38.53
XLM-R zh mix: OCNLI+XNLI 71.30 82.52 61.72 69.66 99.08 43.52

XLM-R mix: OCNLI+En-all-NLI 78.56 96.92 64.91 73.84 99.92 57.20
XLM-R mix: XNLI+En-all-NLI 74.65 93.93 60.97 69.04 99.96 49.34

Table C.5: Results of English HANS (McCoy et al., 2019).

Model Fine-tuned on Overall Antonym
Content

word
swap

Function
word
swap

Keyboard Swap Length
mismatch

Negation
Numerical
reasoning

Word
overlap

RoBERTa en: En-all-NLI 79.48 82.91 86.22 88.71 87.8 87.48 88.28 60.25 79.26 62.85
RoBERTa en: MNLI 77.9 69.03 85.74 88.75 87.39 87.05 88.23 59.19 65.46 61.48
XLM-R en: En-all-NLI 79.6 86.25 85.26 87.38 86.31 86.72 87.25 61.06 82.84 65.79
XLM-R en: MNLI 77.6 74.65 85.09 87.33 86.08 86.42 86.96 60.95 54.66 65.13
XLM-R zh ori: OCNLI 74.31 72.52 75.12 77.71 76.27 76.39 77.23 72.86 55.85 72.79
XLM-R zh MT: XNLI 77.78 65.12 85.11 86.64 85.79 85.71 85.91 63.52 43.95 71.63
XLM-R zh mix: OCNLI+XNLI 77.83 66.83 84.96 86.69 85.81 85.87 85.98 63.97 51.56 68.38
XLM-R mix: OCNLI+En-all-NLI 80.01 86.33 85.22 87.4 86.26 86.77 87.23 62.52 81.79 67.54
XLM-R mix: XNLI+En-all-NLI 79.38 85.27 85.35 87.2 86.28 86.74 87.22 60.29 80.5 66.19

Table C.6: Results of English stress test (Naik et al., 2018).
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Model Fine-tuned on Overall Boolean Comparative Conditional Counting Monotonicity
hard

Monotonicity
simple Negation Quantifier

RoBERTa en: MNLI 51.31 43.58 39.6 66.24 63.34 61.28 60.1 37.26 39.08
RoBERTa en: En-all-NLI 58.72 60.18 40.28 66.3 66.22 59.6 58.98 64.46 53.74
XLM-R en: MNLI 53.54 59.16 41.62 66.3 61.72 63.26 62.82 33.52 39.92
XLM-R en: En-all-NLI 59.85 71.58 45.18 66.3 60.4 63.86 62.02 65.68 43.78
XLM-R zh ori: OCNLI 53.61 66.02 60.62 41.1 58.0 47.86 49.88 51.88 53.5
XLM-R zh MT: XNLI 52.29 43.24 39.0 66.22 65.66 58.08 62.74 34.12 49.24
XLM-R zh mix: OCNLI+XNLI 54.68 54.64 38.84 66.28 67.38 58.18 61.38 41.88 48.82
XLM-R mix: OCNLI+En-all-NLI 60.2 71.2 42.58 66.3 62.4 64.72 60.9 68.58 44.88
XLM-R mix: XNLI+En-all-NLI 60.06 65.8 46.86 66.3 65.54 61.56 61.44 68.5 44.48

Table C.7: Results of English semantic probing datasets (Richardson et al., 2020).
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RoBERTa en: MNLI 66.87 62.35 67.59 69.47 62.5 78.0 63.5 69.62 85.0 39.47 92.86 19.33 65.29 65.0 62.06 95.0 60.43
RoBERTa en: En-all-NLI 68.03 61.76 70.0 69.33 63.75 82.5 68.0 75.77 85.0 41.58 92.14 18.67 67.65 65.0 62.35 94.0 59.57
XLM-R en: MNLI 63.03 61.76 62.76 59.73 55.62 76.0 61.5 61.54 85.0 26.84 91.43 16.0 64.12 69.0 51.47 90.0 60.0
XLM-R en: En-all-NLI 64.57 61.76 65.17 61.47 60.0 76.0 66.0 65.77 85.0 33.16 89.29 14.0 62.94 71.0 58.53 90.0 60.87
XLM-R zh ori: OCNLI 59.67 60.0 59.31 57.2 58.12 70.0 56.5 61.54 85.0 30.0 67.14 17.33 54.71 66.0 46.18 90.0 59.57
XLM-R zh MT: XNLI 61.76 61.18 64.14 60.67 58.75 72.5 60.0 60.77 85.0 33.16 91.43 12.67 58.24 64.0 48.24 90.0 57.83
XLM-R zh mix: OCNLI+XNLI 61.78 61.76 62.76 56.93 57.5 74.5 61.0 61.54 85.0 31.05 90.0 12.0 57.65 65.0 48.53 90.0 57.39
XLM-R mix: OCNLI+En-all-NLI 64.51 61.76 63.45 61.6 58.75 76.0 66.0 67.31 85.0 35.26 90.71 15.33 60.59 68.0 60.59 91.0 60.87
XLM-R mix: XNLI+En-all-NLI 64.37 61.18 64.83 62.27 61.88 73.0 65.0 65.38 85.0 35.26 91.43 14.67 63.53 70.0 57.94 94.0 60.87

Table C.8: Results of English Diagnostics from GLUE-Part I (A. Wang et al., 2018).
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RoBERTa en: MNLI 54.74 66.71 89.23 57.22 66.59 82.14 56.0 86.18 78.46 79.23 63.75 55.38 67.86 56.25 84.44 76.47 48.51
RoBERTa en: En-all-NLI 63.16 71.57 89.23 61.11 69.02 84.29 57.33 84.41 74.62 73.85 63.75 53.08 70.0 69.38 83.33 73.53 49.55
XLM-R en: MNLI 45.79 65.57 84.62 61.11 61.95 82.14 52.0 85.88 82.69 78.46 62.5 52.31 57.14 51.25 80.0 74.12 44.03
XLM-R en: En-all-NLI 45.79 69.71 84.62 61.67 64.15 85.71 48.67 84.71 79.23 69.23 63.12 46.15 59.29 60.0 77.78 75.29 45.82
XLM-R zh ori: OCNLI 39.47 56.29 75.38 41.11 53.41 73.57 51.33 85.59 63.08 83.08 62.5 70.77 64.29 54.38 62.22 78.82 47.31
XLM-R zh MT: XNLI 42.11 60.14 84.62 61.11 61.95 74.29 53.33 86.76 73.46 84.62 60.62 60.0 57.86 40.62 84.44 68.24 47.31
XLM-R zh mix: OCNLI+XNLI 43.68 59.29 83.08 63.33 62.2 74.29 52.0 86.76 76.92 85.38 62.5 60.77 59.29 43.75 82.22 67.65 47.61
XLM-R mix: OCNLI+En-all-NLI 45.26 69.86 85.38 62.22 65.12 85.71 50.67 85.0 74.62 69.23 68.12 47.69 60.71 56.25 77.78 75.29 45.67
XLM-R mix: XNLI+En-all-NLI 44.21 67.29 86.15 62.22 63.9 83.57 49.33 84.71 75.0 70.77 66.88 46.92 58.57 57.5 74.44 74.12 45.82

Table C.9: Results of English Diagnostics from GLUE-Part II (A. Wang et al., 2018).
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